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A nnual Report of Hindustan 
Shity \fd

The Deputy Minister of Civil Avia
tion (Shri Mohiuddin). On behalf of 
Shri Raj Bahadur I beg to lay on the 
Tablr, under sub-section (1) of sec
tion 639 of the Companies Act, 1956 
a copy of the Annual Report of Hindu
stan Shipyard (Private) Limited for 
the year 1957-58 along with the Audit
ed Accounts [Plactd in Libiary, See 
No LT-1327/59]

Amendments to Rubber Rules

The Deputy Minister of Commerce 
and Industry (Shri Satish Chandra): 
I beg to’ lay on the Table, under sub
section (3) of section 25 of the Rub
ber Act, 1947 a copy of Notification 
No GSR 308 dated the 14th March,
1959, making certain further amend
ments to the Rubber Rules, 1955 
[Placed in Library, See No LT-1328/ 
59].

12.081 hra. ______
ESTIMATES COMMITTEE 

F orty-fifth  Report 
Shri B. G. Mehta (Gohilwad): I beg 

to present the Forty-fifth Report of 
the Estimates Committee on the Minis
try of Health—Medical Services Partn.

12.00 hrs.
<

• DEMANDS FOR GRANTS—contd.

Ministry oi Steel, Mines and Fuel 
contd

Mr. Speaker: The House will now 
resume further discussion of the De
mands for Grants relating to the 
Ministry o f Steel, Mines and Fuel Out 
o f $ hours a llotted 'for this, 4 hours 
and 9 minutes now remain All the 
Denwnds and the cut motions moved 
thefeto on the 30th March have al
ready been circulated to hon Mem
bers on the same day and they are 
now before the House When should 
I cdft fee MiTiwteT1

Shn Prabhat Kar (Hooghly) May I 
suggest that in view of the fact that 
the hon Minister has already taken 
one hour in the beginning and h • i- 
going to take one hour for reply, the 
time may be extended’

Mr. Speaker: Let me hear the Minis-
ter first

Shri Nath Pai (Rajapur) He is not 
here

Mr. Speaker- His deputy is here

The Parliamentary Secretary to the 
M inister of Steel, Mines and Fuel 
(Shri Gajendra Prasad Sinha): The
hon Minister will take about 40 
minutes for reply

Mr. Speaker: All right, I will con
sider it—what more time is to be 
allotted

Shri Nath Pai: The Minister for Iron 
and Steel, Sardar Swaran Singh, was 
kind enough yesterday to open the de
bate There is another Minister 
equally concerned with one aspect of 
industry, oil If he is not given a 
chance, it will not be fair We would 
like to hear Shn Malavlya also. Thia 
may also be taken into account with 
regard to the adjustment of time.

*Mnved with the recommendation of the President.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. Members are 
wanting a number of things. It is up 
to the Minister to choose whoever or 
both should reply. Therefore, we 
here cannot dictate to the Minister as 
to who should reply.

The Minister o f Steel, Mines and 
fu el (Sardar Swaran Singh): Shn
Malaviya will not take more than lb 
minutes.

Shri Nath Pai: That means 55 
ji.iiiiites.
'  jttr. Speaker: T heieioie an hum
uioie.

Shri Gajendra Prasad Sinha: Appro
ximately one hour.

Shri Bose (Ohanbad): 1 was saying 
yesterday that there is another section, 
that of oil and gas. In this section 
the Ministry is working through the 
Oil and Natural Gas Commission. This 
Commission, as we find from the Re
port, has moved from Kashmir to Cape 
Comorin and from Assam to Jaisalmer 
and further down to Saurashtra in 
search of gas and oil. It has gone deep 
down into the womb of the earth 
thousands of metres below the surface 
in pursuing the mineral wealth. The 
details of its working in geological sur
veying, mapping and scientific pros
pecting in various ways, as indicated 
in the Report, will make a big volume 
But it must be said to its credit that 
the Commission has already made 
many valuable discoveries. In Assam 
it has discovered both oil and gas in 
sufficient quantities for which refine
ries will shortly be erected m Assam 
and Bihar

Gas and oil have also been found 
in Jwalamukhi and Cambay area and 
if everything comes up to expectation 
production will begin in these places 
in the near future. I may add in this 
connection that the Commission is 
working under various handicaps, 
particularly in the matter of drills and 
other equipment necessary for drilling 
holes, and if these machineries were 
readily available I have no doubt in 
my mind that the Commission would 
have shown much better results.

One thing will have to be realised in 
this connection and that is that pros
pecting for oil and gas is a highly 
costly and speculative job. There is 
no knowing when success will come 
or success will come at all or not. 
Still what the Commission has done if 
to be highly appreciated. With these 
words I support the Demands of this 
Ministry.

Shri Somanl (Dausa): Mr. Speaker,
Sir, I would like to confine my re
marks to the steel section of the Minis
try about which there was such strong 
criticism from a number of hon. Mem
bers yesterday. I would first like to 
deal with the criticism levelled against 
the Ministry for the policy followed 
by them in regard to the working of 
the private sector steel projects.

Hon. Members, Shri Nath Pai and 
Shri Morarka raised the points about 
the retention prices and also about the 
interest-free loans to these steel com
panies. I think that the entire critic
ism is rather based on some misunder
standing. I would first like to take 
the question about the retention prices.

Much has been made of the retros
pective effect which was given by the 
Ministry to the increase in the reten
tion prices last October as a result of 
the recommendations of the Tariff 
Commission. The real position is that 
the current scheme of retention prices 
of steel operative for the five-year 
period 1st April, 1955 to 31st March,
1960, was recommended by the Tariff 
Commission in their report dated ths 
30th November, 1955. and sanctioned 
by Government by their Resolution 
dated the 1st February, 1956. The re
tention prices were so fixed in pur
suance of Government’s direction on 
the subject as to enable the major pro
ducers to obtain, after meeting all 
their current charges and obligations 
including taxes and reasonable divi
dends on their share capitals, a reason
able proportion of the finances requir
ed for their expansion programme for 
internal resources. The scheme of 
retention prices sanctioned on the
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above basis of the Government’s Re
solution of the 1st February, 1956, 
mentioned above, also contains *he 
following escalator clause

“The retention pnces recom
mended by the Commission may 
be adjusted from time to time to 
the extent that Government are 
satisfied that manufacturing costs 
if altered from the 1954-55 level as 
a result of changes in railway 
freights, changes in statutory price 
of coal and other fuel, raw mate
rials, stores or machinery and 
changes in labour costs caused by 
labour legislation or adjudication 
or conciliation awards'*
Shri Morarka (Jhunjhunu) This 

was the recommendation of the Tariff 
Commission

Shri Somani: This is the decision of 
the Government

Shri Morarka Was it accepted9 No 
In the Resolution of the 1st February 
1956, to which the hon Member is 
referring this was not accepted by the 
Government The Government said 
that whenever the representation is 
made the Government would consider 
that on merits

Mr. Speaker: Very good
Shri Somani: What I have quoted 

is the Kesolution of the Government 
itself under which they have accepted 
the recommendations of the Tariff 
Commission in so many words A pro
vision m similar terms has also been 
made m clause 5 of the agreement 
dated the 23rd June, 1955, betwse*) 
the Government of India and TISCO 
regarding the expansion programme 
to be carried out by the steel com 
pany The increase in retention price 
as recommended by the Tariff Com 
mission m their report dated the 24th 
May, 1958, and sanctioned by the Go\ - 
emment on the 13th October, 1958, has 
been granted in accordance with the 
provisions of this escalator clause to 
cover only such increases in costs as 
nave been accepted by Government as 
falling withm the purview of the 

♦escalator clause

Shri Morarka: No Did the Govern
ment not ask that this should be ex* 
amined only for the future9 The Gov
ernment m its letter of reference to 
the Tariff Commission says m so m*ny 
words, Please examine this question 
‘ for the future”

•
Mr. Speaker: Very good Hon. Mem

ber need not go on interrupting Let 
the hon Member have every right to 
speak

Shri Morarka It is in reply to my 
point He says that I made the critic
ism on some misunderstanding X 
want to point out that the hon Mem
ber is replying on the basis of some 
misunderstanding

Shri Somani: Why I say that it is 
based on a misunderstanding will be 
quite clear from the fact that what 
we are concerned with is not the re
trospective character of the increase 
that was given That is my submis
sion If the hon Member wants to 
take any objection to the recommenda
tions of the Tariff Commission in re
gard to the increases which took place 
in the manufacturing charges during 
that period, that may have been a 
relevant contention But having ac
cepted the principle that the Govern
ment of India are committed to give 
a fair increase in the manufacturing 
prices to the steel companies, if there 
is any genuine increase in the items 
of various manufacturing expenses it 
does not matter in the least whether 
the increase is given retrospectively 
or for the future

Shri Morarka* Why not’
Shri Somani- After all, if the in

crease would have been given for the 
future, the increase m terms of prices 
per ton would be much higher than 
what has been given

Mr Speaker- Any hon Member is 
entitled to draw his own inference 
from the facts I have no objection to 
allow any hon Member to correct a 
palpable error or a mistake of facts 
But so far as inferences are concern
ed each hon Member is entitled to 
draw his own inference The other
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[Ur. Speaker] 
hon. Member who is not satisfied with 
it has to keep quiet in hi* seat.

Shrimati Sana d it a in it t y
(Basirhat): It is a matter of fact. What 
Shri Mormrka has said is that that 
reference was for the future and Shri 
Somani says that it was for the past.

Mr. Speaker: That is all right. There 
is no quarrel then.

$hri Morarka: Yesterday I quoted 
it and I have got a copy of the Reso
lution of the Government here with 
me where it says that the Tariff Com
mission had to examine the question 
o s ls  tes tfas. I'i.tujw. T W  tas*.. Mrki- 
ber says that I made the speech based 
on some misunderstanding. I request 
the hon. Member tojilace a copy of the 
Resolution of the 1st February on the 
Table of the House where it says that 
the Government accepted the recom
mendations of the Tariff Commission 
The Government has not accepted 
them. They say, “We shall examine 
that question only on merits as and 
when the two companies come to us ”

Mr. Speaker: The Government will 
explain it later on.

8hrl Soqiani: I have got a copy of 
the Tariff Commission's report and 
there is, I submit; a misunderstanding 
in the mind of Shn Morarka in regard 
to the word future'. The point is that 
the Government of India In accepting 
the recommendations of the Tariff 
Commission accepted the principle of 

..examining any increase in the manu
facturing charges from time to time 
for the period 1955—59. And the word 
‘future’ indicates that the Government 
of India at that stage were not m a 
position to correctly assess the increase 
in the manufacturing charges, and, 
therefore, when the reference was 
again made to the Tariff Commission 
for future, the word indicated, in my 
opinion, that commitment that was 
already made by Government that the 
prices for this five-year period, namely 
1M&—<69 would be governed by the 
actual increase or decrease in the

manufacturing expenses that might 
occiir and (hat if the Government of 
India would be satisfied after proper 
examination by the Tariff Commission 
that there has really been any increase 
in tiie cost of manufacture, then that 
Increase could be given on a basis 
which may certainly be called retros
pective but which is not retrospective 
m Jhe sense that Government had al
ready accepted this principle, that is, 
the principle of giving such increases 
or even bringing about reduction in 
the retention prices if in the light of 
the actual cost of manufacturing, such 
decision was warranted.

^Vhat I want to submit is that much 
la being made of the word ‘retrospec
tive’ Suppose the increase would not 
have been given retrospectively, then 
It would only have meant a greater 
increase for the future production of 
the company m order to compensate it 
for the increase in the manufacturing 
charges Here, there is no question of 
any departure from the basic principle 
th^t was accepted by Government.

0hri Morarka: You must excuse me 
for an interruption here, for the simple 
reason that the hon. Member is trying 
to give some wrong mathematics to 
thl House If we had given the in
crease for the future only, if we had 
no* given retrospectively this so-called 
smaller increase, Government would 
have saved Rs. 4| crores; by giving the 
ao-called smaller increase, Govern
m ent have given to these two com
panies Rs. 4$ crores more than they 
woUld have given otherwise. Even if 
th*y had given Rs. 68 per ton only 
fat the future as against Rs. 46 per 
tor) as they have given fbr the whole 
pefiod, Government would have saved 
jls, 4 crores or so. Let the hon. Mem- 
bef multiply the figures of production 
irifh the actual increment that they 
h«ve given and the amount that they 
W0Uld have given in case this would 
not have had any retrospective effect.

gbudar Swaran Singh: I think X 
tniPt aay that second speeches should 
not be permitted, because they 
virtually make out new points and.
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the like, l e t  flu debate continue. 
Moreover. . . .

Shri Menxfca r o t e —

Sardar Swaran Singh: I do not give 
in. So, let not the hon. Member get 
op in that manner.

Shri Morarka: I do not give in 
either.

Sardar Swaran Singh: The simple 
point is this.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister is 
entitled to make the representation on 
behalf of Government

Sardar Swaran Singh: The simple 
point is that it is true that if the in
creases are not given, Government can 
save; if Government do not give any 
increase, they can save several crores 
more. So, that is only an argument, 
not a question of arithmetic.

Mr. Speaker: I did not quite follow. 
I think Shri Morarka said that it 
would involve an additional payment 
of Rs. 4 crores. In the future, the 
accounting may be done, whatever 
amount is paid from time to time is 
only paid provisionally, and whatever 
is decided upon by the Tariff Commis
sion will be given effect to, and it will 
be given effect to retrospectively; 
after so much of work has been done, 
if the Tariff Commission finds that 
this is the price that has to be paid 
for the work or for the article, then 
the price will be on the date on 
which the accounting finally takes 
place, in which case whatever has 
been supplied even before the price 
was fixed will also be covered by this 
higher price, and, therefore, so much 
extra has to be given. Therefore, 
what Shri Morarka seems to say, 
namely that it should not or ought 
not to be given retrospective opera
tion, seams to have some force.

Now, because it will involve pay
ment for what has been already sup
plied, the hon. Minister may say, 
there is no definite payment at any 
Particular stage, the whole thing 
would be decided by the rate fin d  at

the end, and, therefore, till then, 
every payment that is made is only 
provisional. That is one way.

Sardar Swaran Singh: Your second 
alternative is generally the basis on 
which these payments are made, be
cause additional expenses have to be 
incurred as they fall due. Govern
ment later on make a reference to the 
Tariff Commission, and it is quite often 
that the increases are given with 
retrospective effect to cover additional 
expenditure that has, in fact, been 
incurred.

Shri Nath Pal: The hon. Minister 
has never explained why from April 
1955, retrospective effect should be 
given. That is what staggers us.

Mr. Speaker: Very well. That is a 
matter for explanation.

Shri Samanl: So far as this produc
tion issue is concerned, the company's 
contention has been that the estimate 
of production that was taken by the 
Tariff Commission at the time of the 
original inquiry was much higher than 
what has been the actual production 
in the subsequent years. The whole 
price structure as recommended by the 
Tariff Commission at that period waa 
based on certain calculations of pro
duction based on the expansion and 
other modernisation programmes, and* 
the company has made out a case, and 
I think they have also represented to 
the Government further, that the 
Tariff Commission has not done full 
justice to this principle of giving an 
adequate increase in the retention 
price due to the increases which have 
been brought about in the manufactur
ing expenses, and also due to the fact 
that the company has not been able 
to produce that quantity of steel whidi 
was envisaged to be produced, by the 
Tariff Commission, at the original 
period of the inquiry. My whole sub
mission is this, that the question of 
retention prices. . . .

Mr. Speaker: Was it in the original 
agreement that whatever the Tariff 
Commission decides upon will be given 
even from the start? Was it said there
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[Mr. Speaker] 
that whatever price may be fixed may 
be fixed tentatively, we agree at a 
particular rate, "but this is subject to 
whatever the Tariff Commission may 
fix, in which case it will apply 
retrospectively from 1855? Unless 
there is such an arrangement, if sub
sequently there is payment to them 
of something more, that will come into 
operation only from the date from 
which it is fixed. That has been the 
bone of contention.

Sardar Swaran Singh: The Tariff 
Commission’s recommendations are

• after all recommendations as to the 
items that have to be taken into con
sideration. About that, there is an 
agreement that they will be entitled 
to ask for additional payment if there 
is an increase in such and such items 

. of costs.

Shri Somani: I was just labouring 
the point that the impression of tjie 
hon. Member that the Tariff Commis
sion is so liberal in fixing the prices 
for controlled commodities is not cor
rect. I have myself an experience of 
the way in which the Tariff Commis
sion works. I am connected with the 
cement industry, and I know, the pro
cedure—-which has been followed by 
the Tariff Commission in fixing the 
prices of controlled commodities—has 
been such that after a thorough and 
comprehensive inquiry recommenda
tions were made which in my opinion 
hardly did full justice to the question 
of giving fair prices to the industries 
concerned. Their approach has been 
so thorough, so rigid and so compre
hensive that it would be a wrong 
impression on the part of any hon. 
Member to conclude that the Tariff 
Commission has in any way been 
liberal to the industries concerned 
while making their recommendations 
as to the price structure.

Shri Morarka: Here again, may I
interrupt?

Mr. Speaker: J am not going to 
allow this.

Shri Nath Pal; We remember the 
case of TELCO.

Shri Morarka: This will he my last 
intervention. Why was Government 
obliged not to accept the recommenda
tion at the Tariff Commission?

Mr. Speaker: I agree, the hon. Mem
ber may be enthusiastic. . . .

Shri Nath Pal: We only remember 
the case of TELCO, which runs coun
ter to what Shri Somani says.

Shri Moiferka: I remember this thing 
also.

Mr. Speaker: I do not know what to 
do in the circumstances. 1 have always 
felt that Instead of having a general 
discussion like this, as soon as the 
general discussion on the Budget is 
over, the whole Budget may be refer
red to a Committee of the Whole 
House, which can split itself into a 
number of sub-committees, and each 
sub-committee may sit with the officers 
in the Ministry and look into these 
matters and exchange views—and if 
necessary, the press also may be allow
ed to be there; there is nothing private 
about it—in which case, all the recom
mendations of the Estimates Commit
tee and the Public Accounts Commit
tee can be put before them, and such 
discussions can be had certainly across 
the table. That will be very useful.

But as it is, we are again having 
on each Demand a general discussion 
That is what exactly is happening 
Except in the case of one or two hon. 
Members who know intimately, and 
who apart from their study, have inti
mate knowledge of these facts, in the 
case of the others it becomes a general 
discussion. When hon. Members who 
know these subjects intimately want 
to have their say, we have not got 
the time here or the opportunity to 
give to them, for, when an hon. Mem
ber speaks once, he would not be al
lowed normally to speak again. I 
have gone out of the way to allow 
Shri Morarka to speak three or four' 
times, after he has concluded his 
speech once.
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'Shri MenuriU: I *m grateful to you 
lor it

Ur. Speaker: A ll the n a e , I do not 
think I have been enlightened. Per
sonally, I am not a veteran; even now. 
after all these interruptions, I am as I 
was originally. Now, this is the diffi
culty. I am yet to devise some 
method.

I would request hon. Members on 
both sides to find out how-best, when 
there is a doubt, the matter could be 
resolved. I do not know what to do.
I would normally ask the Estimates 
Committee or some other committee to 
look into this matter, but, again and 
again, asking the Estimates Committee 
when the matter is here is not proper. 
We must devise some method by which 
these differences could be resolved. If 
really so much of money has been 
spent, then we would like to know be
fore we spent; and if it is not spent, 
-then the doubt ought to be cleared up

I am sure the hon. Minister will try 
to take both sides into account and try 
to explain to this House why this mis
understanding has arisen. Let there 
be no more interruptions now.

Shri Dasappa (Bangalore): What 
about the committees?

Mr. Speaker: As for those commit
tees, it is left to the hon. Members to 
pursue that matter. Let them all 
think about it properly themselves, 
and then let us think of it

Dr. Melkote (Raichur): I move
that the whole House endorse the 
view that you have placed before us 
that the whole question be submitted 
to a sub-committee. May I suggest 
that the Speaker move in this direc
tion and help us?

Mr. Speaker: Under the rules as
they stand, I have no authority to 
refer any of these matters to a sub
committee. Let us wait and see. The 
hon. Minister will certainly explain 
these differences, so that the whole 
House may get cleared of this doubt 
And if still something persists, some

doubt, I shall try to find out how 
'best K can be resolved.

Shri Nath Pal: It will be of great 
importance, what you just now said, 
and I hope not ortly this Ministry 
but others will bear this in mind.

I will point out' a very relevant in
stance. The doubts we had raised on 
the 25th November in th& House have 
been fully confirmed, in toto, every 
word, by the Estimates Committee, but 
we did not get any reply on this 
point yesterday. We hope he will 
bear in mind what you just now said' 
by way of guidance.

Shri Somanl: I welcome the sug
gestion made by you, and indeed, I 
would like that this whole matter 
about the Tariff Commission's recom
mendations and the Government’s deci
sions thereon in regard to the reten
tion prices given to Tata Steels is 
enquired into thoroughly to clear 
away any doubts in the minds of any 
hon. Members that anything but bare 
justice has been done to the industry 
in giving retrospective effect to the 
increase in the retention prices.

In this connection I may draw the 
attention of the hon. Minister to the 
dividends that are being distributed 
by Tata Steel and Indian Iron. The 
dividends do not exceed four or five 
per cent return based on the p&sent 
stock exchange prices of these shares. 
If the ̂ return that the investor gets 
from investment in the shares of these 
big companies is only four or five per 
cent. I do not think there is any case 
in pointing to the question of the 
retention prices, because in no way 
are the resources which are placed at 
the disposal of the companies being 
frittered away by way of dividends to 
the shareholders or in any other way. 
On the other hand, they are being 
usefully utilised in the huge expansion 
programme which both the companies 
have undertaken. What I wanted to 
convey is that the companies concern
ed, under the direction and advice of 
the Government, are following a very 
rigid and conservative policy in tin
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[Shri Somani] 
question ctf dividends, and are doing 
everything possible to see that their 
huge expansion programme is imple
mented in the manner decided and in 
fu ll conformity with our national 
pdlicy. Therefore, no impression 
should be created as if the Ministry 
has been in any way liberal to the 
claims of this industry or has in any 
way done anything which is not* war
ranted by the needs o f the national 
economy. 
i
Refo-e concluding this point and 

coming to the public sector projects, 
I would also like to make a brief 
reference to what my hon. friend Shri 
Nath Pai said about the interest-free 
loans to these companies. There is a 
long history behind these loans. It is 
not as if these interest-free loans have 
been allowed as a gift to these com
panies. This scheme has been evolved 
after very long deliberations and 
negotiations, and in consultation with 
the World Bank by the Government 
in a manner quite different from what 
the company itself had wanted. It 
was early in 19S2, I think, that TISCO 
represented to the Government m re
gard to the needs of their expansion 
programme, and they wanted an in
crease of about Rs. 100 per ton in 
order to enable them, after paying the 
taxes, to build a fund exclusively ear
marked for the purpose of expansion. 
So far as the needs of expansion were 
concerned, Government were fully 
agreed with the soundness of the pro
posal, but certainly Government did
not entertain this proposal. On the
other band, Government did increase 
the prices and pay this increased 
amount to the equalisation fund and 
from that fund these loans have been 
given. As a matter of fact, Shri 
J. R. D. Tata, Chairman of TISCO, has 
referred in one of his speeches to this 
and stated that this loan which has 
been given by the Government, as a 
matter of fact, is legitimately an
amount which belongs to the com
pany Itself. The Government, instead 
of allowing fhe amount to be secured 
by way of increase In the retention

Prices, has given it by way of loan in 
order to comply with certain require
ments of the negotiations which the- 
company had carried on with the 
World Bank. This interest-free loan 
Was regarded as equity capital by the 
World Bank, and it has helped out 
steel companies to secure valuable 
financial assistance from that institu
tion. Even if interest had been charg
ed, naturally these interest charges 
would have been the expense of a 
revenue-character, and to that extent 
the Tariff Commission or the Govern
ment would have had to give a corres
ponding increase in the retention 
Price. Therefore, I do not think there 
is any point in my ban. friend, Shri 
KTath Pai, makihg anything about any 
favour being shown by the Govern
ment in these interest-free loans to 
these companies.

Shri Nath Pai: Do you refer to the 
Steel Stabilisation Fund of Rs. 17 
Crores?

Shri Somani: Whatever it is, whe
ther it is Rs. 17 or Rs 10 crores, I am 
Only trying to state that the whole 
question of these interest-free loans 
Was negotiated for a long time in con
sultation with the World Bank, and 
the Government did not accept the 
proposal as submitted by the steel 
Company, but have taken action abso
lutely in conformity with the needs of 
expansion on the one hand and the 
other various factors which have got 
to be considered in this connection.

Now, I would like to say a few 
words about our public sector projects, 
about which so much has been said 
yesterday, again especially by our 
friends Shri Nath Pai, Shri Morarka 
and others. I do not in the least 
minimise the criticism that has been 
made about the administration of these ■ 
huge projects, but I would like to sub- • 
mit at the beginning In this connec
tion certain salient features which have - 
to be kept in mind if we are to d o . 
full justice to the issue.
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t in t  of all, I readily agree with the 
suggestion contained in the Estimates 
Committee’s Report, as also what was 
said by Shri Nath Pai yesterday that 
the Government did make a great 
mistake in not undertaking the con
struction of one steel project under 
the First Five Year Plan. If there 
had been one steel project under the 
First Plan, certainly that could have 
been undertaken 40 to 50 per cent 
cheaper than what we have had to 
incur during the Second Plan, and 
moreover, the experience and the or* 
ganisation which would have been 
available would have been very valu
able in the implementation of the pro
gramme of construction of the remain
ing two steel projects. But that is 
a matter of over-all policy of the 
Government and the Planning Com
mission as well.

"What we are today concerned with 
is, once the decision having been taken 
to establish three steel projects sim
ultaneously, how that programme has 
"been executed by the Ministry. As 
I said, this programme of establish
ing three steel projects simultaneously 
is so gigantic and so ambitious in nature 
that it would not be doing full justice 
to the work of the Ministry if the hon. 
Members do not keep in mind the 
-gigantic and unprecedented nature of 
the burden that was placed on the 
Ministry in executing such huge pro
gramme of construction of three steel 
projects simultaneously. Remem
ber again that they were asked to un
dertake this programme of the three 
steel plants at a time when the two 
big steel companies in the private 
sector had also embarked upon a sub
stantial expansion of their units. That 
meant that the Ministry could not 
avail itself of the resources or of the 
experience of valuable technical per
sonnel which could, in the ordinary 
circumstances, have been made avail
able, if the two units in the private 
sector had not simultaneously a very 
big programme of expansion for their 
own units.

Then again, it should be remember
ed that these projects have not been 
established in important cities like

Calcutta and Bombay where adequate 
facilities of everything are avaflable. 
These projects have been constructed 
in out-of-the-way places where there 
have been so many formidable diffi
culties in the beginning of township, of 
housing, lack of adequate transport 
facilities and so many other problems. 
The hon. Minister yesterday said that 
about 150,000 workers are at present 
engaged in the construction of 
these three steel projects. That 
shows the magnitude of the task ia 
which the Ministry is engaged. There 
ate *  hundred and one other problems 
As one who is connected with the pri
vate sector, I myself realise the nature 
of the formidable difficulties which we 
have encountered in the last few years 
in imolementing even much smaller 
proiects in various places. Therefore, 
while it will be certainly fair to criti
cise the many deficiencies and defects 
that have been discovered in the work
ing of this Ministry in the implementa
tion of these projects, it will be neces
sary to realise the nature of the task 
which was being undertaken.

Having realised the difficult circum
stances under which the Ministry was 
asked to undertake the construction 
of these three steel projects simulta
neously, we have to examine the nature 
of the deficiencies that have been 
pointed out by hon. Members who 
have so vehemently denounced the 
working of these public sector pro
jects, In this connection, I find that 
the major criticism has been about the 
increase in the original estimates. 
That is true, because from the original 
estimate of the three steel plants of 
Rs. 353 crores. the projects are now 
estimated to cost, including all the 
items which were left out at the ori
ginal stage, something in the neigh
bourhood of Rs. 560 crores. There is no 
doubt that this increase is a colossal 
one, one which cart give a very alarm
ing picture. But then we have to 
take into account certain other fea
tures which led to such enormous in
crease in the estimates. It has been 
pointed out that compared to the 
original specifications, a lot of addi
tions and improvements were made in
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the projects themselves. It would 
perhaps have been possible to control 
this increase if the specifications ori
ginally formulated were adhered to. 
But I think the Ministry acted wisely 
in accepting the suggestions of their 
technician* to make certain additions 
and alterations which, though involve 
a great amount of additional capital 
outlay, will ensure greater and more 
efficient working of these units.

We have been told that purchases 
were made from abroad of structural 
steel, refractories and many items of 
stores which were originally intended 
to be purchased in this country itself. 
There have, of course, been Increases 
due to the under-estimates made by 
the consultants, due to increase of 
prices and wages in Europe and so on.

Now the important point we have 
to remember is, that having entered 
into a commitment as regards this 
enormous increase, the hon. Minister 
had, I think, in the budget discussions 
in May 1957, given certain revised 
estimates. The major point before us 
is whether these revised estimates of 
1957 are also going to be increased to 
an enormous extent Fears were ex
pressed, and certain items were also 
given. But in this connection, 1 can 
only go by what the hon. Minister 
said in his opening statement yester
day that he does not see even today 
that there will be any significant in
crease in the revised estimates that 
were given to the House in May 
1957. So long as the Ministry can, 
from the actual completion of the 
three projects, prove that their revised 
estimates have not substantially been 
exceeded, I do- not think that the 
alarming picture painted about the in
crease in estimates has got any sub
stantial justification. But if really, as 
hon. Members pointed out yesterday, 
even these revised estimates will be 
exceeded enormously and substantially 
then certainly that is something which 
would require a more detailed expla
nation than what was given in the 
beginning. I-woold therefore request 
the hon. Minister to agria clarify in

hi« reply whether he stands by the 
assurance that he gave in his opening 
statement that so far as the revised 
estimates are concerned, there will not 
be any major or significant increase.

Then the question of delay may be 
taken into account In this connec
tion, I would like to submit that evero 
so far as the expansion programmes: 
of TISCO and IISCO are concerned, 
there has been a substantial inere&& 
compared to the original estimates 
which they had put before the share
holders or the public at the time these 
programmes were formulated. There 
has also been quite some delay in the- 
implementation of these programmer. 
If the private sector projects, with all 
their efficiency and experienced orga
nisation at their disposal could not 
avoid the enormous increase in tbeir 
capital outlay and also delay in the 
execution of their expansion program
m e, I think the picture that has 
emerged of the completion of thescr 
three projects has to be viewed in its 
proper perspective. After all, you 
want to undertake an ambitious pro
gramme of industrialisation. I hold 
no brief for the ICS officers who may 
have been on the job, but I certainly 
was pained to hear from my hon. 
friend, Shri Nath Pai, that there was 
a conspiracy to run down the public, 
sector on the part of the ICS officers, 
concerned. I think that was the un- 
kindest cut. I would like to appeal to 
hon. Members to see the difficult cir
cumstances under which our officers 
are working, and it will do no good 
to those who have got so much in their 
heart for the welfare of the public 
sector projects to condemn them out
right. I do not think my hon. friends, 
Shri Nath Pai and Shri Naushir 
Bharucha left any adjective in the 
dictionary untouched so far as the 
black side was concerned.

Shri Nath Pal: Just on a point o f 
personal explanation___

Mr. Speaker: Whatever has been said 
is there.. . .

Shsl Somani: Words like 'extrava
gance'. 'bungling', 'messing*’  were uti
lised. But. I do not think it does any
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credit to Members of this House to 
condemn a programme of such a 
gigantic nature which has been under* 
taken by the Ministry in these terms 
The nature of the projects should 
clearly have given a warning to us 
that if these three steel projects are 
to be implemented simultaneously, 
then mistakes—serious mistakes—or 
lapses are bound to occur They are 
inevitable. It would have been mar
vellous if they had been able to steer 
clear of those things It is a very 
difficult position for anybody

We have been told about the con
tractors and so many other things 
But when day to day problems have 
to be decided, either you follow the 
strict and rigid rules o f red-tapism 
or you act in a businesslike manner 
Hither you delay the projects or take 
the risk of being criticised later I 
think it is much better in the national 
interest that these projects have been 
completed more or less according to 
scheduled than that the policy of fol
lowing rigidly the rules was followed, 
which would have kept the officers 
free from criticism

My whole submission is that so long 
as no definite charges of malaf.de are 
proved, it would not be advisable to 
make such sweeping and general 
statements of condemnation of the 
whole department The entire debate 
of yesterday as well as the other day 
when we were discussing the projects 
painted a picture which, if trlie, will 
mean that the public sector should 
cease to function

Shri Nanshii^ Bharncha (East 
Khandesh) No, ho

Shri Nath Pai: We want it to suc
ceed We want to defend it

Shri Somaal: I can understand con
structive suggestions being made and 
criticisms being made which are o f a 
constructive character If you will 
read the various adjectives which 
have been used* you will find that we 
are not fit or competent to undertake 

Job whatsoever. black oc

dark side has been painted m that 
manner. I do not agree with it  But 
I personally say that there have been 
serious mistakes and lapses, and before 
I conclude, I would like to say a few 
things about the organisation But I 
would appeal to my hon friends that 
it is better that such matters are dis
cussed in an informal way with the 
Minister, than that such a dark and 
black picture should be painted in 
this House which leaves a very unde
sirable impression m the country as 
if the public sector projects are being 
run so inefficiently, so irregularly and 
in a manner which is causing such a 
dram and waste of public funds

Commg to the question of organisa
tion, I myself agree that the hon 
Mmister should give serious thought 
to put the organisation on a purely 
commercial basis so that the three 
steel plants can run in a sound and. 
scientific manner Various construc
tive suggestions have been made in 
the Estimates Committee’s Report J 
would certainly like that the Ministry 
examines in detail these various con
structive suggestions and takes con
crete and effective measures to ensure 
that the administration of these pro
jects is put absolutely on a commercial, 
sound and scientific basis

In this connection, we have had a 
lot of suggestions coming during the 
recent few years as to how our pubic 
sector projects should be conducted, 
the administrative machinery, the 
board of directors, the cadre of techni
cians and so on I mean all these 
points have been discussed threadbare 
dunng the last few years by various 
committees and various suggestions 
have been made It is high time that 
the Ministry took serious note of all 
these suggestions and put things in a 
manner which would not give rise to» 
these criticisms

One thing more—and that is about 
the optimistic view taken by the hon. 
Mmister about the supply of steel 
Here I want to give a little warning 
I have experience of cement A little 
aver two years a©> the** was snehi&ii
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acute shortage of cemept that we were 
compelled to import cement from 
foreign countries But, suddenly, with 
the progressive increase In production, 
we today find ourselves in a position 
where the manufactureis of cement 
have to export part of their products

Our steel production is going to be 
doubled very shortly We have at 
present over 2 million tons of supply 
of steeL It is going to be 4} million 
tons It is high tunc that the hon 
Minister and his Ministry gives serious 
thought to see how this doubling of 
the supply is going to be utilised We 
should not be suddenly faced with a 
situation as it happened in the case of 
cement, that steel production will not 
be utilised and the steel projects will 
find themselves in difficulty This is 
a problem which should receive de
tailed consideration at the hands of 
the Ministry It will not be sufficient 
just to say that with our growing and 
expanding economy and with the pro
gressive increase m the need for steel 
we will have more than double de
mand, and we will be able to export 
a part of our production I would 
like this matter to be very thoroughly 
examined before any new scheme for 
a fourth steel plant or plans for the 

♦expansion of these three undertakings 
is undertaken It is essential that we 
should take proper measures to see 
that our production which is going to 

'  be doubled shortly will not be left 
unutilised

Shri Naashlr Bharueha: Not shortly, 
not tm 196S

Shri Somani: Anyway I wanted the 
planning to be done in a manner 
which will ensure the proper utilisa
tion of our progressive increase in 
production.

In the end, I will only say that it 
was not in a spirit of criticism of what 

«ny colleague had to say that I said 
this I must agree that the criticisms 
to a great extent are just and that 
everything possible should be done to 
ensure that our public sector pro
jects function in an efficient manner

But I felt strongly, in view o f the 
impression created yesterday, that I 
should like to express something about 
this.

Shri Nath Pal: Sir, a word of per
sonal explanation, as he referred to 
me It is very mce to hear somebody 
put up a stout defence for the Minis
try But he should not give an im
pression to anybody that I was trying 
to denounce the civil servants I had 
sajd that I will be the last person to 
abuse the parliamentary immunity 
which a Member enjoys to denounce 
people who can never have an op
portunity of saying what they feel. I 
cited an example I only asked this 
Was it proper, was it advisable, was 
it good business to send one single 
serviceman to Germany to sign a 
deal worth Bs 90 crores He comes 
back and we find that the German 
association on monetary basis of Rs 9 
crores cannot be had because he did 
not give thought to the simple thing 
of Rs 9 crores being taken in this 
country at the rate of 12 per cent 
This is what I had in mind The Esti
mates Committee also say this

“They also find it strange that 
the administration of the Rs 560 
crore steel projects rests largely 
with two to four officials or erst
while officials of the Government 
who have had no previous ex
perience of steel industry, or of 
any industry for that matter”
And it is in this spirit we pleaded 

that they are good administrators but 
they have no business knowledge and 
steel is a business Let us use the 
talents of men like him. I have no 
objection. But I did not cast any 
aspersion That »  what I want to 
say Again the Estimates Committee 
ended by saying that the association 
of civil servants will have to be ter
minated and we will have to get 
competent men. Now, I think he will 
agree with me

Shri Fero*e Gandhi (Rai Bareh)* 
Sir, before you put up Demand No
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48—Exptarattioci of Oil and Natural 
Gas—to the vote of the House, I 
would like to draw your attention to 
something.

A M  Speaker: Does the hon. Member 
want to intervene in tbe debate now?

Shri Fereae Gandhi: There seems to 
be some mistake. I want to draw 
your attention to it

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. Member 
wants to speak I will allow him an 
opportunity.

Shri Fereae Gandhi: I do not want 
to speak. This may take only a little 
tune

Mr. Speaker: Has he already
spoken?

Start Feroie Gandhi: No, Sir. The 
hon. Minister.........

Mr. Speaker: The hon Minister is 
here.

Shri Feroase Gandhi: The hon. Min
ister is here. I want to draw his 
attention to this. In Demand No 83, 
Major Head—36, Directorate, Oil and 
Natural Gas—A 1, page 12, you find 
in 1858-59, for 380 officers the revised 
estimate for 1958-59 is Rs. 11,95,000 
The number of officers has gone down 
to 336 in 1959-60 and the Budget 
estimate for 1959-80 has risen to 
Rs. 18,86,000, that is, by 7 lakhs. Then, 
under A. 2, for an establishment of 
2850, the revised estimate for 1958- 
59 is Rs 13,24,000 The number has 
diminished to 2222 in 1959-80 and the 
Budget estimate for 1959-00 has in
creased by Rs. 10 lakhs to Rs. 23,88,000 
I just wanted to know whether this is 
a printing error. If it is a printing 
■error it could not be put to vote

Mr. 8peaker: Are there no ex
planatory memoranda for this?

Shri F em e Gandhi: There is noth
ing Sir. I have already pointed it out 
to the hon. Minister,

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister
w ill note it and reply in due course 
<8 LSD—4

Shrimati Bern C3takravartty: Mr.
Speaker, Sir, we have just had a de
lectable sight of seeing how Mr. 
Somani has rallied to the side of the 
Ministry.

Mr. Speaker: What I was wonder
ing was that hon. Members who are 
wedded to the public sector have 
formed a private businessman *0 
support the public sector, himself 
opposing it, according to him. Now, 
Mr. Nath Pai has explained it. The 
hon. Member may go on.

Shrimati Rena Chakravartty: Sir,
I do not know what really was the 
point in your intervention at this 
stage. In any case, it was quite a de
lightful thing to see Mr. Somani rally
ing to the aid of the Ministry. But the 
last sentence which he uttered gave 
the real clue to the whole story and 
that was that we should not have 
any more steel plants in the public 
sector.

Shri Somani: No, Sir, I never said 
that

Shrimati Bcnu Chakravartty: And
the real reason for that is whatever 
price we may have paid—there is no 
doubt that we have paid through the 
nose—there is one truth, that the 
country is going to produce steel in 
the public sector and the price of 
private sector steel will come down, 
whatever happens. I think that the 
conclusion Shri Somani has drawn 
from cement cannot be applied in the 
case of steel because cement still 
continues to be produced in the 
private sector. And, if my information 
is correct—of course, Shri Somani 
says that the Tariff Commission is 
very rigid and very conservative and 
has tightened the screw on and all 
that and the profits derived from 
cement are not enough for him—in 
spite of all that he says, the profits 
of cement are still on the high side. 
I am sure, in a poor under-developed 
country like India, if we could have 
brought down the price of cement, if 
there was really some competition
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from the public sectos in the cement 
industry, there would have been no 
question of a surfeit hi cement

As far as steel is concerned, this 
kite-flymg has been going on for somt 
time that we are going to be surfeited 
in steel We shall not be able to sell 
steoL But, in a country like India, 
if we really want to industrialise, if 
we really want to have modem im
plements and the latest methods in 
agriculture is there any limit to 
which steel can be utilised, prpvided 
we can make It economical and within 
the purchasing power of the people** 
Every person will use it if really we 
can do at Therefore, this question 
which is being raised by the Tatar; 
and Mr Biren Mukerjee and now by 
Mr Somani, “please do not go ahead, 
please do not go ahead”, is m a way 
affecting the public mind I think thtc 
has to be taken very seriously and we 
should have no idea of trying to res
trict what we should do The sky is 
the limit What is our restricting 
factor’  The restricting factor is 
money at our disposal and that is 
where economy has to be brought 
about

It is very surprising that Mr 
Somani had no constructive criticisms 
to offer He could not say how we 
could economise and how we can go 
forward There is a feeling in the 
country that criticism against the 
public sector means that we are 
against the public sector Before I 
start, I want to say very clearly 
(Interruptions) At least that is being 
tried to be shown and I think the 
intervention from the Chair was out 
of fear

Mr. Speaker: Yes; out of fear

Shri Nath Pal: And you did very 
rightly, Sir

Shrimati Keaa Chakravartty: I
want to make a categorical and dear 
statement that when we make criti
cisms they shall be sharp criticisms

They are. so because we want the Steel 
Ministry and the Hindustan Steel 
Private Ltd, and the other industries 
connected with steel to come out and 
have the pride of place in the country 
and not because we think the private 
sector has done better We have a 
private sector in this industry tor 
the last so many years Wbat has 
been its record’  Has at been better’  
If we go into the rottenness and all 
the mistakes, then we will know. 
I am glad that Shri Somani lias ad
mitted that they were making mis
takes Our criticism is to see that 
there is a sharp break from this rot
tenness and new standards may be set 
up so that the hire and fire system o f 
private sector a> replaced by a system 
where no profit criticisms but 
merit may be rewarded We want to  
have a new social outlook in this 
sector That is why we are saying 
these things Economy on the one- 
hand and a new outlook on the other 
are the two mam, basic things which 
we want to see followed in the pubrtc 
sector

IS hn

Having said that, I would like to go 
to my first suggestion The Ministry 
of Steel, Mines and Fuel is a strate
gic Ministry—the three departments 
dealing with industries which are 
basic to the essential needs of indus
trialisation. My first idea is it is v 
hotch-potch Ministry which really 
does not do justice to any of tb  ̂
three major departments. It should 
be split up if we want to do justice 
to each of them If any country could 
go forward successfully developing 
steel, coal and other mineral ores and 
petroleum, then that country will have 
got the Aladdan’s Lamp and found 
the way to the land of prosperity and 
plenty Therefore, I would very much 
like the Government to consider this 
point especially because we have al
located for all these—steel, mines as 
well as petroleum—special places in
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the public sector They belong to the 
«ecia l schedule, whereby the fur
ther development will be entirely in 
the public sector, as such the res
ponsibility of the Government will be 
very much heavier than in many 
other departments of Government 
Therefore, I make this suggestion that 
this Ministry should be split up

Aeharya Kripalani (Sitamarhi) 
Adding more jobs

Shrimati Rena Chakravartty. I 
have one lurkaig fear because 1 have 
seen the top heavy administrative set
up not only in this Ministry but of 
almost all Ministries I was surprised, 
as I was gamg through the fl̂ ureŝ  that 
the officers’ pay was Quite dispropor
tionate to the staff's pay and the allow 
ances and honoraria and other things 
For instance, let us take the Depart 
ment of Iron and Steel I hate just 
called out a few figures 31 officers 
draw Rs 2,17 000 One Secretary 
seems to be drawing about 48,000 a 
year which comes to about Rs 4 000 
per month In comparison to that 
150 class III and 62 class IV servants 
draw Rs 2,20,000 This morning we 
had a question about the socialist 
pattern It &> surprising how this 
terrific disproportion can still exist 
In the travelling allowance, dearness 
allowance and other honorana, here 
of course I must say that the dear
ness allowance and other things under 
the category should according to us be 
incorporated into the wages If I come 
to the Iron and Steel Control organis
ation, what do I see9 There are 35 
officers drawing Rs 3,64,000 in com
parison to 706 class III and 128 class 
IV drawing Rs 13,27,200 The travell
ing and the dearness allowances come 
to Rs 10,72,000 I do not want to go 
into the Department of Mines and 

The anomalies have already 
heen pointed out There, 75 officers 
draw Rs 8,21,000 of which almost a 
Iskh of rapes is paid to one Deputy 
Secretary and six Under Secretaries 
m comparison to two deputy assistant

Petroleum officers whose pay seems 
to be reduced In comparison to (hat 
in the Department of Mines and Fud, 
424 class III and IV people get 
Rs 4,62,300

Mr. Speaker: The salary is the
same for all these servants The 
only question us whether so many 
are necessary are not

Shrfanatl Renu Chakravartty: If
that is so, if that is absolutely on 
par with Ministries, how is it that 
there is so much discrepancy between 
even the Department of Mines and 
Fuel and the Department of Iron and 
Steel’

Mr. Speaker Them fore, the one 
question is this If the salaries are 
equal to the salanes here, why should 
*10 manv be appointed7 That will oe 
the point

Shri Nath Pal: There are dispropor
tionately low and high salanes also 
in the same Ministry

Shrimati Renu Chakravartty. I
only want that the three Ministries 
should be split up Here we see how 
disproportionately things happen m 
th« Government department? I 
know the explanation which the Min
ister will give He will say that it is 
the set rule and set pattern We want 
to get out of these set rules and 
patterns Let us have more people 
I do not mind But let us have some 
less disproportionate figures placed 
before us

None of us will have time to deal 
with petroleum Coming to the 
question of steel, what I want to say 
is that these discussions are taking 
place at a very important time With 
the commissioning of the two blast 
furhaces we have reached the end of 
a Period which I would like to term 
as a period of exploration We have 
now reached a stage when we can 
look back at our mistakes and achieve
ments We should be in a position to 
know our basic mistakes Although
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the Minister has said that we are 
going to learn from our mistakes, what 
have been our basic mistakes? That 
is not very clear. Are we trying to 
rectify them? The Estimates Com
mittee’s report will be very useful to 
the Minfctry and I hope he will give 
good thought to it and adopt the re
commendations made therein.

The jecond reason why I say that 
this is a very important time when we 
are discussing this report is this. 
We have reached a very critical stage. 
On the one hand we want a rapid 
expansion of the steel industry and on 
the other hand the situation especially 
in the context of foreign exchange 
difficulties has made us very careful 
regarding expenditure. These two 
tilings have to be combined together. 
We have to husband our resources to 
the utmost. The third reason why 
the discussion now is important. Is 
that we have now reached a period 
when the Third Plan is to be for
mulated. What perturbs me is not 
that mistakes have been committed 
they have cost us dearly; they are bad 
but we do not seem to have learnt 
from our mistakes. What disturbs me 
most o f all is the statement made by 
the Minister in his speech yesterday, 
fie  says:

“In this process, mistakes would, 
no doubt, have been made and 
almost everyone engaged in the 
task would be able to say in the 
light of experience how things
might have been done better___
our endeavour should be to benefit 
for the future from the many and 
varied experience of the past”

That is good But then what does he
« y :

" . . .  That cannot be done 
hastily or in mid-job, so to Bay.”

First the job should be finished and 
then only things can be improved. 
When a person gets into the mire, one

tries to get out at the mire even la 
mid-way and he does not try to get 
more into that mire.' So, he puts an 
excuse: .after, all we are in the middle 
of the job and so let us not do any
thing to change the policies or any
thing in the middle or at the moment. 
I think it k  a very dangerous thing. 
We have to change where we have 
made mistakes so that we do not 
make further mistakes. There can be 
no excuse that there will be further 
delay. These explanations would not 
do. I am sure that there are many 
avenues where we can make amends 
even now. That is what I am going 
to suggest I do not want to go into 
the past. The past is there; Shri 
Morarka dealt with it and in the Esti
mates Committee also it has been very 
categorically stated. Let us see what 
is happening today. To my mind, our 
greatest difficulties arose out of two 
basic weaknesses: defects inherent in 
agreements and contracts as a result 
of which the foreign consultants and 
suppliers of machinery took full ad
vantage and made us pay through the 
nose That has been amply explain
ed on the floor of this House and by 
the Estimates Committee. The second 
thing fe our abject dependence on 
foreign experts. These were the 
two basic defects. We have now 
reached a stage when we must learn 
from our mistakes and when the ex
pansion and economy must go hand 
in hand. We have to so plan, co
ordinate and design our projects keep
ing a sharp look at the special char
acteristics of our own raw material 
position, technical manpower position 
and we have to set up a strict list of 
priorities and of doing things in the 
most economical way possible.

Sir, Shri Somani said, well, mis
takes are made, costly mistakes are 
made, what can be done. We cannot 
afford to do that Of course, mistakes 
are made, genuine mistakes are made, 
but it is about avoidable mistakes that 
I am talking about. Let us be clear on 
that score. Let us not mix up matters.
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This ch i only be dons If we make 
full use of our Indian 1
want to make a very strong plea on 
behalf of our own technicians. If we 
inject into the Hindustan Steel Limit
ed engineen having knowledge of 
steel technology, and X we shake our* 
■elve? and the Hindustan Steel out of 
the slavish mentality of depending too 
much on foreigners, I am sure we 

be able to do a much better job.

How can we expect foreigners, es
pecially those who themselves come 
from the private sector like Krupp- 
Demag, GHH or I SCON not to help 
themselves to their own self interest 
and rather guard our national in
terest? In Bhilai, it fc true that things 
have gone better because it is from a 
Government to Government basis. 
There private profit is eliminated. 
Even here, I would say that a very 
good job was done in the case of 
Bhilai because we sent our own team 
of experts to the Soviet Union, they 
visited many of the steel plants there 
and the Soviet experts helped then. 
Our technicians also gave them an 
idea as to what would be the most 
suitable things to adopt in our 
country under our own conditions. 
That is why, I say, Bhilai has come 
out to be the best It is only because 
there has been the greatest co
operation between our technicians and 
the Soviet experts. (Interruption). 
It is true that we have many more 
experts there, but I think on the whole 
everybody will agree that if we can 
do with lesser people the Russians 
won't mind, they would go away. That 
is the one area where Indians have 
been taught to be in charge even in 
the commissioning stage. The large 
number of Soviet experts who remain 
there will commission the plant, but 
actually the Indians will be in charge. 
They will stand beside them and teach 
them, and as soon as they have been 
taught they will go away. But at 
Rourkela and Durgapur, we have 
found that if there are foreign experts 
they will help the flarefcnen—the 
Germans will help the German* We

have found that Krupp-Dsxnag helped 
GHH and GHH helped the German 
carpenters. ICC helped ISCOM sad 
we had to pay heavily.

Let us see what is happsning at 
Durgapur. Actually the Estimates 
Committee has not said very much 
about Durgapur because it is just 
starting its work. Now, here again we 
flnrf that this wonderful package deal 
of ours was a package deal in every- 
thing else except in one very import
ant aspect. The commissioning con
tract is not there. As soon as they 
erect the plant they will hand it over 
to you and then the commissioning is 
left to you. It is a very serious de
fect that has been brought to notice. 
We will now have to think about 
having a commissioning contract. What 
it will mean to us in terms of money 
and other things, I do not know We 
have been assured that the estimates 
will not jump up any more. I sup
pose the hon. Minister will say that he 
only made the estimates up to the 
point of construction and for the 
commissioning it will be separate.

Sir, I do not wantf to go again into 
the whole question of defective piling 
at Durgapur. It is a scandalous state of 
affairs We have got the ICC. We have 
got the ISCON. We have paid once 
over Rs. 15 crores to ISCON. Earlier 
we have paid Rs 8 crores altogether 
for six years to ICC. All this has 
happened. What was the ICC doing? 
Was it not there to safeguard the 
interests of Government? It was our 
engineers that detected the mistakes. 
It is a fantastic position that we are 
paying through the nose, we are 
having tier upon tier of foreign con
sultants, and still even the pilings, 
the foundations even are being done 
without our consultants, who are 
supposed to be ICC, protecting our 
interests. What were they doing?

Again, Sir, I wint to raise a very 
important question in this House, 
regarding the entire atmosphere at 
Durgapur. The entire atmosphere at
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Durgapur is vitiated with the stinking 
atmosphere of the white man’s buper- 
lonty I was surprised to read in the 
London Economist of 14th February, 
1959 where they talk about racialism 
and cay

'I t  is hard to believe that, 
eleven years after India became 
free and sovereign, a colour bar 
should still be applied in a 
Bombay swimming pool”

Then they say

“Such a bizarre exception might 
be held merely to prove the rule, 
but there are many less bizarre, 
and more alarming instances 
ranging from the supercilious con
duct of certain semoi British staff 
at Durgapur, where Indo- 
Bntish teamwork is furthering 
India's steel programme ”

Sir, most of our Indian technicians, 
some of them very experienced, have 
felt the pinch of the behaviour of 
these people Our engineers are not 
allowed to do anything We are told 
that according to our agreement there 
is nothing about know-how, we are 
not supposed to get any know-how 
No blue-pnnts are allowed to be kept 
by us The blue-pnnts are sent to 
the General Manager and quickly 
taken back again before we can even 
keep a copy of them They say we 
are not entitled to have any know
how Again, of course I do not want 
to take up the case of individuals, I 
think the hon. Minister should know 
that there are individuals whose be
haviour is not as it should be In the 
General Manager you have a very 
kind gentleman, a man trained m the 
pucca ICS tradition He is very nice 
and amiable, but I am afraid that he 
is unable to take decisions He is timid 
and he is unable to see the new social 
forces which are fcrowmg around him 
He is still over-burdened with his 
old bureaucratic mentality, and I am 
afraid such a person cannot stand up

to these White people who are behav
ing in such an arrogant manner The 
atmosphere there has gone to mu' 
level that they almost amount to say
ing "Mr Sen, when we have flnishad 
and everything is ready we will hand 
them over to you; before that, please 
do not come to us ”

Mr. Speaker* Are not our en
gineers allowed to know how they 
are setting up the plant and machin
ery’

Shrimati Bena Chakravartty: We
have not got it m the contract That 
is a big weakness m the contract it
self

Mr Speaker- If anything goes wrong 
what are we to do’

Shri Nath Pal* God alone know3, 
or the Minister knows We pay Rs 14 
crores for these technical services

Sardar Swaran Singh: That is not 
precisely correct, Sir, I will clarify 
that

Shrimati Sena Chakravartty I
hope he will clarify

Mr. Speaker* Anyhow, I Temember 
to have admitted a question the other 
day wherein it i& said that those 
people are still thinking they are the 
masters m this country (Interruption) 
It is stated that the directors there 
still seem to feel that they are the old 
Europeans who are ruling this coun
try

Dr Melkate: That is the impression 
created

Mr. Speaker: That is a question
which I have admitted I do rot 
know what the answer will be

Sardar Swaraa Singh: My answer 
will be "No”, that that is incorrect

Shrimati Renu Chakravartty: I
hope the hon Minister will take the 
House into confidence We all come 
from that area Even those who do 
not come from that area will very
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v e il know tbe atmosphere there if 
they have a talk with our technicians 

’ and our engineers who will give ex- 
jMMion to that humiliation.

Sir, to say the least about humilia
tion, we have developed a phobia 
about foreign experts. All experts are 
oot experts. Many are for less experi
enced than our own engineers. Take 
the case of ICC itself. TKey are sup
posed to look after the interests of 
Government of India. We know how 
they have looked after our interests. 
Except for the head of the ICC, Mr 
Bankston, all others could easily 
have been scrapped. Y et' they are 
our overall consultants. We have 
bur own consultants in each project, 
and on, the top of that they are our 
overall consultants for which we pay 
crores of rupees They arc albo our 
consultants at Durgapur Any refe
rence to- ICC cannot be answered by 
them They refer it back to the con
sortium, whoever is supplying the 
plant Yet, ICC is supposed to be on 
behalf of the Government of India, 
doing all the forward thinking, look
ing into everything and having com
plete control of the matter But, in 
fact, ICC is nothing but a middleman, 
not worthy of being our overall con
sultants If many of us had our way 
we would have scrapped ICC Also, 
they have not given us the best and 
most modern plants and process. It 
is very necessary to discuss this, 
because at this moment we want to 
get the maximum benefit out of the 
existing steel plants, we want them to 
produce to their maximum capacity 
"because it is much more economical 
that way

In this context, it is of great impor
tance that we expand first to full 
capacity our three steel plants at 
Rourkela, Bhilai and Durgapur. Actu
ally, I believe, HSPL has already 
asked the project tb go ahead and 
suggest ways and means to expand 
tj*e existing capacity But what has 
happened in Durgapur, for example’  
’’ hat is happening in actual practice9 
<«L!S n°  086 MkinK for something and

n not being able to know where

we are being actually taken and 
where the sabotage is coming in TCC 
and ISCON are giving such advice 
which is actually contrary to this very 
objective and HSPL is accepting it. 
Of course, how can we blame the 
HSPL directors They axe can- 
posed of men innocent about the 
technnology of steel.

Shri Nath Pai was rather mistaken 
when he said that we have got only 
ICS men It is not so We have got 
two or three engineers. We have one 
experienced engineer of the CPWD, 
a very eminent man possibly in his 
own field, and another is from the 
Railways But still, steel is such an 
industry which needs men with the 
technical know-how of steel. It is an 
industry m which newer and newer 
methods of technical knowledge are 
being advanced all the time, and it 
is necessary for us to be able to know 
which is the best and the most econo
mical method which would yield the 
best production. For example, the 
ICC has given us a plant which has 
a low melting rate of 20 gross tons 
per hour from the open hearth even 
after desiliconising process, while 
modern mills have anywhere near 40 
to 45 tons melting Tate If we had 
this, how much more production we 
could have had’  After all, we are 
paying very high amounts. We are 
not paying very little Everybody 
knows the size of our steel plants, and 
we have gone round the India 1958 
exhibition and the steel pavilion We 
know that the duplex process is one 
of the best and well-known proces
ses for producing good steel, and also 
we will be able to get the maximum 
production but yet, this process has 
not been adopted The simple open 
hearth process, even with the desili- 
conising procnes, will yield far less 
than tha (.uplex process.

Recently, one more thing has come 
to our notice That is, the high top 
pressure at Durgapur blast furnace 
has been permitted by the Hindustan 
Steel Limited to be dropped from the 
contract for the time being. I be
lieve one of the Indian engineers has 
said that we need not have it just
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now Naturally, the ICC got hold of 
this and the Hindustan Steel has also 
|M M d  at this. Everyone knows 
that high top pressure is to-day accept
ed as a very important process for pro
ducing the maximum quantity from 
the blast furnaces But it has been 
dropped. Is it Do our national in
terest’  Is this the way to really get 
the maximum capacity’

Let us take certain other aspects 
For example, we are a poor country 
and we have to have certain priori
ties We are rich in raw materials 
for the industries, and we have large 
quantities of ores, and it would have 
been much more logical if we had 
first put up a cintenng plant in Dur
gapur for the furnaces, because it is 
known, and we have been told abbut 
it m Bhilai also, that with the crnter- 
mg plant, the production goes up and 
it is economical on coke Instead of 
putting up a cintenng plant, what 
have we done’  We have put up a 
huge ore mixing plant, a huge, expen
sive affair, which we might have in
stalled it at a much later date, when 
•we had more money The result has 
been that at Durgapur we have paid 
Rs 18 crores for the three blast fur
naces and we could not gam the maxi
mum in production because Hindustan 
Steel are neither capable of judging 
themselves nor did they get the help 
of Indian Consultants

Take again the cacygen plant We 
have seen pictures about it We know 
that oxygen is a very important ele
ment for the good production of steel , 
The ntfare oxygen there is, the more 
flexibility there will be in the pro
duction of steel and the steel will also 
be of better quality Yet, we have been 
given in Durgapur small units of SO 
tons But after our engineers insist
ed, they have given us two 100-ton 
units We must have bigger units for 
better production

I have given all these facts because 
It is pointing to one important con
clusion, and that is, we have to have

Indian engineers and technical men 
at the helm, of affairs aad not bcr 
abjectly dependent on foreigners. 
This is all the more absolutely neces
sary now, now that our foreign ex
change position has become so serious. 
If we are really serious about 
learning from our mistakes, our 
national interests point directly to 
two things Firstly, Indian engineers, 
experienced m steel technology and 
manufacture must be taken on the 
Board of Directors of Hindustan 
Steel I do not want to go into the 
question of ICS officers They may be 
good or bad Some are good officers 
and some are bad officers There are 
good officers, there are bad officers. 
There is no doubt about it But any 
type of engineers is not gctod enough. 
We are going to be told that we have 
got engineers and technical men For 
Hindustan Steel we need a certain 
percentage of technical men, and in
deed a good percentage of men know
ing the technical know-how of steel 
and steel technology

Secondly, the Government of India 
must appoint Indian steel consultants 
for the setting up of the steel pro
jects The third thing, about which 
I shall speak a little later, is the way 
a«id type of designs organisation 
which should be set up Dealing 
wrth the first two points, that is, the 
question tof the Board of Directors of 
Hindustan Steel and the question of 
Indian consultants__

Mr Speaker: The hon Member's 
titne is up

Shrimati Renu Chakravartty: The
answer has been given by the Esti
mates Committee itself They have 
s%id that although there is one firm 
0$ Indian consultants in iron and 
steel, they have not been used at alL 
I believe that since then, m answer 
to a question, we have been told that 
they have been asked to prepare one 
tot the reports for the fourth steel 
Plant. But still we do not know whe
ther they will really be the technical 
consultants for the Bokaro project nr 
<hey will be only given a little bit of
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work here and there. We do not 
know irbe& cr or not this Ann of 
Indian consultants will be made the 
Government consultants to look after 
out national interests. We were told 
that we have got in this firm a TCM 
expert. We are surprised. If he can 
be an acknowledged TCM expert, 
who sent him to examine Bhadravati 
why cannot we accept him as an ex
pert at least to look after our nation
al interests? At least why not have 
a second opinion from him, if you do 
not trust him for a first opinion? The 
work of the consultants would be not 
only to do overall planning but to co
ordinate designs to suit the local con
ditions, and to set up priorities, also 
keeping in sight the local conditions 
about raw material, communications, 
personnel, the timing of the various 
sections to commission the plant on 
schedule, etc. A ll this could be done 
by the Indian consultants. Also, they 
could help in setting up and directing 
the designs organisation.

Here, one question may be put by 
the hon. Minister and I should like 
to answer that. Can we do without 
fdreign experts and know-how? The 
answer is that at the present moment 
we cannot completely do without it. 
But I would like the House to consi
der what is the type of know-how and 
what is the method of getting that 
know-how. We are young in the field 
but we also know that we have got 
a very fine band of technicians train
ed abroad. And here also we are 
training them. Without reducing or 
trying to minimise the question of 
lack 'of personnel. I think we are 
overdoing this ‘lack of personnel’. I 
feel that for obtaining the know-how 
in which we lack, we can go to the 
particular individual sources, for the 
particular know-how of process, the 
knowledge or which we lack. After 
all, we pay for it, and so we go to 
the actual source. That is the best 
way. We pay for that particular item 
of know-how or process of supply and 
get it  ft is not necessary for us to 
bpve overall consultancy from a fore
ign firm, because that has cost us 
very dearly.

Sir, you have rung the belL I had. 
many other pbints.

Mr. Speaker: I have given half an-
hour for her.

Shrimati Benu Chakravartty: Yes,
Sir. I know you have been very kind. 
The other point which I wanted to 
bring forward is about the Board of 
Directors of the Hindustan Steel. I 
do not want this to be made into a 
very lightening affair by saying 
that we have nbt got the technical 
personnel for putting them on in the 
Board of Directors. Why do we not 
give some of the best metallurgists 
and technicians we have in the three 
steel plants a chance and elevate 
them to the Board of Directors? The 
Board of Directors need not be at 
Delhi. The Estimates Committee has 
recommended that one of the plant 
sites should be the headquarters of 
the Hindustan Steel.

Regarding the designs organisation 
also, the Estimates Committee has 
rightly criticised that we do not take 
it seriously. We were so engrossed 
m getting tier upon tier of foreign 
experts that we did not realise how 
important it was to guarantee and get 
the maximum know-how. I have al
ready talked about the package deal 
in Durgapur. The German agree
ment had a clause about it but it was 
ignored. It is a very funny thing. It 
was at Bhilai where the Russians 
were asking us to give them people 
to train, and we were found wanting. 
I believe that this designs organisa
tion is going to be set up at Rourkela. 
I do not know why Rourkela has 
been chosen. Anyway, I do not mind 
that, if it is the particular fancy for 
them to have it at Rourkela. Cer
tainly they may have it there. But the 
only thing that I would like to say 
about the designs organisation is that 
it should not be reduced to a drafts
manship job. It should not be that 
you just put a draftsman section 
there. It should be an all important 
unit which will have to fulfil a much 
bigger task of knowing the best pro
cesses suited to given conditions, fhe
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implications they will have in rela
tion to the raw materials A man 
with a metallurgical background, 
capable of discerning all this should 
be heading this organisation We 
should have a good team of people 
for that

I would also urge that it should be 
an independent unit It should not 
become a part of Hindustan Steel 
Then alone it would be able to give 
impartial opinion without favour or 
fear of the department Another 
important reason is, if it is a fact that 
a heavy machine building plant at 
Ranchi is going to produce steel 
plants, then the designs unit will 
have as much to do with HSPL as it 
will have to do with the heavy 
macnine building plant at Ranchi 
Such a designs organisation with close 
liaison with Indian consultants, the 
HSPL and the heavy machine 
L'uldmg plant, with foreign know- 
hov? wherever we need it and 
whirever it is absolutely nccessary, 
this set up can enable us to make the 
fourth steel plant by ourselves with 
a small dose of foreign help

Coming to the alloy and tool steel 
plant, I would like to say that m the 
(osc of all the plants which we are 
setting up, whether it is Kinburu, 
Kargalik, Dugda or the pipe foundry 
at Rourkela and the alloy and tool 
stcpl plant, it is foreign consultants 
and foreign consultants Why are wp 
suffering from so much inferiority 
complex7 At least, cannot we asso 
ciati Indian consultants with them’  
O n  we not learn from what we are 
paying? In the case of the special 
alloy and tool steel project, two or 
three foreign parties have been askod 
to submit project reports and there 
arc three or four sections I believe 
1hrrf> are royalty clauses in some of 
these foreign contracts and thes» 
royalty clauses may sometimes go on 
for ten years and even more We 
should be very careful about this Let 
us not think that the same old story 
wfll be accepted by this House (hat "a 
very specialised knowledge is needed",

*> we were told in the case of Row - 
kela “shuttering” . We have had «Uoy 
and tool plants in the ordnance factor, 
iw  and in Tatas also We have gpt a
httli. bit of knowledge about it Wa 
may need to go to foreign source fc - 
some piocesses, but certainly we 
shou'd not feel so helpless about this

I have no time to go into how the 
vanous plants are proceeding. But I 
would like to say something about the 
production of pig iron at Bhila* and 
Rourkela Both started on the same 
da> Whf never we have put a direct 
question to the hon Minister as to 
tin quantity that is being produced 
on an average daily*at Bhilai and 
Rourkela, the answer is being evaded 
Yesterday we were told that at Rour
kela it is 500 tons, but we know that 
it li&*. gor.e down to 100 or 20C tons 
at ; ires, I might say that it is not a 
minor defect in Rourkela In Bhilai, 
it has reached 1,000 tons Why not
give thes straight figures7 It woulJ 
be rr uch better I ask, is no* tha 
cause of Rourkela’s troubles due to 
hurry which was put from Delhi that 
thi blast furnace at Rourkela must 
be started 24 hours in advance of 
Bhilai7 It is just because Bhilai 
m i*-t nof come first

We have been assured by the hon. 
Minister that it is only a minor defect 
about the casting or some small de
fect which has been repaired Of 
course, speed is necessary, this House 
has urged speed But sometimes 
speed beyond the cautious limit 
laid down by technologists effects 
the life of the plant and we hope u  
this case we will have to have earlier 
replacements due to this hurry I 
hope this will not have to be done

I will only plead with the hon Min
ister Mistakes we have made, but let 
us not be afraid of changing our ways 
Let us know the basic mistakes, 
where the real fault lies and let us 
change even m midstream because
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that will be much better and cheaper. 
The' man of steel will really be the 
man who will be building the India 
of tomorrow.

Slid O n  (Zalawad): Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, the Ministry has had a sufficient
ly long innings of brickbats and I 
have no desire to carry it further. 
On the contrary, I have to congratu
late the Ministry and the 
Minister, not so much for the success 
they have achieved—of course, they 
have achieved a fair measure of suc
cess—as for being associated with the 
development of a very vital factor of 
our economy. The country is looking 
at the progress of the steel projects 
with great expectation mixed with 
hope for the fulfilment of which we 
have made a very large provision m 
the outlay of the second Five Year 
Plan

Of late, there is some criticism 
about the execution of works in the 
steel plants It has been alleged that 
there is wastage due to defective 
planning, that some favouritism has 
been shown here and there and some
times one gets an impression that 
there are some instances of malprac
tices As has been rightly pointed out, 
we have to be very watchful It is 
true that we have been taxing the 
people and asking them to pay through 
their tears; the anxiety exhibited here 
is highly appreciable and we are 
thankful to the friends for drawing 
our attention to some aspects I must 
make it abundantly clear that I am 
not less anxious about the proper uti
lisation of our funds. On the con
trary, while speaking on" the general 
budget, I said that not ohly every 
rupee should be well spent, but peo
ple should be made to realise that 
every rupee is well taken care of and 
spent with great care and thrift.

But there is another aspect of the 
issue. We have undertaken a big and 
stupendous task, which to my mind 
is more than what our natural propen
sities in men, material and money and, 
shall I say, character, would allow us.

We want not only to develop, but we 
want it at a very rapid pace, so that 
we can wipe out the backlog of back
wardness as early as possible. As has 
been pointed out by my learned friend, 
Shn Somani, we have very little ex
perience of big plants and projects 
We have to rely upon help from 
abroad. All countries are busy build
ing up their own war-ravaged econo
my. Sometimes speed and meticulous 
care may not go together We are al
most spending on a war basis. Have 
we not declared war on poverty? 
Naturally, there is bound to be some 
wastage; not that it should be ignored, 
but we have to keep it m proper bal
ance Sins of omission in the present 
context are much more condemnable 
than the sms of commission. If we 
do things very slowly and at leisure, 
we will not commit mistakes, but 
there is always the other out-balanc
ing disadvantage which is sometimes 
very injurious to economy. Personally 
speaking, m a fast developing economy 
like ours, our officers should be made 
to feel that not doing anything and 
not committing an error will be con
sidered tc be more condemnable than 
committing errors in getting things 
done. In these plants, hundreds of 
officers are working about whose 
devotion to work, sacrifice and integ
rity, we should all be proud Xet not 
a feeling go round that instead of ap
preciating their good work, we in this 
august House are unduly harsh, mak
ing sometimes sweeping criticism.

In some of the instances qubted 
here, if we are to arrive at an infer
ence that there was fraud or misfeas
ance, we shall have to presuppose a 
conspiracy between officers of differ
ent categories at different levels, which 
to my mind is not probable. On the 
contrary, it is highly improbable that 
such a conspiracy can be hatched and 
carried out. , I do not want to plead 
for the Ministry. There are abler 
hands to put their cause more effec
tively I would only urge them to 
take the criticism in the true spirit, to 
put things right and go ahead with 
godspeed Our problems arising out
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of stark poverty cannot wait for 
long. 1 have great faith in the rapid 
industrialisation of file country. If I 
oan speak a word of cheer or give a 
pat on the back o f those who are 
working hard, I am sure it w ill be 
worthwhile

As in the case of steel, the produc
tion of primary energy is also very 
important The production and utili
sation of primary energy is the stand
ard of prosperity of the country. Pri
mary energy is energy produced from 
primary sources such as oils, water
falls, minerals etc. as distinct from 
secondary energy produced from 
animal and vegetable waste. In the 
total consumption of energy of any 
country a large proportion of primary 
energy indicates a higher level of in
dustrialisation. In countries like 
USA, UK, Germany etc. the percent
age of use of secondary energy is neg
ligible while in India it is almost 
two-thirds. That shows how back
ward we are. For the world as a 
whole the average consumption of 
energy comes to about one ton equi
valent of coal while in India it is -1 
ton. We are far below even the aver
age of the whole world. Our con
sumption of primary energy is roughly 
1|80 of what USA is consuming. No 
wonder that we are trying to step up 
our coal production from 38 million 
tons to 60 million tons during the 
Second Kve Year Plan. /

If you go through the Report which 
has been circulated you will get the 
impression that both the public and 
private sectors are playing their role 
properly. But while one reads the

* report one gets a feeling that there is 
lack of coordination betwen the Min
istry j> f Mines and Fuel and the Rail
way Ministry. I was Just referring to 
the Report which has been circulated 
and at page 4 I found we have been 
given some information about the 
progress in various mines.

For example, about Kathara in 
Bihar, it is stated:

"The Colliery is in a position to 
despatch coal to consumers on a 
commercial scale, at the rate o f 
30,000 tons per month, but for the 
completion of the railway siding 
which is expected only in March, 
1959."

Let us hope it jias been done by 
now. Then, about Gidi in Bihar it is 
stated:

"Coal has been touched in some 
of the inclines and about 10,100 
tons have been obtained from the 
drivage operations alone. The Rail
way bridge has been promised to
wards the middle of 1959."

In the same way, talking of Saunda 
(Bihar) the Report says:

“With the completion of the rail
way sidings, expected by April, 
1959, the despatches of coal will 
start on a commercial scale.”

So also, about Bachra (Bihar) it 
says:

“Coal has been touched in the 
inclines and some token raising of 
coal has already been made. 
The railway siding is expected to 
be completed by March, 1959, 
and with this the production will 
commence on a planned scale.”

So in all cases we find that there 
is lack of coordination between the 
Railway Ministry and this Ministry. 
Let us hope that both the Ministers 
will put their heads together and see 
that the programme is carried out ac
cording to schedule so that we are not 
suffering in production because the 
Railway Ministry is not co-operating 
to the extent it should.

We also want the co-operation o f 
the Railway Ministry in another as
pect We learn that the railways are 
consuming coking coal while it is not 
essential for it to do so. It can do 
with non-ooking coaL I think the 
Railway Ministry should work out a
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phased programme for using non- 
« (t o |  coal instead of coking coal 
which it is using at present I am 
sure the Minister will look into the 
matter as early as possible

While we are on coal I would also 
draw the attention of the Ministry to 
the Coal Price Revision Committee 
Report, which we are eagerly await
ing As has been pointed out by 
previous speakers, in tbe case of steel, 
we have got uniform price for every 
railway head in this country because 
steel is an important raw material for 
the development of industries, both 
large and smalL So it was necessary 
to have a uniform price throughout 
the whole country irrespective of 
where the particular place is situate 
Why not have the same about coal? 
Coal is an important base for the 
development of any industry Without 
coal even steel cannot be put to any 
use Therefore, if any commodity has 
a better case so far as equalisation of 
pnce is concerned, uniform price 
structure is concerned, it is coal Par
ticularly those areas which are far 
away from the coal-fields have a very 
strong case Talking about my own 
place, Saurashtra, we know what 
freight we have to pay for coal We 
cannot compete with other industries 
placed in a very favourable position 
Because of that so many of the indus
tries are languishing So many indus
tries are closed because they cannot 
afford to buy coal at a very high pnce

Not only is there difficulty about 
the price structure but there is diffi
culty about despatches also About 
transport also we are experiencing a 
lot of difficulties Whatever little we 
sometimes get is consumed by the 
railways, because they want it badly 
So the wagons which are meant for 
the industnes are diverted to the rail
ways with the result that the difficul
ties of the industries are aggravated 
1 am sure the Ministry will look into 
this properly and at an early date fix 
uniform price for coal all over the 
country and see that areas which are

far flung from the coalfields are pro
perly looked after, because now they 
are not getting coal supply sufficiently.

Coming to the question of oil, as 
pointed out earlier, a nice pamphlet 
has been brought out by the National 
Council for Applied Economic Research 
on primary energy in India We know 
from this what important role primary 
energy, particularly oil, plays m the 
economy of any country It leads to 
rapid industrialisation of the country 
Not only that, politically speaking 
also, we become very safe, secure We 
know that of late this Ministry is 
showing very nice signs of activity 
We have got the Oil and Gas Commis
sion I was wondering why this Oil 
and Gas Commission has not been 
made autonomous We have so many 
autonomous bodies for comparatively 
very small things So I am wonder
ing why of all communications this 
Natural Oil and Gas Commission has 
not been made into a full-fledged cor
poration, because I feel that many 
administrative bottlenecks require to 
be removed If we want to get things 
done quickly, expeditiously, we should 
free this activity from all administra
tive bottlenecks and hurdles that we 
are experiencing today, particularly 
m this Ministry In promotional acti
vities if at very stage we have to go 
to the department for administrative 
sanction, financial scrutiny, technical 
advice, even technical approval, I 
think we will not be able to push the 
programme as early as possible

Fortunately for us, we have been 
able to find oil and gas m certain parts 
of our country, eg  Cambay Laet
us hope more will be found When 
the Minister was recently in Rumania 
he entered into certain contracts with 
the Rumanian Government So, more 
drills will be forthcoming and there 
will be more exploration, not only 
exploration in this area, let us hope 
that it will be possible for us to find 
oil m very large quantities

While we are talking of the Cambay 
region it will not be out of place for
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me to express the feelings of fhe 
people of Cambay and Gujarat, be
cause they are naturally anxious about 
the location of oil refinery I am sure 
the Government will keep in view 
their legitimate aspirations at the 
proper time after proper scrutiny and 
study

I was talking of steel That reminds 
me of one thing We are told that 
about 7 lakhs tons of steel will be 
made available for our re-rolling mill* 
About th s also, talking in a way about 
my own area, we have got some re
rolling mills, and these re-rolling 
mills do not get sufficient quota for 
getting them going even, what to talk 
of utilising their full capacity Even 
today they cannot work properly be
cause of the lack of proper supply of 
re-rolling material 1 request the 
Ministry to look into this case sym
pathetically and before new re-roUmg 
units are set up to see that the old 
re-rolling units are given sufficient 
supply of steel so that they can keep 
things going

Mr Speaker: The hon Member’s
tune is up

Shri O n : Just one word more The 
criticism that was levelled here was 
to my mind mainly based on some 
observations made by the Estimates 
Committee The Estimates Commit
tee has made very useful and valu
able suggestions but all the same 
while one goes through the report one 
gets an impression that after all the 
Estimates Committee has not given 
the conclusions At the most they 
have made some suggestions here and 
there They are tentative suggestions 
and if one goes through the appendices 
attached to the Report one also finds 
that so much material was not even 
available to the Estimates Committee 
because it was not forthcoming I 
would draw fhe attention of the 
House to Appendix I where it has 
been said under the Head ‘Information 
outstanding from the Ministry of 
Steel, Mmes and Fuel, Department of 
Iron and Steel, as on 2nd December,

1988’, that so mud} material was nbt 
forthcoming That shows that the 
Committee was not seized with all 
the facts and material.

I also find from the introductory 
remarks that some witnesses were 
examined by the Estimates Commit
tee It is said there that—

“They also wish to thank Sarva- 
shn Biren Mukerjee, Managing 
Director, Indian Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd, Bumpur, G D Somani,
M P , Kama In ay an Baja], M P.;
M N Dastur, Consulting Engi
neer, Calcutta and D S Mulla ”

t do not know whether all these ex
perts and witnesses were examined in 
the presence of the officers of the 
Ministry and whether the officers had 
an oppoitumty to put questions to 
them because, I am afraid, if we 
examined all these persons in the 
absence of all these officers or those 
who drc directly concerned with the 
steel plants we would be led into 
wrong inferences Natural justice
demand:, that if we want to draw an 
adverse inference against anybody we 
must give him ample opportunity to 
defend We must draw his attention 
and say ‘Look here, out of this fact, 
wc will make this inference What 
have vou to say about it*”

Shri Supakar (Sambalpur) That
was done 

Shri O n : About these witnesses? 
Shri Supakar: Yes 
Shri Nathwani (Sorath) When

ever any inference was made we invit
ed the attention of the officials to it  

Shri O n . When these officials gave 
evidence’

Star! Nathwani: Officials of the
Ministry were not present then But 
whenever any inference was sought 
to be drawn by the Estimates Com
mittee it was placed before the officers 
and their attention drawn to it

Shri O n : It is good But I sub
mit that when these witnesses were 
examined it would have been fair if
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an opportunity was given to the offi
ce!* concerned directly with the exe
cution of these plants to talk it over 
across the table

I think if we go through the Report 
a t the Estimates Committee we find 
that they have made broad sugges
tions

1* 11  tea.

fMa. Dc tvty-Spkakkr in the Chair]

As I said m the beginning we have to 
take this criticism very seriously 
After all we have to see that every 
pie is properly looked after and it is 
not wasted We have to create an 
impression on the country Therefore, 
I am sure the Ministry will take this 
criticism in its true spirit What I say 
is that we do not want to dampen 
their spirit on the whole We want 
to encourage them We want to see 
that they go ahead because after all, 
as I said m the beginning, these are 
very important projects vitally con
nected with the development of our 
economy I am sure the Ministry will 
put right whatever defects are point* 
ed out m the true spirit and go ahead 
That is all that I wanted to say

Shri Supakar When we laid the 
foundations

Mr Depaty-Speaker: I will request 
hon Members not to go beyond the 
fifteen minutes

Shri Supakar* I shall try my best
Mr Depoty-Speaker* I will help 

him

Shri Snpakar* When we laid the 
foundations of these three steel plants 
in public sector we hoped to build the 
foundations of the Third Five Year 
Plan and the future Plans of our 
country on steel In the context of 
that hop* we must judge the achieve
ments and the failures of the three 
steel plants in the public sector When 

consider that aspect we find that 
expectations are not fulfilled The

Estimates Committee had an occasion 
to remark from very authoritative 
source that the production and the 
investment in steel plants should be 
equal That is to say that for each 
rupee of investment the outturn should 
be one rupee But what do we find 
in the three steel plants in the public 
sector’  We find, for example, that in 
the Rourkela steel plant although we 
are going to invest a sum of Rs 212 
crores our ultimate production per 
annum will not exceed Rs 65 crores.

Yesterday, while criticising this as
pect of the problem Shri Bharucha 
pointed out the fact that if we account 
for the depreciation and the interest 
charge of the investment this amount 
of Rs 55 crores on an investment of 
Rs 212 crores is a very small return 
This is not m keeping with what the 
steel plants m other countries as well 
a* the steel plants m the private sector 
are going to make out of their invest
ment

In this connection what pains us 
more is the first impact of our pro
duction When the pig iron produc
tion started from the month of Febru
ary—we were very glad to leani that 
we have started the era of iron so far 
as the Government sector is concern
ed—to our dismay soon after that we 
learnt the news that the production 
is not up to our expectations We 
find that though we expected that 
from both these steel plants at Rour
kela and Bhilai we would have 1,000 
tons of pig iron produced every day 
we are told m reply to a question by 
Shn Malaviya that the production in 
Rourkela is only 345 tons per day 
Yesterday, we were told that it is near 
about 500 tons per day But it is only 
50 per cent and if we compare this 
with the fact that our production is 
25 per cent of what other people 
produce m similar circumstances and 
we are not able to fulfil even our 
own expectations Etnd that too to an 
extent of 50 per cent we feel very 
apprehensive Unless we take active 
steps to see that matters improve—and 
improve in a very short period of 
time—I am afraid that disastrous con
sequences may ensue so far as our
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future plans are concerned and so far 
aa tiie future of our future genera* 
tion is concerned Therefore we must 
do all that we can to see that the 
future stages of production, namely, 
-the production of steel from pig iron 
stage and also our future development 
is so adjusted that further losses do 
not accrue

In this connection I will say that the 
difficulty arises because the manage
ment at the Hindustan Steel Limited 
and the Steel Ministry keep so far 
away from the actual places of pro
duction that they do not realise the 
•difficulties and the troubles and they 
do not meet the exigencies of the situa
tion whenever they occur On the 
other hand, as has been remarked by 
the Estimates Committee, the decisions 
of these steel plants are really 
the decisions of two or four per
sons sitting in New Delhi Hie 
committee that has been appointed 
by the Board of Directors meet 
from time to tune and come to 
certain conclusions Their conclusions 
ultimately become what is called fait 
accomph and the Board has perforce 
to ratify thpse recommendations One 
o f such instances where this small 
committee has gone wrong or where 
the Board of Directors have doubted 
the wisdom of such directions has 
been pointed out by the Estimates 
Committee at page 36 of the Report 
There have been other instances also 
which have not been mentioned.

But I would submit that so long as 
the decisions and directions continue to 
emanate from New Delhi at a dis
tance of more than a thousand miles 
from the steel plants, such mistakes 
and blunders are likely to recur 
Therefore, unless Government shift 
file Hindustan Steel (P) Ltd, to one 
Of these places, preferably Rourkela, 
these mistakes and blunders are like
ly to continue

U  brs.

Sardar Swaran Slagh: Why Rour
kela7 Because it is in Orissa*

Shri Sopakar: I say Rourkela be
cause it is equidistant practically from 
the other two public sector projects.

1 shall now point out one other ins
tance in which Government or file 
Board has not taken into consideration 
the economies of the projects, to which 
I have drawn the attention of Gov
ernment from time to time For ins
tance, there is the transport of 'Iron 
ore from the mines to the steel pro
jects so far as Rourkela is concerned 
You ki.ow, Sir, that so far as Bhilai 
was concerned, Government took very 
active and early steps to construct a 
railway line from the steel plant to 
the mining area, but they did not take 
any steps whatsoever to connect the 
Barsua mines with the Rourkela steel 
plant The Estimates Committee has 
remarked that for each year of this 
delay, Government undergo a loss of 
about Rs 68 lakhs m freight alone 
I would submit that this is an under
estimate, actually, if we calculate 
from the freight rates, from a single 
item of freights alone, Government 
have to undergo a loss of more than 
Rs 1 crore per year, and this is over 
and above the extra amount that they 
have to pay on account of profits on 
ore, for purchasing ores from the open 
market

In this connection, I would submit 
that though we propose to develop 
the steel industry at a very rapid 
pace, yet we find that Government 
propose to export raw iron ore to 
Japan, and we do not understand very 
much the logic of this proposition Last 
year, there was a proposal that every 
year two million tons of iron ore 
would be exported to Japan, but we 
find very recently from the news
papers that they are going to export 
four million tons every year Why 
should this be so7 And if they have 
to export anything for earning foreign 
exchange, why should Government not 
export instead of iron ore, pig iron or 
steel to those countries9 I fail to 
understand. If we deplete our 
resources of iron ore m this manner, 
I believe that in course of time when
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India develop* her industrial poten
tialities we d u ll be faced with greater 
ilMWHto. cad we rftail then have to 
nm to the doon o* other countries for 
m pfrrtfan iron to our own country 
So, Government should oat take a very 
short-sighted 'riew o f these mitten.

Before the three steel plants fully 
go into operation, Government have 
contemplated in the meantime to 
establish a fourth steel plant at 
Bofcaro In this connection, the Esti
mates Committee had the occasion to 
remark that it was more economical 
to develop the present plants before 
they went m tar a fourth steel plant; 
and even when they went in for the 
fourth plant, they must take into con
sideration certain data which they 
have enumerated at page TO of their 
report, such a>*

“a complete estimate of the 
capital cost

(u) the manner in which the re
quisite funds are to be raised,

(in) the estimated value of pro
ducts proposed to be manu
factured,

(iv) the estimated cost of produc
tion, and

(v) the estimated margin of pro
fit”

before they started a new plant I do 
not know whether these things have, 
been *»ir»n into consideration, and 
whether Government have begun col
lection of these data

I now come to some of the problems 
especially in connection with the Rour- 
kela steel plant There, the two im
portant problems which concern the 
people of the locality are the problem 
of labour and the problem of rehabi
litation of the persons displaced.

So far as the labour problem is con
cerned, it is a matter of regret that 
though (jfovemment have enunciated 
the policy that so far as the non-tech- 
nieal personnel, especially o f class m  
and class IV are concerned, the local

" I  LJbo^flT *

people should be given adequate con
sideration, yet tiie local people era* 
not given any chance, and people fran  
outride are preferred.

I found the other day that not only 
in the case of class m  and clan XT 
posts but even in regard to posts in 
the higher services, so far as the unnai 
steel plant is concerned, the advertiae- 
ments usually show that applications 
are invited from residents of lladhya 
Pradesh, but in the case of Rourkela, 
it is from the whole of India. It la 
not only that, but so far as people 
from Orissa are concerned, they even 
fail to get the application forma when 
they apply for them, let alone their 
appointment

Regarding rehabilitation, there has 
been strong agitation about the way 
in which the local people, especially, 
the Adibasis are treated. Hus matter 
has been raised in this House, and the 
hon Minister has replied from tim» to 
time that it is the responsibility of the 
Government of Orissa. But the Gov
ernment of Orissa is only an agent of 
the Government of India; so, the main 
responsibility, or I should say, the 
moral and the legal responsibility rests 
with the Government of India Un
fortunately, in this matter, Govern
ment have not done their duty even 
by one per cent

I would submit that not only have 
the promises that were held out to 
these people not been fulfilled but 
they are driven out from their hearth 
and home most mercilessly without 
notice; with the help of bulldozers and 
the police their houses are even des
troyed, without any adequate ar
rangements being made for their re
habilitation

I had the occasion to visit the 
Barsua mines, and I found that one 
of the important rehabilitation cen
tres, that Is supposed to have been 
located, was at a distance of 20 miles 
from the steel plant; and it is difficult 
for those people to whom Government 
have promised employment in the steel
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plant, that they should live at a dis
tance of twenty miles, with no ade
quate housing and other provision 
made for them to live thebe and work 
in the steel plant

Regarding payment of compensation 
also, we find the same story as in the 
Hirakud area where people have not 
been paid their compensation even 
after • lapse of twelve or thirteen 
years The same picture is emerging 
here also, and people are mercilessly 
turned out of their houses and their 
land, especially the Adibasls who are 
helpless Unless the Government of 
India take up this matter upon them
selves, I do not think that there is 
any hope for these people 

8hri J B. Mehta (Jodhpur) 1 want
ed to begin with mines and fuel, but 
I am switching on to steel because this 
House seems to have developed some
what of an affection for that metal 

8hit Nath Pal* Concern for it 
Skrl J. R. Mehta: The outstanding 

feature of this debate has been that 
the recent report of the Estimates 
Committee on the steel projects has 
loomed very large in our discussions 
This is quite natural because the Esti
mates Committee is a very important 
committee of this House, and has great 
achievements to its credit, and has 
developed a special knack of throwing 
light i"to the dark corners of Govern
ment administration

1 do not propose to sit in judgment 
of what the Estimates Committee has 
said, for it will be presumptuous for 
me to do so, nor do I propose to say 
anything categorical one way or the 
other on many of the controversial 
issues that have been raised because, 
evidently, all the relevant facts are 
not before the House But I will fa»ir» 
the liberty of giving expression to 
some broad reactions which have been 
created in my mind by reading the 
Estimates Committee’s Report and the 
reports furnished by the Ministry and 
listening to the debate here

One of the major grievances that 
has been voiced in this House is that

the Ministry or the Government *as 
been lacking In a sense of phwi<»n 
and that these steel plants should, as 
a matter of fact, haye come 
earlier than they have done In tha 
first place I would submit plan
ning is « matter with which the Plan
ning Commission is charged. Secondly, 
when the First Five Year Plan was 
drafted, this House m its wisdom 
thought that stress should be laid on 
agrarian economy rattier than oo 
industrial development Planning, I 
submit, is not made in the abstract. 
It has relation to factors internal as 
well as external, and it is clear that 
this House in its wisdom, and file 
Planning Commission, decided that the 
steel plants should come during the 
Second Plan While on the one side 
we are told that we have been rather 
late in this respect, we have heard it 
asserted from several quarters in 
House that it has been a wrong step 
on our part to bring m the steel plants 
and that they should be scrapped in 
favour of emphasis on food produc
tion TJns is rather amusing, and I 
do not know how to balance one view 
with the other

It was stated here by one hon 
Member, I think it was hon Shn 
Naushir Bharucha, that if plants 
had come in 1954 or 1955 we might 
have saved Rs 320 crores in one year 
or so of foreign exchange Thu is 
something like saying that if 
Gandhi had started the non-co-opera
tion movement in 1911 of 1921
and got independence ten yean earli
er, then probably by now we might 
have been in the middle of the Fourth 
Five Year Plan and been in advance 
of most of the countries of the world!
I do not think that is a realistic way 
of looking at things

Shfl Nath Pal: You are misleading 
lliat is not what he was saying

Shrl J. S  Mehta: There is another 
grievance which has been voiced, «■< 
that is that thfere have been large 
increases m estimates and 
variations My submission is that la
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• project o f this dimension, and in • 
project in which we have so little 
experience, variations and lnodiflca- 
tiani from time to time ant to be wel
comed rather than criticised. I think 
it would be a tragedy if we were to 
be told that no improvements or modi
fications would be made in the original 
plans. I will site just one instance. 
For instance, when we knew that the 
gas that the coke will give out could 
be utilised for fertilisers, surely it 
would have been a mistake if we 
were not for installing a fertiliser 
plant at that stage. Hon. Members 
may also consider their own experi
ence o f constructing small residential 
houses. When we start, we estimate 
that it will cost so much, and as we 
go along, I am sure it is within the 
experience of hon. Members that we 
have to revise the estimates so often 
and make additions and alterations 
So, in a venture of this sort, we should 
not be unnerved if there are varia
tions and modifications from time to 
time

There is one other point to which I 
shall refer, and that is that something 
has been said about the terms of the 
contracts which have been entered 
into with the foreign firms. My only 
submission is that we did not have 
the know-how, and we were more or 
less in a sellers’ market So, we had 
not much choice left, and we had to 
make the best of a bad bargain. So, 
what I plead is that we should have 
a sense of perspective and we should 
not be too meticulous in matters like 
this.

There was a suggestion made yester
day, I think it was by my hon. friend 
Shri Nath Pai, that he would have 
preferred local technicians to take 
charge of the job, and even now he 
suggested we should put them in 
charge of these jobs; does not matter 
how we blunder, but we will learn by 
our mistakes. I appreciate the senti
ments which prompted him to say 
that, but I think that on serious think
ing he will agree that it will be a mis- 
*4ke to play with such huge amounts 
like this.

Shri Braj Baj Singh (flrozabad):
We are already playing.

Shri I . R. Mehta: For instance, a 
man who has to undergo an opera
tion which requires skill and surgical 
knowledge surely should go to a 
specialist doctor rather than to a 
quack.

Skri Nath Pai: That was our whole 
submission.

1
Shri Braj Raj Singh: The very

argument was advanced when the 
British were withholding freedom 
from India.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Those who
are expecting to get their turn should 
not interrupt.

Shri J. R. Mehta: There is one
redeeming feature that we have done 
a wise thing in taking the help of 
three different nations for the three 
different plants. That in itself, I am 
inclined to think, should serve as an 
impetus to them not to make their 
demands cm us very unreasonable.

I do not mean to say that there have 
been no mistakes. Probably the hon. 
Minister himself will be prepared to 
concede that there have been, but the 
wise thing would be not to cry over 
spilt milk but to profit by those mis
takes for the future.

An Hon. Member: Where is the
milk?

Shri J. R. Mehta: My humble sub
mission is that we should be generous 
even to a fault so long as the mistakes 
are bona fide. But if anybody has mad* 
a fool of us or has played with public 
money or has bled us white, as Shri 
Nath Pai put it  then surely we should 
come down heavily on him and inflict 
perdition on him, whoever takes that 
risk.

Having said this, I would certainly 
endorse the suggestion made by the 
Estimates Committee that a committee 
of experts should be appointed to go 
into the controversial matters which 
have been raised and which they have 
pointed out. These matters were 
brought out by Shri Morarka and
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[Shri J. R. Mehta]
'Boole other friendi I find that Shri 
Morarka has • ipicU l intdli|6noi 
service of his own ao ta t as the it * l 
plants are concerned. X would seri
ously suggest to the Minister whether 
it would not be profitable to put him 
on the board of directors of this atari 
concern. I am sure it would be in 
the interest of everybody. It would 
be in the interest of the' concern.•

Shri Braj Raj Slagh: Not Shri Nath 
Pai?

Shit 1. R. Mehta: It would be in 
the interest of peace in this House 
also.

Coming to mines and minerals, I 
find that some very good work has 
been done by the Indian Bureau of 
Mines and by the Geological Survey 
of India. But I only feel that the 
achievements of these two departments 
are not being publicised, as they outfit 
to be, so that people might profit by 
that.

As my time is short, I would briefly 
enumerate the suggestions I have to 
make in this matter. One is that a 
special committee should be appointed 
to look into the working of the 
Department of Mines and also the 
policy in regard to mineral develop
ment of the Government o f India and 
State Governments. So for as miner
al policy is concerned, there is just a 
small paragraph in the report which 
has been giyen to us. But on going 
through it, I do not find exactly what 
the policy is. It simply says that a 
committee under the Mines Bureau 
has been appointed to suggest how the 
scheduled minerals should be worked 
out In the first place, that does not 
make any mention at other minerals. 
As we read the paragraph, it appears 
that they have only iron ore and man
ganese in their thought for the pre
sent. I do not call it a mineral policy. 
A mineral policy should consider about 
minerals that need exploitation . . .

Shri D. C. Sham e: (Gurdaspur):
Gjrpaum in Rajasthan.

Shri J. R. Mefcta:......... whether any
aasiatance is necessary, how 

to procure know-how, / b ow  to get 
technical personnel trained and t o  on. 
So I would suggest that «  committee 
should be appointed to go into that 
question

Another thing I want to mention is 
that the approach at the Government 
of India as well as of State Govern
ments is more or leas regulatdry and 
not developmental. They want to 
make laws and enforce them and 
penalise everybody, but they do not 
want to encourage development and 
attract people to the mining side. This 
applies to legislation as also to the 
administrative machinery. So far as 
legislation is concerned, I will cite two 
examples, of how we frame laws 
which are not realistic. I am told the 
Mineral Rules provide that there 
should be a urinal and latrine in every 
mine for the labourers. I do not «h>nlr 
in the jungles, in the hills, it is at all 
feasible to have that People would 
generally like to go out into the jungl* 
to attend to the elementary needs. I 
think even if the Minister goes there, 
he will prefer to use the jungle rather 
than a latrine or urinal built for tha 
purpose.

Then there is another rule provid
ing that managers of mines should in 
future be all matriculates. As every
body knows, in Rajasthan literacy is 
not very high. We had difficulty even 
in getting our village level worken 
and the qualification* prescribed had 
to be lowered down in their case.

1 give these illustrations just to 
show that we are making our rules 
sitting here in Delhi not realising tha 
local conditions. The tendency now 
is that the more compl’cated the lam  
or rules, the happier the people who 
malm it seem to be

I hope these suggestions would be 
taken into consideration b f  the 
Minister.
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O H  h flM ft i Km (Koraput): The 
Ministry o f fitted, fiHnes and Power, 
vhkh dads with theJbasfe industries 
Jb the oougtty, «ecuptas »  pride of 

in the Government at b A i  By 
and large, the achievements of this 
t fU fb y  during the year under review 
are remarkable and deserve th* 
commendation o f this House. No other 
country in the world has put 19  th w  
steel plants at the same time. We had 
to do it because we inherited a stag
nant economy and we wanted rapid 
industrialisation Rapid industrialisa
tion is possible only by development 
of basic industries like in n  and steel

In appreciating the work of Ihi* 
Ministry, we cannot minimise the 
stupendous task that faced the Minis-' 
try in going through with the con1' 
structlon of these plants nor belittle 
its achievements. When these three 
plants go into full production, we will 
be self-sufficient in steel requirements; 
we would also be in a position to 
export steel and save foreign exchange 
spendings for imports. Several criti
cisms have been levelled against plan
ning and the work of the Ministry, 
mostly in respect of the steel indus
try. I am sure they have been made 
with the best o f intentions and not in 
a spirit of acrimony. Hon Members 
of the Opposition as also hon. Mem
bers from this side have made certain 
criticisms and remarks which are con
structive I am sure they deserve 
consideration for what they are worth

One main objection raised is that 
had the First Five Year Plan envisag
ed construction of at least m  steel 
piam, we would not have been un 
difficulties now. That is true But 
we cannot overlook the fact that in 
1848, we had neither the resources nor 
technical know-how. So, we could 
not go ahead with the construction of 
tfaeae steel plants. There was ne 
ftreign collaboration poaalhie because 
foreign coon tries themselves wars 
wgftged in developing their own 
asmomy.

&>. several committees of technical 
•W rts war* appointed. They west

into the question, studied the techni
cal aspects and gave their reports. We 
must thank the Government of India 
and the Planning Commission that for 
the first time they decided to go ahead 
with the construction of the three steel 
plants. It is true if we had proceeded 
much earlier, we would have been in 
a better position. Before the three 
steel plants were set up in the public 
sector, we had the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, the Indian Iron and Steel 
Company and in a way, the Bhadra- 
vati Iron and Steel Works, Mysore. 
They were the only firms in this field. 
So, it is not correct to decry the Plan
ning Commission nor the Ministry nor 
the Government of India for not being 
able to go ahead with the steel indus
try in the First Plan

Now, when we come to the Second 
Plan, we say the Government have 
committed a mistake in going ahead 
with these steel plants because we are 
pressed for foreign exchange. We 
cannot blow hot and cold We have 
to face this difficulty of foreign 
exchange, because if we want indus
trialisation, we have to go ahead with 
the development of basic industries 
like iron and steel

The next point made is about the 
increase in the estimate of cost of the 
plants. It is said that the original 
estimates are very low and subse
quently they have been revised to a 
considerable figure It is true the 
original estimate has been about 
Rs. SSS crores which rose to Rs. 439 
crores. Now, we are told that it would 
cost Rs MO crores It is true. But we 
cannot help it, once the experts in 
charge o f the planning of these steel 
plants estimated the actual cost of the 
plant and revise it later because of 
rise in price of structuials and rise in 
wages in foreign countries. Later, 
some improvements were suggested. 
n>ey atoo did not take into considera
tion the cost of the townships and 
other amenities and anclllaries that 
had to be built up. So, necessarily 
and naturally the cost would go up. It 
docs not mean that there is defect in
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LSbri Jaganatha Rao]
planning or that the Government had 
bungled

I would like to say this in this con
nection Supposing the Ministry goes 
ahead wich liberal estimates, then the 
criticism would be that the Ministry 
is not able to spend the entire amount 
Therefore, the Ministry is not com
petent If, on the other hand, the 
estimates are low and, subsequently, 
the estimates are increased, it u  said 
that it is defective planning If the 
estimates were originally liberal or 
high, it would lead to wastage in 
expenditure Once, it is knewn to 
the contractors that the estimates are 
liberal, naturally, the tendency would 
be to quote high figures So, to avoid 
that, the estimates were low and sub
sequently when it came to the actual 
construction the figures had naturally 
to be increased. Either way the Min
istry faces criticism

Shri Narastahan (Knshnagin) So, 
they must be accurate

Shri Jaga natha Rao: It is not pos
sible My hon friend, Shn Narasim- 
han, says that it should be accurate

Leave alone the Steel Ministry, take 
the case of other Ministries There 
are bound to be increase in the esti
mates It is not possible to have accu
rate estimates with rising prices 
There are so many factors that deter
mine the nse in prices So, to say 
that because there is nse in the cost 
structure of the steel plants, the Mm- 
istry has bungled or the Planning 
Commission had bungled is wrong I 
quite appreciate the criticism levelled 
by my hon friend Shri Morarka who 
sits by my side (Interruption)

It was said by my hon friend, 
Shri Vittal Rao, that the three steel 
Plants should not have been located in 
the region of Bengal Bihar and Orissa 
and that they should have been dis
persed all over the country It is not 
aa industry which can be so dispersed 
all over the country. The States of 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa are rich m

minerals We have got metallurgical 
and all the required material for 

the development of the industry. I can 
call tins area the Ruhr land of our 
country The industrial policy of the 
Government u  to disperse ancillary 
industries all over the country

When I am on this point, I would 
like to say that when we think of the 
future expansion of this industry Gov
ernment will do well to bear in mind 
the expansion of the existing units— 
not only the three units in the public 
sector but also the private sector units 
including the Mysorfe Iron and Steel 
Work' They should not jump at 
erecting the fourth plant at Bokhara 
or any other place

In tlir report, it is said that the 
requirements ot  steel m the Thud 
Five Year Plan period would be to 
the tune of 11 to 12 million tons Even 
then, the results would be cheaper 
and quicker if the existing units are 
expanded

An Ban. Member. Give to both

Shri Jaga natha Rao: And, then, if 
necessary, we can erect the fourth 
The Mysore Iron and Steel Works at 
Bhadravati has been doing good work 
and I find from the report that if 
proper attention is paid to the deve
lopment at this unit, the same atten
tion that has been paid to the TISCO 
and nSCO, this will also fulfil the 
requirements of the country and will 
ease our economy

Shri Dasappa* Hear, hear, thank
you

Shri Jaganatha Rao: My hon friend 
Shn Nath Pai had a word to say 
against the private sector in this 
industry He referred specially to the 
TISCO and the IISCO He said that 
Government have been rather charit
able and more generous to these two 
firms (Interruption) I am sorry to 
say that I do not agree with Urn 
because they have bean an the Arid 
and they have agreed to develop their
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capacity, to almost double it  So, they 
bad to t»k» loans from Government 
They were paid advances from the 
equalisation Fund, interest free. It is 
said that because interest was not 
charged, it is a case of favouritism.

But, I may point out this. If interest 
is charged, it will be included in the 
retention prices. It is only a question 
of accounting and not one of sub
stance. Supposing interest is not 
charged, then, we are not favouring 
these two Brens. It interest is charged, 
the retention prices will be increased. 
Either the Government should agree 
to an increase in the consumer prices 
or the contribution to the Equalisation 
Fund woul‘d be reduced. So, I do not 
think it is a point which goes against 
this Ministry in particular.

Regarding other points, I think 
Mr. Soman i has effectively met 
Mr. Morarka’s arguments.

Shri Morarka: Has he? Ask him.

Shri Jaganatha Bao: Therefore, I 
am not going to deal with them. With 
reference to Shri Nath Pai’s argument 
that Indian consultants are not asso
ciated with the steel plants, I say that 
it would be a good thing if the Indian 
consultants are available and we have 
the benefit of their technical^ know
ledge. But, unfortunately we have 
not got the technical personnel. So, 
we had to requisition or hire the ser
vices of foreign firms, he Inter
national Construction Co.

Again, this practice of associating 
consulting engineers with big projects 
is prevalent only in the United King
dom and in the United States and not 
even in the continental countries. This 
International Construction Company is 
connected with the Indian steel indus
try and their services were requisi
tioned. We are glad to find that one 
Indian firm Messrs. M. N. Dastar and 
Company has come up. It is not pos
sible to change the existing consul
tants in the middle of the programme; 
and the service of this new company 
c*n be availed of tor the future 
expansion of the Industry.

Attempts are also being made to 
train Indian personnel, Ifid'an engi
neers and operators. They are being 
sent to foreign countries for training.

It has also been suggested by Shri 
Nath Pai—and I agree with him—that 
the designing section should be 
improved to a great extent At pre
sent, we have a nucleus of a Designs 
Organisation already. The Assistant 
Technical Adviser at Rourkela, Mr. 
K. M. George is there in charge of IS 
engineers; and, recently, 27 engineers 
have been recruited. It is proposed to 
build a good library and laboratory 
and we can be sure we can have the 
best advantage from this Designing 
section in the near future.

I would also like to say this. You 
will find that the Rourkela plant is 
said to cost us about Rs. 170 crores. 
Subsequently, we have learnt by 
experience; and the cost of the sub
sequent plants is much less. So, in 
this developing economy, there are 
bound to be trials and errors. We 
have to learn. So, we find that 
attempts are being made every time 
and every step is taken to see that 
money is not wasted but usefully 
spent. Any criticism that the esti
mates were not correctly made axtf 
that money is being wasted is very 
uncharitable and it should not be 
levelled here on the floor o f this 
House. We should also appreciate the 
difficulties and the magnitude of the 
task that the Ministry has to face. So, 
I consider that by and large, the 
achievements are remarkable.

wwrw ftr? ■ ^ fafw rr

sfmr ^  1 1

for, r
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nrfcsm sro far «tft *it «forcr | 
% « * p *  $  *fr j s  *f*T wnpn 

p 1 i r f t  ^o u f, u * s  * t  fcr 
&  \ c  v?fif *• tupr <t 1 ftfo r  
■ m  % Tn iW rr * t  w t *rnr 5m ’  p r 
^  <rmm<n 1 1 tm  fafcfli 
% M® v tt?  * r i  v r  far v m m  tfa r 
(  1 ww *PTOT v t w  wnr v t ato 
«ftr I t  im *  * t  t tw t  ^ Pit n r v*^- 
f*nft v t n r  P rh t ^sirer ftw  sirar 
t  1 «p it 1j*ii,t) v t v irn r t s r  
«*t (  at $»r w  *t * m  tst

£ Mv»T Ijfir gw v t VTW  T?R  
** T&  JT# $ $*T * t  *fT^TT M Tf^  

%  ^T ^T «P*T VK Wtfr t  I $T 
^  3  f3R  if  T»T ipjf ^TH ?  UT>#t
^ w t v t ^»ra»T «P*rr ftw r anrn
W  ^  % civi^ (̂ *1k fv  th *
v fw r  «r»fY «iqsfr f r r t i  5 ^  ^ smtr t  
<ftr w  ^  *rr ?w  ?it ^ r  ^rnr Pp 

q r ^y?r n ^ ftrafrt ;^  ? tT? r 
t  «r5 fW rr  ^nr n m  m n  
^  fiw  *  ftp wr^rt w*rr f i f r  * m  
fw r  m m  |, *r$ ^ftwr ^  | 1 $

ftfrw  w i t  ftp m  ?>w 4 t 4tot* 
tit «w  w  % 3% A rt fW^ 
fwwr %■ «5*r fim arr wwr | 1 nr 
* r  f ir tv  aRifV P fjtt arrrr i r f ^  ?nftf> 
« r t  %«r % T f r  «rwt ?̂r, ^Er % t t -  
tfta rn ft v t ?fk q r t t $ x  $  w r
«%  1 tr*fV?nr3rt ?o *nftf «^Tif5r
fa  «n*rfNf v’r ^  r f  
•̂ '*n̂ rroft v t v t f  Tnpr *!f, 
a rw r ^ fp rt a fr tt  lr  fa r 
M r  I  1 *f »nsraT j  f% fipfW R  q v  
fW T  gVT | « ftr ^ r t i t  v t %■ 
fviTO  ^  fW  %  v p i  !m ;r | <rf^
♦.o
* $  I W c t *fa n r t  aft T lfiJ  f t  arra»fr 
eft A  «tot ^t?jt jj ftr W5 
« t  ^  f»t v t fw  ¥ t 1 5»r v t  
«nr qr | Pf wrftrr -JMHlwuff 
it «iw nr arc? ?rm^ ^  | jit 
a ff f r  w$ ww % arnr̂  t  **
* t  ?ri» 1 <p it  # ^ t  <sO<?
A  v tftro  ^  arpft ^Tfp- f% ^ r  
«t r̂ar «r ^ ft vt fori amr i 
f a r t  vn  «rc >#Nf v t fwT «ir
«% OTft «rr T̂T MTffq- 1 A UTOT 
^T3T ^ f t  ^
^  5W ^ tw tt H t ^ R i t t  ^ ?fr ^ r  
 ̂ ^rr Pm f^T an^*R mftf ilw

n% 1

nr % t  w ’ft
tW*T 3JRTT fr I t  f̂t
trr ^f?r «m ^r ^  «nw ^ Pit fir 
#tftro  ?fr SFT f  5TX
flf HH ^t, %Ppt aft sftn JTTft? OT 
$  £ «r? nr 5ft% «nr fira vr
$, nr * frcHT p̂rrsr ^r % «ni 
#*rwr 3fT ^r r̂r ?nwr (  ftf
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iftt ft nr «ro> wn*r W 
•ft f w  srff | t

* f f*ro fiftjn r qifircft t*t- 
?pm fPc-Jin: t  wnpr fiwT anm
4 - A - » v ** .f  vrtTv f*r n nnws ^towi w r 
f f  (, firfcrer <rtera«n *t prrtt 

| wfer forftrcr %i«q«i*î ii f*r 
w  3  *raraft nrf«w ar̂ T ^  
ift «Bt< s n w  v tfft*  t

#RT »fl(t T̂f̂ T t 4 VT*IT 
■fl̂ fli {? t*P *ro? THiWT ITVmW nTWW 
IW«WWT TO q f ir f $ fa  art fft*r 
w  ?w> sfiw ^  | ,35̂  sh<pr 
TO& V&  % firt ^  qjzr HI fircr fiwr 
TO*TT fit WrjRT 1% T$tf w«nw-
toptt % *Tt 3 ftrcpft sre*t *pft̂ rc
TOC % ^  *TT* TO fiWTC TOT faqT 
3tW, ŷ JT ft*IT I 

t
*tor % «*ror 3 »jf »rf frosr 

«pt5tt | fa nr to  # *t f*rr* sn^  
n̂h*nfir *pr jn f  *̂r Ŝt vtfw  qf 

$ fa  ^t trFft wNt to  ^frrar 
i s  t o  iftr * f  %mr 
Jt ^  ifNtvsft v*ftn ftffar ?ro 
*w pc t  ^r *t*ferar ^ to  nr 
a r f & *t%sr f  fa  *t 

wre»ft nr FRfr # sn ffr 
f  $ % *jjr *rr arw i

w  qfr % sft vt?r l̂ tfiK 
I  fapr «rr fa  ^ ra r  frft?a p  
<t far*%3iO | *Ffft *tar % fifft?- 
*^5R  % fafr wffa ^  to  f t s u  m r  
jw  $ farcr % ft* »jmfiPF v»o zrr 
’TTfriT jtt ^ft ^t mw^t 3ft
t̂ '»n̂ *n fasjt ?trhjw 3«ft»r 

*  m  *ft*fr to  tfr arm t «fac f t  
^  ftf^ P T  w sRftarm? im  | % 
^  qfrrir % OTtn % vt

ftwr qrar i pr «rt»ft«rWt 
^  ’rttrr q f $ T f r $ f i f 35Ttfwpr  
^  % tftr 3*r w  «r^Pr ^ r  
^  I  HTWT ^ ftRT «PT I ’frp 
^ftrcz*r*t fv rrtt »n<t vfofr
^V Vt % * t 3TRft 1 1 
* $ \*  ^ I 8$hft 9TT*T < R t W

35 ^ t  *TRtT |  *rtt ^t 
«n% | vt vtiraT ft^r * $

^  ^ FT cI«1 ti ^  to ^raPr 
?%T I  I 4  fŝ spr ^»rr f% ?rtot vt 
^r vhft’fNt vt «?»r TOtn % fti# 

 ̂ f̂ RTT ttstt ^iff? *rtr 
*’>tot vr »rf ^Tf^ f% v̂ ir f*ntt
^  sftfir ^t *rarf ît fmrr 
^ qW ttth  to  ^
^  fif̂ T 5(fr qf^r T^t t  1 ^  ^  

vt ^ tort nr ®̂ tv f««*1 
^  TOf r̂ OTtnt vt fTOPr «qprar 
t  «fk ^(ft mit % <nfir%t to vtqw 

*rff «mn 11 n w  iff fim amnr 
I  I f  f ?  r t l  ^ ^ TO ^t HRJ |  

v rx  ?h ^ \o mfinrr ^
mftrn vtaft vt fsi 

% ftw  toc i t  ?ft * fr*  Ir ^  
i f f * im r iffc nr ^  % fiw^t ^r 
’Tf wftv f e j f  1 t

’njprT % nr r̂t *iwftwr 
^ fw ir  frorr t o t  P f w r 
^bt v  «ifcs *r? to*tt ^  J f t  5 *  
f*tff5r r̂rq’T vr aftfr nr 3wt»r h 
^  5  ̂ t  ^r vt v fw  MnMi'i 
^ Pw <ftt n  vt *Mra ?r ^wi *1̂ 1*4 
r̂̂ nrflr % nr f̂rsr <ftT f*w=*r 

frorr » r t  ^ 1

«ft*pf *rm «iwr 
^  | nfftw  4  ftrf «f?r Htjhr ^ *it*r ^  
*\k #  s^i TOpn wr^rr f  i % 
^  w «5*r ^ tjcr ft ^  t  1 
^ httot lr f̂»TT f r  ^  afr
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(* t  W W  % ]
fttfit ( ,  wnft 

f t  w t rw iy l*  4 t * * xfi | » 

** * f  *w4ta w w if % * « ?  
f t  h x *  *  r r  i ^ r  'fffcjw fc

>IN)*te« tft («i <TPJ «FT
* m ftt* H r ft« j H ttqFqfiarrqM t.
t^Uhin ?  tiSHVg ^

^ I #  ^pTT ^ i$>tt f t  ftftW
a*ri^rvt ^  u w 9 tn < i <r «r^  *r
WFT Jjwfiwi MgKHI *rWt *PJ \t\\ 

*W^ ^i 3 ^  *j4>lfifKI VVTT Sf^d
t  t Vtr <tt *5?r ift «mfhtm % firorr 

qfe fliw  ^ 
*ftw«*rt^r $f f t  fc f t  f*r 

*»«t swr ^  iftr f»r Nr vr 
tfWWftw *33 v t i  *qrr *n% * i 
^  ̂  *wr ̂  ^  *wn ̂ Pph!*t ̂  w

fa fw <  » j$ w  *  nr?r *rct *rww *  
*S nt f t  &  v f i  dtatf f t  «flfimr 

fcft^r fora nfor ^  t̂sjt arc t$t | 
<tb  ̂tfr^frT m^ 5  qTrm ^ f r  mn *fr 
*tor^ «ftr m W i f t  vtfim  *r$ f t  
m n $ $  i aft nnfirat ?»r ^ ft  »rf t  

firt *rasrf Nr *r H Sr f t  «r?ft
*PT»T *T?TT I  *rtf % fair
1#  wnr*s*r v p it *nf?* i wr fcaft 
* *  ««rte *  eft *n *  ffcfRrrit * M  
f t  W k  ftwrr <*r fpwlt $ fcft?r 

ftn sT ^ < tjflt*q *w r?i$ |  i 
*f ISfWT ’Hjpir f t  W  *ST ^Vf

«T^r * f  |*rrt Nr f t  sftrer % 
«n jpr ^  *fft q f s to t  trmrrcr (  i 
* v  m g % t m  I*  * 3 *  «*rte *nft | 
* t  $  w pr ^ipir f t  «|  f*i% Nr vt 
<n^ ^  ^  |V ̂  t refom-

| f t  3(|t m  *fr?r 
**K* ^  ^ rtr wwt | in w  n

^ s ^ r  vW t 4 t if* W t f | «ir  * r  
’M t w r  % f t 'f K  v &  f t  m r  

19 « g t t  % «nr^|r
f t  «iftR^t f t » r f  f i  

5 trttarTfrv?ftf, w ft vmsnjr ^ N r \

# w   ̂t?v ’War wr »| 
,sT w w  v f t t  .  .

'•iMw MftiM : ^  vftnr ww 
«mr <r̂ r ift Tf ^  ^ i

iw n v  f t f  : to  %** «nw
f*«ftrar #  #  wwr ¥t fw  i

jmum ^|1w : *wn 3n?ft trw 
j

«vrm R q j t m f t r ^ ( f t  
^Nr, f*rr «ftr wh *Tf tfrr w ^r 
:3'nfWt «ftr unjz*  ̂ ^ iftr
ht>p r  v t ^nf^ f t
f*r «m  hPpih ^ qfraRH f^  
^  ft  ^wt s*r ftff ?rft% % Tî t?r- 
«̂ >r «rt ̂  t  «ftr ftw ?pq[ It Nr ̂ r 
3*rfH % irrt «tt wit % «nr ?trT | i 
v r v i f t im fs f f t t  n u i f e f t  Tflrrfr 
*ft wr $ tfrc *j% n w f e ’ftTP&ft

WTra^stt ?o, u*n ^X'r?tz?w 
fttrr ^i <i*pai «tt ifoc ^r h ^$hpt 
^  ¥t ^  wrt | %Ppt >pnr ^ 
f*r 5?  siPRprff ?fWf vr wptct f̂t
«IW I  ^ t f t  * lff 1 1  *  WTOT

v^rr g ft  w »rr »»»-<fl'<ars[4» Pwk 
ftirr w rr i
atr. P f t r - gy—kw; Th« iam. 

M iakUr.

SM  D. 0. Wmwimi; Sir, may I r*- 
auc«t the hon. Minijrter to map  i a p>- 
thinf abo«t 1h* drUlfaif opm rtloa ia
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ChRdmNv, Haehiarpur and X u in  
DM tM tf

Mr. Depaty-<8peeker: Is that a
speech without getting any tune’

AM  D. C. Shmna: I do not want 
any time.

th e  Minister oi Mines end Oil (Shri 
K. D. Malaviya): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, 
Sir, it was not my intention tu inter
vene in tids debate, more especially 
became my senior colleague very 
elaborately stated m bis opening 
speech most of the thugs that I 
would have stated before this House 
ok factual statements My anxiety 
was to give most of the time to the 
Members of the House, because we 
would like to benefit by their advice 
and all legitimate criticism I, there
fore, was almost determined not to 
■peak

An Han. Member* But we were 
anxious

8hct K. D Malavlya. But as I re- 
Mtvad

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: But that 
anxiety should not be over-emphasis
ed

Shri K. D Malavlya: requests
from some of my hem friends and 
they created an opportunity for me 
also, therefore, perhaps, I could not 
resist and I stood up

I will very briefly recapitulate, 
some of the important aspects of our 
functioning and also the policy under* 
lying our functioning which I have bad 
th® honour of repeating in this House 
on several occasions either when I gat 
1fce opportunity of answering ques
tions or in other ways. I have not 
much to say, and that was also one of 
the causes of my intending not to 
apeak

Wow, I will take u p  first some of 
tta questions regarding our mineral 

programme, achemes and

policies The Geological Survey at 
India and the Indian B u m  at Warn 
have expanded last year considerably 
and we have put forward proposals 
for further expansion I will only 
refer to one important aspect which 
I would like the hon Members to 
note, because that is the background 
on which we have put forward our 
proposals We have to produce mine
ral ores either through the private sec
tor or the public sector uk order to aett 
m the market, and mineral ores can 
either be exported and sold in the 
market or processed in the country 
It is no use producing minerals and 
just keeping them as dumps on the 
mines Therefore, the entire pro
gramme beginning from geological 
mapping up to the export stage has to 
be considered in an integrated and 
overall system If we know that we 
will not be able to sell, say, about 10 
million tons of the total mineral ore 
that we produce as a result of spend
ing millions of rupees right from the 
processing and surveying up to 
mining, then the entire money will be 
locked up m those big dumps There
fore, we always produce a programme 
in relation to the production and in 
relation to the selling aspect, and we 
do not spend more money in survey
ing either through the Geological 
Survey or through the Indian Bureau 
of Mines, for intensive investigations 
We can prove a lot of mineral ores 
Perhaps we have proved enough ore 
which is lymg buried and which is 
sufficient for our tempo and which has 
almost increased to double or more 
than double, and it can last for many 
decades to come, if not, perhaps m 
some cases, for a century Therefore, 
we have invested enough money in 
all those programmes Gradually, 
there is also a programme of discover
ing what is the extent of our mineral 
resources So, our programme is 
always put forward before the Hous.e 
for the final and administra
tive sanctions in proportion to tit* 
work that we can undertake
IS hn-

Ihere is one difficulty also wBSdi 
has to be noted by the House Sven
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flu a ^  we produce our ares in graater 
quantities than in the past, they have 
to be transported, to the parts or 
loaded in ships, and there also oar 
capacities are limited Whether it is 
the road or the rail, or harbour faci
lities, we very carefully prepare our 
programme from the point of view of 
the capabilities ci different depart
ments of the Government to do their 
Job in order to clear and sell our pro
ducts Another important factor 
which has to be borne in mind is that 
throughout the world there »  depres
sion m the demand for mineral ores 
There are various reasons adduced for 
i t  Perhaps the installed capacity m 
various countries has consumed too 
much capital They have no capital 
perhaps to purchase the raw material 
or they do not purchase the ores as a 
policy So, there is the dump, and 
the depression in the demand, either 
in manganese or anything else We 
have, therefore, to be very careful in 
preparing our production programme 
with a view to see that at this critical 
time, when we are short of foreign 
exchange and other resources such as 
technical personnel, etc, we do not 
duplicate or waste our energy and 
create wealth not with a view to earn 
ing more money but to just keep it a* 
dump I have said this merely as an 
explanation because several hon 
Members wanted the Government to 
step up its programme of survey and 
increase the tempo of its work I ver> 
well appreciate the anxiety on the 
part of the hon Members, and, there
fore, by way of explanation, I have 
submitted that all these considerations 
are very carefully taken into account 
and our programme is as best or as 
vast as should be under the circum
stances

It is a fact, however, that we do 
pot get enough equipment and techm 
cal personnel even to spread and 
complete the programme that we have 
chalked out The difficulties are 
inherent in the situation and we have 
got to put up with all our limitations 
and do the work withm the limita
tions that are allowed to us

Scone hon. Members made out a 
point that our work in the South 
should be increased and that its tempo 
is not enough. I have a long list 
before me and if I narrate it, it will 
take much time of the House. That 
list will show that we are already 
very active both in the North and in 
the South, in Assam as well as in the 
western part of the country, where 
our programme has been spread over' 
in a very healthy fashion

As the House is aware, we have 
attached very great importance to 
the production of coal Therefore, a 
good part of our energy is now divert
ed to proving the quality and- quantity 
of coal reserves m our county 
Thereafter, we have been paying 
special attention to proving the 
quantity of non-ferrous metals of the 
country, because we are spending a 
lot of money in the import of copper 
and sulphur and some other non- 
ferrous, metals like lead and zinc 
Therefore, the Ministry has under
taken in a special way to prove the 
quantities of copper, lead and zinc ind 
also sulphur, besides iron and coal 
manganese and mica We have enough 
reserves of manganese, iron, coal and 
mica, but even then we had to divert 
enough energy to prove the quanti
ties, and we have to catch up with 
the demand for our steel plants so far 
as the proving of coal, iron and lime
stone are concerned. It is with this 
view that most of our drills and our 
technical personnel are engaged in 
work in Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, and 
in some other arfeas We have now 
planned a programme for further sur
veys and investigations in Kashmir, 
Punjab, Andhra, Mysore and in cer
tain parts of Kerala State I assure 
the House that during the next year, 
our quantities of important mineral 
ores to which we are attaching great 
importance will have been increated 
sufficiently 

I would like briefly to touch some 
of the important aspects of the oil 
industry and oil business I would 
first take up the distribution of ell 
products My colleague, the hon
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Mend, just reminded me of the export 
o f iron w e and I forgot about it We 
have a haavy programme to produce 
mm ore through our own department 
and also to export it especially to 
Japan under a new agreement The 
operation is to start sometime in 1964, 
and if possible earlier For this pur
pose, a Corporation has been created 
in the Muustxy and preparations are 
going on fast to see that we start 
producing iron ore from Kiribur area 
and carry on the obligations which 
have been put on us as a result of 
the agreement which has been^effect- 
ed between us and the Japanese 
authorities

I was referring to the distribution 
aspect of petroleum products I only 
wish to state that it is a matter of 
time, but the Government decision is 
Arm they are going to set up a dis 
tributing company under their own 
control The distribution of petroleum 
products ia a very important pro
gramme for the country

Shri D C. Sharma. When will this 
happen9

Shri K D Malaviya: It is important 
and its significance is already very 
well-known to the House, and I 
would not like to take up the time of 
the House to describe in great detail 
as to on what lines and why it should 
be done and all that It is enough for 
me to say just now that this distribu
tion work will be undertaken by us 
19 the public sector and before our 
two refineries go on stream, we hope 
we shall be in a good position to know 
all about this technique of distribu
tion and we shall try our level best 
to do this work in competition with 
all those concerns which are existing 
here and which are undoubtedly ren
dering us a lot of help in the task of 
distribution Obviously, if it would 
not have meant a lot of profit and be 
advantageous to the nation, we would 
not have taken this decision in prin
ciple to start this work in the public 
sactor As to how much will be done 
what will be the size o f the company, 
the size of the work we are going to 
handle through the company, is a 
matter which is still under the con- 
sidtntion of Government I can
not commit xnyielf or Government to 
anyone o f these details.

Another question which is nearly 
connected with this is the question of 
the price of petroleum products As 
the House is aware, sometime back 
Government and all the 'important 
distributing companies engaged in the 
task of selling petroleum products to 
us examined this question of revising 
the present formula which guides us 
in deciding upon the prices of petro 
leum products This formula was 
handed down to us sometime back 
and we considered that they had 
obtained a little more than what they 
would have obtained As an ad hoc 
measure, the House remembers that 
the Government and the foreign com
panies agreed to reduce the prices 
which gave us an advantage of about 
Rs 10 crores, by way of reduction in 
the totality of prices of petroleum 
products That was an ad hoe arrange
ment on the understanding that if, 
after a new formula is evolved after 
due deliberation, negotiation and con
sideration of all the aspects, we find 
that we owe them some money, then 
we will deduct it from this Rs 10 
crores that we have got and we will 
credit their account to that extent 
But if we find, as a result of this new 
formula that we will be negotiating 
very soon, that we have to get some
thing more, an additional saving will 
be surrendered to us out of the total 
sum that accrues after the sale of 
petroleum products

As my senior Minister announced 
yesterday the committee which was 
examining the costing, set up by Gov
ernment, has submitted its findings 
and they are now busy examining 
them My first impression is that 
they are likely to get substantial tu f^  
ther saving It may not be possible 
for me at all to say as to what would 
be the precise quantum We hope that 
after discussions with different com
panies in this matter, we shall succced 
m negotiating a new formula which 
will and should give us a further addi
tional sum over and above the Rs 10 
crores that we have already got from 
them last year as a result of negotia
tions

Lastly, I will very briefly deal with 
the programme of oil exploration and 
the policy I will say nothing about the 
policy, which i* known to the House I
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hew  nothing to report to the House 
except Out we are trying our bast to 
find oil in this country. X cannot take 
an optimistic view of the whole 
thing, because one does not know 
when the whole picture becomes 
depressive. It is a very tricky busi
ness. While you go on with your 
technical assessment of finding more 
and more oil, suddenly one fine morn
ing, thousands of feet below something 
is known, which completely changes 
the picture. Our technicians, geo
logists, geo-physicists and drillers 
are putting their best efforts; some of 
the finest people are working in this 
eil exploration programme and they 
have Succeeded in doing much more 
than whatin this small time any other 
efficient team could have done. 
Beyond that, I cannot hold out any 
promise, except, as you know, we 
have discovered oil in Cambay and 
we want to prove that oil very soon. 
On some last occasion, I made almost 
a promise that by the last months of 
this year, we should be able to prove 
tile quantity of oil in Cambay. In 
fact, that programme was built on 
th«* expectation that I would get more 
drills in the month of March, which I 
have successfully negotiated with the 
Rumanian Government, who had very 
kindly agreed to sell two drills to us 
in this difficult time when it  is almost 
impossible to get drills from ’my- 
where. The promise was made and 
we were expecting the drills to arrive 
here during the last days of March. 
But suddenly I find that they will not 
be able to sell those drills according 
to that programme. It might be 
delayed by one month, two months or 
three months. But so far we are told 
that the delay will not be more than 
S months. I am taking the House into 
emfidence just to unburden my own 
difficulties and to show what difficul
ties sometimes we have to face.

We have completed plan to deliver 
all drilling equipments from the porta 
to the Cambay oil field. We have 
made a lot of preparations so that the 
moment the drills arrive at the port, 
we shall be aide to send them in 10

or 1$ day s to the ail field and in 
mytfaw 19 days start drilling third, 
fourth, fifth wells, etc. We do net 
know for how long we are going to 
he up in this process. Neverthe
less, it will be our effort to see that 
we do not surrender the money that 
we have already asked you and we 
go ahead with the programme, accord
ing to the schedule that we have laid 
down just now.

In regard to the policy, as I said, it 
»  well-known. In recent weeks, the 
Goveqpment of India have been 
approached directly or indirectly by 
important, able, experienced oil 
explorers in the world with a view to 
re-examine our policy and to see whe
ther a fresh appraisal could be given 
to this tatV of oil exploration associat
ing some of them in discovering oil 
in our country. I have said it many 
times and I repeat it again today: W* 
have no doctrinnaire approach in this 
matter. It is first and last a business 
proposition. So long as we see that 
the business proposition made to us 
for oil exploration or for the discovery 
of oil is not in the interests of the 
country and of the people, it will be 
impossible for this Government to 
accejft that. But if proposals are 
made to us which will discover oil for 
us and give legitimate benefit to the 
parties that discover the oil, by all 
means we are prepared to sit down 
with than and consider any proposal 
that they make. So far as our present 
conditions are concerned, we are going 
ahead with our exploration pro
gramme, going ahead rather very 
fastly, and there is no reason to 
believe, so far as I can see in the 
technical sense, that we shall not soon 
get some sizeable quantity at oil pro
duced by our own efforts.

I will not take more than S-8 
minutes now in dealing with some otf 
the points raised by Shri Iforarfca 
yesterday. Almost a mild stir was 
created yesterday when my friend, 
Shri M onika, stood up and criticised 
the Government for having made cer
tain mistakes which have resulted )a
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the delay of mtr programme of uns ail
ing the refinery in Assam Imme
diately thereafter, my hon friend, 
Shri Feroze Gandhi, stood up and said 
something by way of explanation

Slul Morarka: Demanded explana
tion

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I take it that 
the remarks made by my friend, Shri 
Morarka, and the explanations offered 
by Shri Feroze Gandhi, on behalf of 
the Refinery Corporation, were moti
vated by entirely two different rea
sons I would only refer to my 
friend, Shn Morarka, whose objective 
is not quite clear to me I have the 
honour to belong to the same party as 
Shri Morarka, and I take it that the 
criticism offered by my friend of my 
party is always constructive and is 
appreciative of this big faci that we 
are nurturing a child under our care 
which is just a child, the public sec
tor, as against the experience of the 
private sector, which is perhaps a 
century old Now, I can quite legiti 
mately understand the criticism of the 
Opposition Their job is to ruthlessly 
criticize

Shri Nath Pai: Ruthlessly*

Shri K. D. Malaviya- to merci
lessly criticise Even though it 
becomes morose even then it is our 
duty to listen to it and correct our
selves, because It is their legitimate 
duty in this House to criticize w  as I 
said, mercilessly I thought that I, as 
a member of the party which is 
ruling, have something more, a greater 
responsibility, some additional respon
sibility than the responsibility of the 
Opposition But I would not like to 
So into it except to say that I always 
expect constructive suggestions from 
the members of my party with a view 
to correcting myself, with a view to 
modifying the policy of the Govern
ment with the help of the criticism 
Frankly speaking, I do not find any 
such help from the speech made by 
mv friend, Shn Morarka I would 

to read that portion and then to 
eommoit upon it, as I underf^od it.
«  (Ai) L.SD—7

Shri Bra) Raj Singh: He may belong 
to the ginger group

ShH K. D. Malaviya: The ginger
group is likely to inspire the Member* 
of the Opposition also 

Shn Morarka says
“Sir I want to say only one 

thing mare and that is about the 
oil refinenes I understand that 
the site for this oil refinery* which 
was selected initially ha's been 
changed now That has co«t us 
some money "

That is nght

"The entire thing has to come 
again from Rumania ”

Now, I do not know what, he thinks, 
has to come from Rumania as a result 
of change of site

Shri Morarka* A team of experts

Shri K. D. Malaviya: Nothing has 
come so far nothing whatsoever 

•
Shri Feroze Gandhi* May I inform 

the Minister that the Rumanian 
experts returned to Rumann and they 
had to be called back to select the site 
again’  That is what he meant

Shri Morarka* Yes, that it what I 
meant

Shri K. O Malaviya. I would not 
like to join issue with my fnend Shri 
Feroze Gandhi I and he nave to 
learn from each other because we are 
engaged in a common pursuit, and he 
has to shouler the burden of putting 
up the refinery m Gauhati I, therefore, 
refuse to join issue with Shn Feroze 
Gandhi

I beg of you to note that there are 
certain aspects in this, and those are 
some important aspects to be known, 
so far as the selection is concerned 
A number of Rumanian experts came 
here with a view to recommending a 
suitable site for our refinery They 
came here, they made some sugges- 
t ons, we rejected that suggestion, 
they went back After that, they had 
to come here again for a large num
ber of items of the programme It
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waa not only again for a fresh apprai- 
aal or a fresh selection of site. Even 
If that were sot there is no ham  in 
it  I submit that they had to be 
brought here, invited here, for a large 
number of things—for discussing the 
designs, for designing the loading and 
reloading programmes and many 
filings. It was in our schedule to have 
them called and so long as the refinery 
programme is not completed, we have 
again to invite some of them, as and 
when required But, as I said, it is 
only incidentally that the selection at 
site question came in again. It is not 
only for this purpose. Even if it was 
only for this purpose, I do not per
sonally cbnsider there was any harm 
la it.

Now, why did we not select the site 
finally when it was recommended by 
the expert committee? Indeed, the 
expert' committee, as was made out 
by my colleague, Shri Feroze Gandhi 
was one of the best expert committees 
which was askeft to make recommen
dations to the Government. The spe
cial selection committee was to recom
mend the site. For that they saw 
about 4 cr 5 places and in order of 
priority they made their recommen
dations. Silighat came on the top of 
this priority. Technologically, I 
think Silighat was the best place 
for putting up a refinery. There 
it nothing which is wrong in 
the claim o f the expert committee 
that Silighat is t'i« most suitable 
place, so far as technological matters 
are concerned. Now. there are a 
large number of technical matters— 
frequency of earthquake, strength of 
the soil and all that. It is for the 
Government to take some considera
tions, other than technical considera
tions, the first being economic con
sideration. Therefore the decision of 
the technical expert committee, the 
•blest expert committee that could be 
secured in the country, was changed. 
X submit it was changed by me in my 
capacity as the Minister In the Minis
try of Steel, Mines and Fuel, in con
sultation with my own people who 
were not technicians—I want to say

that too to my friend*—but adminis- 
twtors and economists. And they 
know why a particular site has to be- 
■elected, what are the limited circum
stances in which it is not to be select
ed and so on. I do not want to go 
into the details. But I want to take 
the House into confidence why w » 
rejected Silighat. According to our 
agreement with the Assam Oil Com
pany they are required to build us. 
a pipeline from Naharkatiya right up 
to Barauni. That pipeline has to be 
laid by them. I would like to read 
out the relevant paragraph in this 
connection—it is paragraph 12 on 
page 6 of the agreement. I would 
only lik^ to read the relevant portion 
at it. Then f  will aay what I  have 
to say. It says:

“The Company shall arrange* 
tor the construction...

Shri Fem e Gandhi: Which com
pany?

$hri K. D. Malaviya: The Burma Oil
Company.

“The Company shall arrange 
tat the construction in two stages 

«)f operation of a p ipeline....” .*
I feui sorry, it is Oil India Limited.

“ .........or such other related
facilities as the Company shall 
consider necessary for the trans
port of the crude oil to be pro
duced up to Barauni. The first 
tuch stage shall consist of the 
construction of a pipeline or other 
related facilities as aforesaid to 
an intermediate locality to be ap
proved by the Government of 
India and the Burma Oil Company 
and the second stage shall con- 
sist of the construction of a pipe
line or other related facilities as 
aforesaid from such intermediate 
locality to Barauni. The timing 
of the commencement of each o f 
the two stages shall be determin
ed by the Government of India. 
The method nf raising and pro
viding file finance at both stage*
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at construction and the operation 
and a »  df the said pipeline and 
other related facilities shall bp as 
agreed to between the Burma Oil 
Company and the Government of 
India; it being understood that 
this clause does not impose any 
obligation upon either party to 
provide the finance for any of the 
above purposes from their own 
resources save to the extent ” 

Wow, pleased remember this
. it being understood that 

this clause does not impose any 
obligation upon either partv to 
provide the finance for any of the 
above purposes from their own 
resources save to the extent that 
the Burma Oil Company will make 
a loan to the company in the 
United Kingdom on terms to 
agreed between the Burmah Oil 
Company and the Government rf 
India of a sufficient sum m sterl
ing to meet the foreign exchange 
requirements of the cost of the 
said first stage of the construction 
of the said pipeline and other re
lated facilities"
Now, it was for us, under this 

agreement, to get the cost of construc
tion of the pipelines from Naharkatiya 
oil field to as far west as we could 
possibly get it from them Silghat is 
about 80 or 90 miles east of Gauhati 
Through the exchange of letters we 
agreed that the refinery will be locat
ed near about Gauhati and they 
agreed to advance a sum of ten 
million sterling to us If we had ac
cepted Silghat—it is technologically 
quite a feasible place—then obviously 
the sum involved in construction of 
such a pipeline would be far less than 
ten million sterling and the re
mainder of the obligation of construct
ing the pipeline from Silghat to 
Barauni would have to borne by us 
and we would have faced the task 
of finding that extra sum of money 
Vhich was already agreed upon bet
ween us and the Burmah Oil Com- 
F*ny as a loan to be given to us.

thrl NaaaUr Bhargcha; How much 
would that come to?

Shrimati Beni Chakravartty: What,
according to the agreement, would 
have been the extra cost between 
Silghat and Barauni?

Shri K. D. Malaviya: It is difficult 
to give any estimate, but it could be 
about Rs S to Rs 4 crores

Now, the difficulty facing us was 
that we were in an extremely diffi
cult position to find resources for our 
oil programme The House knows 
that this Ministry is finding it very 
difficult because we ere in a new field. 
Whether it is oil exploration or 
whether it is laying a pipeline or 
putting up a refinery, we have to 
find out money either by selling our 
goods or by other arrangements or, 
what you call, healthy manipulations. 
Here, we successfully negotiated for 
a loan of ten million sterling If we 
had gone nght on the Naharkatiya oil 
fields, it would have suited moatly the 
Assam Oil Company because taey 
were not obliged to spend a single 
pie on the pipeline That is why I 
said

8hi4 Naushir Bharncha: How many 
millions could you have saved*

Shri Nath Pal: Rs 4 crores, he 
said.

> Shri Nanshir Bharncha: Rs 4 crorea. 
Is that too much* I understand that if 
they had followed the recommenda
tions of the Expert Committee, pro* 
bably they would have got four 
million sterling less That is about all. 
In rejecting the recommendations of 
the expert committee you suffer con
tinuous disadvantages on account of 
the less favourable location nght 
through your life

Shri K. D Malaviya: That is the 
presumption of my hon friend that is, 
that we have selected a wrong place. 
I never presumed that I only satd 
that technologically it is a feasible 
and proper place for having put up 
the refinery, but it is not always the 
technical consideration. It is a quefr-
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tion of finding resources for it, doing 
tt within or near about the schedule 
end then taking other matters like 
security and all these questions into 
consideration If I could have managed 
to get this first stage refinery, say at 
Kuhrajhar or Jogigopa which was 
quite a nice place for the Expert Com
mittee to recommend, I would have 
surely accepted it but we could not do 
it because the Railways could not give 
us a line The sums allotted to the Rail
ways did not include a new extension 
of line to Kukrajhar or Jogigopa 
which were the places recommended 
by them We were simply refused 
and there was no help coming to us 
because the Railways would not have 
any money to spend except a very 
nominal sum and that the sum which 
was promised to us should be utilised 
to the fullest extent

Now, we should always remember 
that we have to get the Barauni re
finery also m time and we have to 
have a pipeline also up to Barauni 
We have to find out money for the 
pipeline right from the first refinery 
up to Barauni I have to work under 
these difficult circumstances There
fore, I am quite sure that tV  Refinery 
Cox̂ poration has had nothing to do 
with this delay I.admit that there 
had been some delay The mistake 
is mine or whatever it is We have 
to faco the situation I want to say 
that the Refinery Corporation has had 
nothing to do with this delay They 
are completely oUt of it Left to 
them, they would have perhaps taken 
a decision earlier My bon friend, 
the Chairman of the Refinery Corpo
ration, is thoroughly justified in say
ing that left to himself perhaps he 
would have gone ahead earlier I am 
aorrv, I could not have gone ahead 
earlier I am sorry, I could not have 
gone ahead earlier because I have no 
monev and the money that was pro- 
bused to us had to be spent in the 
fullest with a view to relieving the 
burden of the second stage construc
tion of the pipeline But so far as 
Vie present programme was concern
ed it was not the concern of the Refi

nery Corporation Why should there
fore Shri Feroxe Gandhi be worried 
about it? He was quite clear when 
he said, “Look here, you have not re
commended that our Export Commit
tee should do it '* I have nothing to 
differ from it But if we had taken 
upon ourselves the responsibility o f 
selecting a site in spite o f the recom
mendations of the technical committee 
—the correct position is that it was 
considered on technical and economic 
grounds and no technical expert of the 
Government made any recommenda
tion to subvert the recommendation 
given by the technical expert com
mittee . of the corporation on 
technical grounds

Shri Dasappa: Why were you not,
in the first place, associated with this 
team of experts7 Then all these diffe
rences would not have arisen

Shri Ferose Gandhi Government 
was associated

Shri K. D Malaviya: Right from 
the very beginn n the representa
tive of the Government was associat
ed with all this and nothing has 
happened which should upset That 
is what I want to say I will tell you 
why Right from the early stages—I 
do not i omember when- I took some 
of the experts who had come from 
Rumania into confidence and I told 
them, “This and this is our considera
tion You must give us a site which 
is farther west" I said that It is 
quite plain They said, “It is our job 
to make a recommendation to you on 
technical grounds and it is for you to 
change the decision on other conside
rations than technical considerations* 
So far as that Expert Committee was 
concerned it was perfectly within its 
Jurisdiction to make a technical re
commendation So far as Govern
ment's totality is concerned, it is per
fectly within its jurisdiction to change 
that decision because ultimately they 
bad to make the decision and take 
all the facts into consideration. I 
would not like to go further an this 
point

!
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Hie last point which is very diffi
cult for me to solve is the point rais
ed by my hon. friend, Shri Feroze 
Gandhi, regarding Demand No. 83. I 
must confess that it is more puzzling 
to me than it was to Shri Gandhi. I 
am not an expert. 1 made a 
mistake of frowning upon one of 
my ablest officers in the De
partment and thereafter 1 realised 
that the mistake was mine I would 
try to explain what it is. I do not 
know whether I would be able to ex
plain it correctly or not. On page 12 
mention of 'Commerce, Steel and 
Mines’ and ‘Uttar Pradesh’ is made. 
These are two different circles. Com
merce, Steel and Mines is one audit 
circle about which I cannot say more 
than what I have said and Uttar 
Pradesh is a separate audit circle 
It is an audit circle. This »  all that 
I say. Commerce, Steel and Mines is 
one audit circle and Uttar Pradesh is 
another audit circle You will see 
that the question asked by my hon 
friend was that in the numbers there 
is a decrease from 390 to 336 but the 
estimates have gone up from Rs. 11 
to Rs 18 lakhs roughly. Actually, 
what I understand is that the estimate 
of this number 390 was given in 1058- 
59 Actually, only 226 people were 
employed either as part-time or as 
whole-time of the year and therefore 
this estimate appears puzzling. This 
sum of Rs. 11,95,000 has been spent by 
226 people and not by 300 people. 
Now, this figure 335 is actually 405.

Shri V enn  Gandhi: What? It is 
405? It is not 336?

Shit K. D. Malaviya: No the, esti
mate is for 405. ..

Shri Ferae Gandhi: The printed 
figure is 33S.

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I shall refer to 
fiie printed figure also.

Shri Ferae Gandhi: The hon. Minis
ter cannot give any figures except 
those that are in the Budget

Shri K. D. Malaviya: The figures
are here. If you just add up 60, or 60 
perhaps in A-2 higher up to 338, you 
will see that it la 408.

Shri V. F. Nayar (Quilon)- That is 
not arithmetic

Shri K. D. Malaviya: What 1 was 
pointing out was that this estimate of 
Rs. 18,86,000 actually will go down 
when the actuals would come So, 
this reduction from Rs. 13 lakhs to 
Rs. 11 lakhs is on account of the fact 
that only 226 people were employed 
as against 390. So, these estimates 
will also come down proportionately, 
and therefore, the disparity, as you 
would see, will not be as much. 
Rs. 11 lakhs is the actual money 
spent for 1958-59; Rs 18 lakhs is the 
estimates; and most probably it may 
come down by Rs. 3 or 4 lakhs; and it 
might be only Rs. 14 lakhs

Similarly, as regards the figure of 
2850, in actuality only 1600 people 
were employed. Although we plan
ned to have 2850 people, yet in ac
tuality, only 1600 people were em
ployed, and, therefore, the expendi
ture involved was not Rs 18,51,000 but 
was only Rs 13,24,000 Similarly, we 
hope now that we shall not spend the 
whole amount If actually we can get 
all those people, that is, all the tech
nicians for doing our work acc >rding 
to our programme, then we may 
spend the money that we have set 
apart as a result of our having kept 
the number 2896, which is again the 
result of totalling of A-2. This is what 
generally is the picture. That is, the 
difference which »  of relevance is 
actually the difference between the* 
actual money spent last year and the 
estimates that we are proposing 
before the House for sanction. And 
if the estimates go down, the disparity 
will not be so much.

Shri Feroce Gandhi: On a point of 
clarification. If you will kindly refer 
to page 12, you will find that it gives 
the details of page 11 and the total 
•mount there. Am I to understand 
that in the Budget which has been 
presented in February for 1958-59 the 
figure shown as 390 is not 390 but It 
is something else? And an I to 
understand that the figure shown tor 
1958-59 as 2850 in the Budget is not
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correct, and that the figure Is actually 
something else? The hon. Minister 
may kindly clarify, because this a  a 
budget statement, and there can be 
and should be no mistake in this 
paper.

8hri SL D. Malaviya; 1 think there 
is no mistake. I do not think there 
is any mistake, except that what I 
have said.. . .

Shri F em e Gandhi: Is the figure 
given here right or wrong?

Shri K. D. Malavlya: The figure is 
right.

Shri F em e Gandhi: Then. I would 
demand an explanation, if this figure 
(a correct That will be a point of 
order that I would like to raise. Of 
course. I would suggest that if these 
figures are correct, then Demand 
No. 83 should not be put to the vote 
of the House till such time as a pro
per explanation is available. You 
may postpone this to tomorrow. 
These are the details. If the figures 
are correct, then an explanation is 
required. If the number has dropped 
from 390 to 836, how have the esti
mates gone up from Rs. 11,95,000— 
I mean the revised estimates—to 
Rs. 18,86,000? Again, if the figure is 
correct* aa the Minister states, the 
number goes down by 600, but the 
revised estimate which is Rs. 13 lakhs 
increases by Rs. 10 lakhs. This re
quires explanation before this Demand 
can be put to the vote of the House.

Shri K. D. Malavlya: May I say
this? This figure of 390 indicates the 
number of people who were m t em
ployed as whole-timers for the whole 
of the year; they used to work part- 
time; they used to come and work for 
Come time and then go. Now, there
fore, this figure is actually 226 which 
is indicated here. Therefore, the en
tire expenditure.. . .

Shri F em e Gandhi: Will the hon. 
Minister kindly note that nowhere is 
S26 mentioned on page 12? He may 
eefet to it himself, and see the details 
ot Demand No. 83.

Shri K. D. Malavlya: I was only 
referring to the fact that these figure* 
indicate the 'temporarily employed 
people. 226 is the actual number o f 
people employed , part-time or whole
time, and the expenditure involved Is 
Rs. 11.95 lakhs. More than that I 
have nothing to say.

Shri Ferose Gandhi: I would like to 
have your ruling on this.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: I am looking 
mto it. and when I have heard the 
Minister, I shall give my ruling.

Shri Fem e Gandhi: Even then, I 
would suggest that this Demand be 
held over, because I think there ' is 
some serious flaw in this.

Shri K. D. Malavlya: There is no 
serious flaw in this. It is only for ua 
to understand them.

Similarly, about the second figure...
Shri Braj Raj Singh: Has the hon. 

Minister understood it himself?

Shri K. D. Malavlya: Whatever I 
have understood I have said. Basi
cally, it is this that a number of 
people were shown as employed part- 
time; the actual shown is 226, for that; 
proportionately, the expenditure has 
gone down. Similarly, in the next 
year, in the actual___

Shri F em e Gandhi: It is 336 here.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is that figure 
of 226 given anywhere in the state
ment for which this amount ig pro
vided?

Shri Fem e Gandhi: This is the 
Budget of India, and there should not 
be any mistake in this. Some expla
nation must be given for it if it is 
to be put to the vote of the House.

Shri Natuhlr Bharncha: Also, it
means this that the Minister repre
sent* to the House—

Shri St. D. Ualavtjrt: We shall find 
out where this figure of 226 can be 
pot in. -
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Shri F em e Q udU : In that ease, I 
would suggest that the Demand be not 
put to the vote of the House, name
ly  Demand No 83

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I do not accept
it

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Still, the reply 
has to come from the hon Minister, 
and some explanation might be given

Shri Ferae Gandhi: The Demands 
will be put to the vote after the hon 
Minister's speech Therefore, I would 
suggest that till such time as a proper 
explanation is forthcoming, we hold 
over Demand No 83 for tomorrow

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: But we have
yet to listen to the reply of the hon 
Minister, and then, we can decide if 
a satisfactory explanation has been 
given or not

Shri Ferae Gandhi: Which Minis
ter? The other Minister?

Sardar Swann Singh: He will look 
into it

Shri Feroie Gandhi: Both are the 
same, whether he will reply 0-  the 
other Minister will reply

Shri K. D. Malaviya. Whatever I 
had to say I have said If there is 
any additional point which is ther* to 
eatisfjr my hon friend, I shall just 
collect it and give it to him

Mr. Deputy- Speaker: We shall see 
whether a satisfactory explanation is 
given or not

Sardar Swaran Singh rose—
Some Hen. Members: Does he begin 

his reply now’
Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Does the hon 

Minister begin his reply now*
Sardar Swaran Singh: This point 

w ill be looked into, and towards the 
■end, the explanation might be given

Mir, Depaty-Speaker: That was what 
1 was saying When the senior 
Minister makes the reply, he might

then try to explain it If it is ex
plained away satisfactorily, certainly, 
we shall put it to vote If no ex
planation is given, certainly we shall 
consider whether that can be held 
over or further considerat’on is neees- 
sary

Shri Feroie Gandhi: May I make
one request7 Either the hon Minis
ter must say that the printed figures 
are wrong or he must Bay they are 
right, if they are right, then the House 
will have to consider whether the 
Demand is correct

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: He has got 
some time to consider over it, and 
then he will give us an explanation. 
Why should we be impatient*

Can I call another hon Member in 
the meanwhile?

Sardar Swaran Singh: He will look 
into it If I have your permission, I 
shall say a few words of my own, not 
about this, but about the other things'

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: The point is 
whether I should call upon other hon. 
Members to speak or whether imme
diately I should call upon ihe hon 
Minister to reply

The Minister of Parliamentary 
Affairs (Shri Satya Narayan Sinha):
In accordance with the schedule, the 
whole thing has to be finished by 
4-10 p m . As you know, we have a 
strait jacket programme, and wc are 
already two hours behind the sche
dule What will happen on the 18tft 
April in that case, I do not know 
Unless we adhere to the schedule, 
something upsetting will happen

Shri Naoshir Bharacha: As it is, 
according to the schedule, the Budget 
should end by 18th April What does 
it matter if it ends on the 19th* 
Heavens are not going to fall

Mr. Depaty-Speaker. There are 
other items also

Shri Satya Narayan Sinha: I have 
already explained to my hon friend.
I am very sorry The hon Member
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was a member of the Business Ad
visory Committee where we discussed 
bU those detail*, and I  bad explained 
at length to my hon friends that by 
the 28th of April, the Finance Bill 
must come back from the other 
House also, for, in the case of a 
taxation proposal, beyond 00 days, we 
cannot have it Therefore, I request
ed you, and requested the House also, 
and we discussed there, and we allot
ted as much time as hon Members 
wanted m the Business Advisory 
Committee also And therefore now, 
if we do not adhere to tl e schedule,
I think something very disturbing will 
take place

Vkt 'L«t va ttcA.
fear that disturbing thing for the 
present, but 1 feel now that I should 
call upon the hon Minister to speak 
because of that explanation

Shri Assar (Ratnagiri) I have not 
got my chance

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: He has my 
sympathy, but what shall I do? He 
might speak on some other Ministry

Shri Braj Raj Singh: But in the 
morning when we began the discus
sion, the Speaker was of the view that 
if a full discussion was not held, he 
might be m a position to extend the 
tune by one hour

Mr. Deputy-Speaker* That is the 
difficulty, he is not m a position to ex
tend I have looked into the record, 
he has not passed any orders

Shri Braj Raj Singh: That is cor
rect But one hour was taken by the 
hon Minister in initiating the discus
sion

Shri Satya Narayan Sinha: 35
minutes only.

Shri Braj Raj Singh: Thirty-five or 
forty minutes have been taken by the 
Minister of State Again 40 minutes 
perhaps have been asked for by the 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs for 
the Minister That makes two
hours.

Mr Deputv-Speafeer- The hoa.
Member has bad his 15 minutes He 
should tmA grumble

8hri*nati Rena Chakravartty: It ia
scheduled that we are to have a full 
8 hours discussion jplus the Minister** 
reply

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Those eight
hours include the Minister’s reply 
It was only in the general Budget dis
cussions that we allocated the time 
excluding the time for the Minister 
Now on Demands we have included 
the time that »  to be taken by the 
Minister also That is the procedure

Shrimati Rena Chakravartty: But m
the Bulletin it is not said so

Shri T. B Vittal Rao (Khammam) 
When we discussed the allocation of 
time, it was decided that the time 
taken by the Ministers to reply will 
be taken into consideration in the 
total time, but our Minister had also 
taken some time m introducing the 
Demands Therefore that time may 
be excluded

Mr Deputy-Speaker. That is also 
included

Sardar Swaran Singh I have great
ly  benefited by the observations that 
have been made on the floor of the 
House by the various sections of the 
House I wish I had the time to say 
something on all the points that have 
been raised, but I propose to confine 
myself to some of the salient facts, 
assuring at the same time that what
ever has been said will receive very 
careful consideration with a view to> 
derive the maximum benefit out of it

The first point that I would like 
to mention is about the estimates for 
the three steel plants This matter 
has been coming up again and again 
before the House, and I would like 
to take this oppotunity to clarify the 
position to the best of my capacity

So far as the increases in the initiaf 
figures are concerned, they were
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given some time towards the end of 
1955 or beginning of 1956, and we can 
divide under two broad categories the 
increases that have taken place One 
category relates to a number of items 
which were not included in the initial 
estimates that were prepared If they 
were not included it was not due to 
the fact that there was any doubt 
about the cost to be incurred on that 
score, they were purposely kept out
side the advice of the consultants who 
prepared the preliminary reports, be
cause these related mostly to items 
which are Indian responsibility, our 
responsibility In that category come 
townships, development of mines and 
a number of other things, a list of 
which I have placed before the House 
on a number of occasions Surely 
we did not require a consultant to 
tell us that so much would be spent 
upon the township, or so much would 
be required for development of a 
mine, or for incurring other expen
diture in the matter of arranging 
water supply or the like It would 
have been extremely wasteful if we 
had insisted on elaborate reports from 
the consultants on these items which 
could easily be looked after by us 
It was enough if it was known tnat 
these were the items which were not 
being included in the estimates 
Therefore, the increase on that score 
cannot be said to be either on account 
of any omission or any want of plan
ning or any want of foresight This 
alone accounts for a figure of Rs 140 
crores or so This has been clearly 
brought out in a number of replies 
that I have given from time to time

Then, besides this, there is the 
question that even with regard to the 
content that was in the actual physical 
plan that was the subjcct matter of 
the original estimates, there have 
been increases But I would like to 
make this pout absolutely clear that 
it is not that there have been these 
changes from tune to tune In fact, 
my predecessor, aa early as Decem
ber 1956, made a statement on the 
floor of the House in which he gave 
the figures with regard to Rourkela 
and Durgapur. He made a statement

indicating that for Rourkela the revis
ed estimates for the items which were 
the subject matter of the various esti
mates would be Rs 170 crores, and for 
Durgapur it would be Rs 138 crores 
He also indicated the various items 
that were not being included therein 
He also promised that a s milar re
vised estimate would be given for 
Bhilai

Thereafter in August 1957, I re
peated the same figures with regard 
to Rourkela and Durgapur which 
had been given earlier to the House 
by my predecessor, and I also sup
plied thfe missing inforn'ation with 
regard to Bhilai, because by that time 
complete estimates had been prepar
ed even with regard to Bhilai, and I 
gave the figure of Rs 131 crores 
Therefore, the explanation which the 
House is entitled to ask is as to how 
this Rs 128 crores in Rouikela became 
Rs 170, in Bhilai from Rs 110 crores 
it became Rs 131 crores and in 
Durgapur from Rs 115 crores it be
came Rs 138 crores These are real
ly the revised estimates as compar
ed to what was contained in the ear
lier estimates which were not ela
borate, and then these were the 
estimates which emerged as a result 
of fuller examination, and the House 
is perfectly entitled to a3k that there 
should be some explanation as to 
why these have gone up

I would like to make one thing 
clear, that is that the figures that were 
given to the House in 1956 Decem
ber and later in August 1957 were the 
new figures with regard to all the 
three plants which were repeated. 
There has not been any upward revi
sion at all with regard to these esti
mates

The third point that remains to be- 
answered is what are these increases 
due to? These increases are due to 
factors which can be broadly group
ed under four heads They are, first
ly, additions and improvements 
Secondly, they are more costly foreign' 
supplies of structures and refractories. 
Thirdly these are due to increases im
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price in Europe. Fourthly, they art 
due to under-estimation by consul
tants which was the case particularly 
in  point in the case of Rourkelm.

What does this really mean? Ad
ditions and improvements had to be 
undertaken when we thought that 
those additions and improvements 
would be necessary for the better per
formance of the plant, or for better 
economic return. If we swear by the 
earlier figure that has been given by 
■way of estimate as a sort of mantra, 
ihat it is not to be exceeded, and 
shut our eyes completely to the possi
ble modifications which might result 
in improvements or the like, that 
■wvaM iwt* At Sfce M tisati Astoreirtr, 
and I am not sorry for making these 
additions and improvements, although 
as a result thereof the figure that 
works out goes up. 1 will presently 
give the broad amounts which have 
-been added to the original indications 
or rough estimates on account of these 
■various factors.

The second point that I submitted 
In this connection was more costly 
foreign supplies of structures and re
fractories.

It is a well known fact that the 
cost of some of these Imported articles 
is higher. We originally thought that 
It would be possible to have all the 
refractories and structurals or a cer
tain quantum thereof from internal 
resources, but we overjudged our own 
capacity and when we actually settl
ed  down to work out the details, we 
came to the conclusion, which, was a 
painful one, that we could not have 
•11 the refractories and structurals 
raised inside the country and we had 
to import them. That pushed up the 
prices.
18 hrs.

Thirdly, if there is a time-lag when 
"the original estimates are prepared 
between that period and the period 
when we placed orders after detail
ed project reports are there, and it 
h  the meantime the world prioaa

ri*e up, nobody is going to show any 
concession to us by supplying tit 
equipment at aa earlier price merely 
because that happened to be the price 

the estimate. We cannot ignore 
the hard facts of life and we had to 
P%y a higher price on account of in
crease of prices in Europe and else
where.

Then the fourth point has been high
lighted and doubts have been express* 
®d as to why there should be under
estimation by consultants, as has been 
mentioned from time to time by me 
with regard to the estimates that were 
Prepared in regard to Rourkela. That 
is a valid point and some explanation 

due. 1 wonid ngnest the hen 
House to bear the interest of the ex
chequer and the interest of the pro- 
Jeot in mind and not be misled by 
mere sentiments. The consultants' 
explanation with regard to this is 
thqt if we make our estimates rather 
on the liberal side taking into ac
count all the various factois that may 
ultimately emerge, which may reflect 
a Higher cost, and then on the basis 
of that we go out and tender and ask 
others to quote, there is a risk that 
that becomes really the floor and 
others are likely to quote a price 

' much higher than that. When we in
troduce an element of competition we 
go out on tender on the basis of the 
estimate which has been given to us 
by the consultants—the estimate 
tfv&n to us by the consultants is the 
basis for this purpose—a basis which 
is Hot a secret matter, which is known 
to every supplier. Then a greater 
possible criticism might be saved as 
the estimate will not be much in
creased but ultimately it was quite 
likely that the price that the country 
had to pay would have worked out 
to % much higher figure. That is the 
explanation which they gave, and I 
have no reason to doubt that there is 
strength in this explanation.

We have also to remember that 
after all, this is a phenomenon which 
is of significance in relation to 
Rourkela. In Rourkela, quotations
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were invited on a competitive basis 
■mi when those quotations came and 
contracts were either concluded or we 
were on the point of negotiation, a 
reassessment was made that the 
original indication that was given was 
on the low side and as a result of the 
actual things coming up, the quoted 
prices are higher. Therefore, I sub
mit that there was absolutely no point 
in that (Interruption).

Shrimatl Rena Chakravartty: Sure
ly, the fluctuations must be within 
limits.

Sardar Swann Singh: I know what
Is in the mind of my hon. friend, Shri 
Naushir Bharucha. He has drawn all 
his inspiration--and quite rightly— 
from the observations of tfie Estimates 
Committee. That is a rather delicate 
matter, when one has to differ from 
the findings of a body like the Esti
mates Committee. But the House and 
the hon. Speaker also have prescrib
ed a certain code of dealing with 
what is contained in that Report, and 
hon. Members and the House should 
be content to comply with that code 
in the sense of permitting the Minis
try to give their comments upon the 
various recommendations and then let 
the process evolve of either convinc
ing the Estimates Committee who may 
later on modify that or be convinced 
themselves. But before that process 
could be gone through, hon. Members 
showed impatience to raise those very 
points and adopt those very argu
ments on the floor of the House, and 
no option is left for me but to put 
forward my counter-viewpoint, even 
though at first sight it might have 
been rejected by the Estimates Com
mittee. I have no doubt that when 
all these facts are properly explained 
to the Estimates Committee they will 
appreciate this viewpoint and even if 
they do not, I will have no other 
option but to___

Shri O n : A word o f explanation,
Sir. Is it true that the Report of the 
Estimates Committee is shown to the 
Ministry before the publication of the 
*nal report?

SanUr Swann Magh; It is sent to 
the Ministry so that they might check 
the tactual points that are mentioned 
there. The report is not shown with 
a view 'to affording the Ministry an 
opportunity to give their arguments as 
to why particular conclusions that 
have been arrived at should not be 
arrived at. If instead of Rs. 118 crores 
it is stated as Rs. 110 crores or some 
facts are mis-stated, they are checked. 
What I mean to say is that showing 
to the Ministry does not mean that the 
Ministry has got a second chance of 
actually pointing out any fresh mate
rial which might justify a revision of 
their conclusions. That is why I am 
using this guarded language in saying 
that before utilising the normal pro
cess that is envisaged for developing 
proper relationship between these 
parliamentary committees and the 
Ministries with whom they have to 
deal, the hon. Members in their wis
dom have chosen to adopt those very 
reasons to attack the Ministry and 
there is no other option tor me but 
to take up my position with regard 
to the various points that have been 
put forward in the Estimates Com
mittee’s Report

Shrimatl Rena Chaknvarcty: On a
point of order, Sir. I want to know 
whether it is open to the hon. Minis
ter to say that what has been recom
mended by the Estimates Committee 
is something which he categorically 
rejects. He can ask for time for con
sideration. But can he say just now 
that he categorically rejects the 
findings of the Estimates Committee?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: He has ex
plained his difficulty. When the Esti
mates Committee comes to a 
conclusion, the conclusion is sent to 
th f Ministry. The Ministry has its 
own explanation, its own reactions. 
Then, when they come to the Esti
mates Committee, they also consider 
whether there is some force in the 
reply which has been sent They 
can also modify their position. The 
Minister is explaining that before the 
Ministry had any time just to put its
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views before the Estimates Commit
tee and for the Estimates Committee 
to reconsider or modify their conclu
sions, these conclusions have been 
taken up by the hon. Members and 
they have been put forward here to 
attack the Ministry. Therefore, he 
says he has no option. The oppor
tunity that he might have taken to 
explain to the Estimates Committee 
has not been yet afforded to him. 
Therefore, there is no option for him 
but to put his case here, because if 
he does not put his case, what shall 
be the result? A conclusion will be 
drawn that he had no case to make 
out or that he had no defence to put 
forth. Therefore, he can naturally 
put forward his own point of view, 
the Ministry’s point of view.

Shrimati Rena Chakravartty: As
far as I know, the Estimates Com
mittee, after 'it has considered the 
Ministry’s point of view, publishes its 
report. Then the Ministry considers 
it. It is only after a period of time 
again that it is revised by the Esti
mates Committee in the course of one 
year or two years when they examine 
how far the Ministries have imple
mented their recommendations, and, if 
not, why not. That is the procedure. If 
any criticism is made or anything is 
said arising out of the Estimates Com
mittee’s recommendations, is it open 
to the Minister to say that he takes 
a rigid position as to what he has 
done, whether it is right or wrong? 
I plead with him not to take that 
position.

Sardar Swaran Singh: I think the 
hon. lady Member has probably 
understood me a little more rigidly 
than what I wanted to be. I w{us 
replying to the interruption that was 
put in by my hon. friend, Shri 
Bharucha. He said: ‘You are
advancing this argument This argu
ment has already been rejected by 
the Estimates Committee.' I said that 
merely saying that it has been reject
ed by the Estimates Committee is not
• matter which is conclusive so far

as I am concerned. What I said wa*> 
'that, in all fairness, the hon. Member* 
should not have adopted the reason
ings of the Estimates Committee as 
their own. On some occasion, they 
dig up these things and adopt them as 
if they were their own. Some expla
nation is due from me, and the Esti
mates Committee cannot be quoted 
against me as a conclusive rejection 
of my suggestions. That is the point 
I am trying to make.............

Pandit Thaknr Das Bhargava.
(Hissar): The report of the Esti
mates Committee is never conclusive.

Sardar Swaran Singh: Even in this- 
particular context without going to 
the general matter, I would draw the 
attention of the House to appendix 
XVII on page 141 of the report of the 
Estimates Committee which clearly 
gives all the differences between the 
original estimates of the three steel 
plants and the revised estimates and 
also the reasons. In the case o f 
Rourkela, four points are listed; in the 
case of Bhilai three points are listed 
and in the case of Durgapur also 
seven reasons are given as to why 
these increases were there. Unfortu
nately for myself, the Estimates 
Committee in their wisdom thought 
it fit to shove it on to the Appendix 
only to be unearthed by some research 
student. They do not find a promi
nent place in the body of the Esti
mates Committee’s report so that the 
country and everybody could judge 
for themselves as to whether there 
was any strength in the reasons that 
were given for the pushing up of the 
estimates........... (Interruptions.)

Shri Supakar: Unfortunately, the 
Estimates Committee did not get any 
reply from the Ministry in time, It 
takes several months for the Minis
try to reply to a query by the Esti
mates Committee; that is the unfortu
nate state of affairs.

Sardar Swafan Sinfh: I wopld bet 
very sorry if that is the state at
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affairs; that win certainly be expedit
ed. . , (In te r ru p t ion s .)

Sir. Deputy-Speakar: Order, order 
That is certainly a thing to be consi
dered, that can be done on a differ
ent occasion. For the present we 
cannot take that into account

Shri Snpakar: If the reply is not 
sent in time It can only be given in 
the appendix

Sardar Swaraa Singh: It is far
from me to make the slightest sug
gestion that the Estimates Committee's 
recommendations are not entitled to 
great weight They are entitled to 
very great weight

Shri Nath Pal: They are not much 
to his liking

Sardar Swaraa Singh. Even so, I 
attach the greatest weight because 
there are many people for whom I 
have the greatest respect and regard 
although I may not have a liking for 
what they say My liking or not does 
not come in the way of having a 
fairly objective approach in these 
matters and I derive very great bene
fit from what is contained there

I was mentioning this only to point 
out that so far as the estimates part 
is concerned, there is absolutely no 
reason for us to be apologetic m this 
Every care was taken to ensure that 
we get the best return for the money, 
and sticking to certain estimates 
merely because that happened to be 
mentioned at an earlier stage would 
not have been in the interest of the 
country The matter of revision of 
this thing, is therefore, a minor 
matter Before I pass on to the next 
point may I submit the case of the 
Tatas who have got very great experi
ence’  A large number of Members 
feel that we should depend upon steel, 
men who are Indians (Interrup
tions )

Shrlmati Bens Chakravartty: Pri
vate sector has given you ICC

Sardar Swaraa Singh: . that is, 
Tatas and the Indian Iron or both of

them, and for both of them unfortu
nately the hon. ady Member has 
not got great regard either for their 
capacity or performance. I do not 
know how the two ideas are recon
ciled

Now, I was mentioning that in their 
first estimate in 1955 they indicated a 
figure of about Rs 100 crores by way 
at expansion and subsequent experi
ence has indicated that the actual 
expenditure is about 30 to 33 per cent 
above their original estimates

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: That 
was so in all the schemes—Bhakra— 
Nangal, DVC, everywhere the esti
mates required revision

Sardar Swann Singh: My respect
ed friend rightly points out that this 
had happened m other places too

It may be, Sir, that those who 
might take a more strict view might 
say that this should not become a 
matter of habit I can claim some 
credit that with regard to these, at 
any rate, for the last three years, 
certain figures which were given still 
hold the ground and there had not 
been any upward revision thereof

Now, I would pass on to some other 
points that have been raised Things 
have been said about certain contracts, 
certain points have been thrown up 
and certain contracts that huve been 
concluded have been criticised In 
that sphere, agam I am on a some
what delicate ground The Estimates 
Committee has been examining those 
contract1; and it has given a report 
The Auditor-General has also noticed 
those contracts, some of them, and 
they have been included m the Audit 
Report which has been prepared by 
the Auditor-General That Audit 
Report is to go to another august 
body of this House, na'hiely the Public 
Accounts Committee The Public 
Accounts Committee will examine 
those contracts in the light of further 
comments or amplifications that might 
be put forward by the Ministry or by 
the Hindustan Steel Then the Public
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Accounts Committed will put forward 
its view-point. Therefore, it will not 
be perhaps very wise tor me to say 
something categorically about the 
specific points that have been nised 
about two contracts which have 
worried very much my hon. friends 
belonging to the Bombay group 
though they might belong to different 
parties.

They have picked up two contracts 
and have taken a fancy for them, but 
they have never even shown the 
House the courtesy of pointing out as 
to what was the total number of con
tracts, for instance, which the Hindu
stan Steel negotiated, what was the 
value like, what was the number 
like, what was the complexity like 
and wHat is really the total impact 
of these two things which have been 
highlighted and on the basis of which 
huge theories have been built about 
everything bemg rotten and what not.

I submit, Sir, we have to view this 
in a correct perspective and not take 
an exaggerated view merely by pick
ing up one or two things. I do not 
claim infallibility. There must have 
been mistakes. Those mistakes can 
always be gone into It is one of the 
functions of the Audit, which is as 
much a part of the entire system that 
we have adopted in the country as 
the Ministry itself. If the Audit or 
other organisations bring out points 
which require looking into, then they 
have to be looked into and we have 
to derive benefit out of them.

I will be failing in my duty if I 
were not to put forward my version 
of these two contracts which have 
been the subject matter of consider
able argument and considerable criti
cism on the floor of the House. These 
contracts are the Duggal contract and 
the Hochtief Gammon contract. These 
are the two contracts which are men
tioned tram time to time.

With regard to the Duggal contract 
this was awarded, I think, more than

about 2} years ago. This was award- 
v ed to this firm because their quotation 

happened to be the lowest It was 
generously conceded by my hon. 
friend opposite that there were some 
adverse criticism against this firm by 
the Public Accounts Committee o f 
Punjab, but he was charitable enough, 
at the same time, to concede that the 
report was not before the authorities 
who awarded this contract about 2| 
to 3 yean ago, and therefore they need 
not have been influenced by what is 
contained in the report which came 
at a later date. My hon. friend Shri 
Bharucha more strictly said that we 
ought to have embarked upon a very 
sifting enquiry to find out what are 
the antecedents of this firm.

Shrimati Senn Chaknvaifty: Thi»
gentleman has now been again given 
the Great Iron Foundry, after all this 
has happened.

Sardar Swaran Singh: I do not say
that the original contract was wrongly 
given. Therefore, this second argu
ment will arise only if all of us come 
to the conclusion that the original 
decision was wrong. So far as this 
firm is concerned, again, it is not • 
very palatable thing for me to...........

Mr. Depnty-Speaker; Probably, the 
Punjab Speaker has also written to 
our Speaker that the Public Accounts 
Committee of Punjab is proposing to 
go into it again.

Sardar Swaran Singh: Yes; I was 
going to refer to it

Shri Nath Pai: Yesterday I refrain
ed from mentioning it  I have got 
i t  It is a very unusuAl thing, and 
you are the better authority on it  It 
is the most unusual thing—the Chief 
Minister of Punjab asked the Public 
Accounts Committee. One would V3a 
to know whether he is justihed in 
asking them to reconsider the stric
tures they had passed.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker; But (hat 
would be a different thing—whether
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tbe Chief Minister had asked that and 
what the Speaker there hat done. We 
■re concerned only with the point 
whether the Public Account! Com
mittee does fo  into it again or not, 
and if it does go into that, what is the 
result of that investigation. We will 
be concerned only with that question.

Shftaati Rem  Chakravartty; On a
point of order. Again I feel that it 
has been done after the Estimates 
Committee of Parliament produced 
this report The date that has been 
given there, in the Punjab Chief 
Minister’s letter, is immediately after 
that. That is 19th February, 1959— 
the Secretary of the Punjab Vidhan 
Sabha. The whole matter is request* 
ed to be gone into. We feel that there 
is some sort of pressure which has 
been brought upon them. I could 
have understood the Speaker asking 
them. Now, the whole thing, after 
having been exposed by the Fstimates 
Committee of Parliament, is being re- 
sifted again. It seems there are con
siderations for this.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Anyhow there 
will be no justification for us to sit 
tn judgment of what is done there. 
We will not go into that

Sardar Swaran Singh: That was
exactly and precisely the line that I 
wanted to take. I can say at this 
stage that it was pointed out by the 
hon. Member himself that the adverse 
remarks which the Public Accounts 
Committee of Punjab made came to 
light after the contract was awarded.

Shri Naushir Bhanicha rose—
Sardar 8waran Singh: My hon. 

friend is vary impatient Does he 
want to have a second speech? I do 
aot mind. Therefore, the short ques
tion that remains is, was there any
thing about Duggal which ought to 
have put us on our guard and should 
have impelled us to make any en
quiry beyond what is normally 
n id i, .
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I would not take long on that. Z 

was going to say that it is not very 
much to my liking to make out 
special pleas in favour of contractors, 
and on an earlier occasion, I made it 
clear that it is perhaps not fair to the 
Government that they should be 
called upon to go into these contrac
tual obligations in a very detailed 
manner, because the object in the 
mind of the hon. Members is that we- 
get the best return for our money. In 
that context, it is always better i f  
these contractual things are left to be 
sorted but between the contractors or 
the supplier, whoever it be, and the 
organisation with whom they had 
contracted, and it is always a little 
unequal atmosphere if we try really*
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.to go into the pros and eons here. 
But so tar as this particular ease U 
concerned, it we exclude those 
•adverse remarks of the Public
Accounts Committee of Punjab, which, 
'were not there when the contract was 
swarded, then the fact remains that 
Duggal was a firm of first class con
tractors registered with the Public
Works Department, it was a first
■class contractor with the railways; it 
had done considerable work for the 
port authorities; it had also done 
considerable work even in relation to 
a refinery in Bombay. It was a well- 
reputed firm. Therefore, those people 
who were responsible at that time in 
Awarding the contract accepted the 
■quotation of a firm which had consi
derable engineering and construction 
experience and it was actually regis
tered as a contractor in a number of 
governmental organisations. There
fore, to say that we should not have 
dealt with them or that we should 
have undertaken a special enquiry 
about the antecedents of that firm is 
only anticipating too much and I am 
not at all convinced that those who 
awarded the contract at that time 
need have undertaken more 
what is the customary thing to be 
done.

Still the other question remains as 
to why after the contract as given to 
him, another additional help was 
givep to him in the form of German 
carpenters That is a valid point 
which requires explanation, because 
normally, if a contract has been 
entered into and terms have been 
settled, he is expected to execute the 
work according to the contracted 
specification and normally, the ques
tion of help does not arise. So tar 
as that general proposition is concern- 
•ed, 1 have no quarrel with that and 
it is sound.

But in this particular case, I would 
place before the House the facts of the 
situation. I would like to mention 
that in the case of Rourkela, the 
bunker is a huge construction. It has 
'to take the coal, iron ore and lime

stone before it is taken to the blast 
furnace. We have made a departure 
from the normal specification and 
decided that it should be a reinforced 
concrete structure. It may be that 
we were under the influence of criti
cism that had come from some of our 
very honoured visitors. We thought 
that if we could use reinforced con
crete in constructing the bunker, 
there would be saving in the matter 
of steel. Reinforced concrete bunker 
was a'thing which was being attempt
ed for the first time in the country. 
Not only that E ûggal & Company had 
no experience of it, but no one in the 
country had any experience about the 
construction of reinforced concrete 
bunkers. It is always mentioned as 
if those carpenters were brought here 
for the purpose of planing the wood 
or for doing ordinary unskilled work 
that a carpenter normally does. But 
to pour concrete, a certain shuttering 
has to be erected, which is very com
plicated. I have a grievance against 
the three hon. Members who criti
cised, because in spite of my invita
tions, they have not yet thought it 
fit to visit the place, so that they 
might see for themselves the compli
cated nature of the work. I hope they 
will go there one of these days and 
then most of these doubts which have 
gripped them*on account of theoreti
cal considerations will certainly be 
removed. Here was a complicated 
structure of a bunker which had not 
been attempted anywhere in the 
country before. No one in the coun
try had any experience about the 
complicated shuttering and we did 
not want to take any risk, although 
Duggal will not admit it. His line 
throughout has been. "I was all right; 
you developed cold feet unnecessarily 
and you more or less put these car
penters on me. I could have done 
without them.” But somebody had 
to exercise his judgment at that time.

Three courses were open. Either 
we cancel the contract and ask some
body else to do the work again, or 
we leave him to do the work or we 
give some help to him. so that the
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work ratty be done within tune and 
wttfcout undue delay. Out at these 
three alternatives. somebody had to 
exercise his judgment, In retrospect, 
It has clearly been proved that as a 
result of choosing the alternative we 
did, 1fig., we strengthened the orga
nisation by giving him specialised 
carpenters, who according to the ter
minology of certain countries, could 
be called engineers

Shri Nauthlr Bharucha: Not a word 
about the bunker has been mentioned 
by the Estimates Committee.

Shri Nath Pal: Let us hear him

Sardar Swaran Singh: Are you
saying what I am saying is not cor
rect* You are quite correct when 
you say that the Estimates Commit
tee might have come to a different 
conclusion if all these facts had been 
there If that is the point, then I 
readily concede that

The p o m t  that I am developing is 
this Out of the three alternatives 
that were open, cancellation of the 
contract and bringing m a new party, 
permitting him to go ahead with what 
ever resources are available here and 
we taking the consequences if we do 
not succeed and, thirdly, our decision 
to strengthen him by providing him 
the technical know-how and all those 
things, although in the ultimate 
analysis we had to incur additional 
expenditure, we carefully weighed 
that and we came to the conclusion 
that this alternative which has been 
chosen was the best in the circum
stances, because otherwise there 
would be inordinate delay The 
quotations that we were receiving at 
that time were much higher than the 
tendered amount that we had accepted 
m this case And I have no doubt 
in my mind that if we had gone for 
re-tender, the country would have 
had to pay much more It is not a 
ease of ordinary carpenters; it is the 
case of specialists 'who were imported 
to strengthen the organisation which

8 (A l) L .SD —6

had to do the complicated shuttering 
to be put up there

Shri Nath Pal: I have refrained 
all this time You should give me a 
chance

Sardar Swaran Singh: Let me finish 
this Duggal matter Then I will be 
perfectly at your disposal. I will give 
in myself

Shri Nath Pai raised the point that 
I said on the floor of this House that 
this man was behind the schedule or 
that he was not going ahead accord
ing to schedule and that he required 
some help The Resident Director, 
Shri Ganapathi, has m some letter 
which he quoted, said "he is all right” 
and the work is perfectly according to 
schedule or that he has done welL 
That does not require any elaborate 
explanation You have only to look 
to the time to which T was referring 
and to the time to which Shn Gana
pathi was referring If he had gone 
behind the schedule and if with the 
belp of additional hands in 1957 he 
pulls up and makes up all the defici
encies and whatever delay was there 
is cut down, he does all that and 
after a year and a half the Resident 
Director comes to the conclusion that 
he has done well and he has made up 
everything, that should be a point in 
our favour rather than m e on which 
I should be called upon to give an 
explanation One thing that Is behind 
the schedule in 1957 need not always 
be behind the schedule If it is 
behind the schedule, I would be sorry 
And I have no hesitation in saying 
that I hold no brief for the contrac
tors I do not know whether I should 
say that, but I do, think that the hon 
Members who have been such vehe
ment critics do know that I at any 
rate was not responsible for the 
totalisation of this contract But I do 
not make any plea on that score 
What I meant to say was that I hold 
no brief to defend the contractor 
But I would be failing in my duty 
if I do not give him his due I would 
say that even when he was behind
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the schedule, even at that time there 
were other contributory factors also. 
One was that when excavations were 
uhdertaken it was found that ' the 
quantity of lean concrete was really 
much more than what we originally 
thought would be required. When 
detailed drilling and excavations were 
made and firm foundation was to be 
reached it was found that the ground 
had to be excavated and much more 
lean concrete had to be poured, which 
meant more work. That was one of 
the reasons why he was behind the 
schedule. This is so far as the Rour
kela project is concerned.

Shri Nath Pal: 1 will only ask him 
about one or two points. He himself 
said that they were lagging behind. 
Yesterday I have pointed out two 
aspects of it. I had referred to 
Gutehoffnungshutte (GHH) and John 
Sheafer, apart from amassing a profit, 
have charged Rs. 1100 per carpenter 
per month, which comes to a total of 
Rs. 12 lakhs of rupees. I have said 
this and I had asked the question on 
the subject. Apart from the salary of 
these carpenters they were deducting 
from the staggering fee Rs. 8,000 per 
month which the carpenters were 
supposed to receive as salary. This 
is above all other commission that 
they have received and that in colla
boration. I ask him, if you say that 
you brought me because the work is 
lagging behind, are we not justified in 
asking you as to why Shri Ganapathy, 
your Resident Director, gives this 
certificate? That you have been kind 
enough to try to explain. But the 
wording is that “their work up-to-date 
is quite satisfactory”. Not only in
1957 but all along and the final work. 
I would like you to hear this wording, 
"Their work up-to-date is quite satis
factory and has not resulted in any 
delay in the erection of the work 
entrusted to them.M The certificate is 
very categoric.

Shrimat! Rena Ch&kravartty: In
tiie background of his statement.

Shri Nath Fat: The certificate wa* 
procurred on the 7th January after 
we had raised the matter on the 25th 
November in this House. The certi
ficate mentions that there has not 
been any delay at any time.

Sardar Swaraa Singh: For one
thing, it is really for Shri Ganapathy 
to say as to what really did he mean 
by all those words. But I would be 
disinclined to accept—I am very 
reluctant to do so—the construction 
that my hon. friend is placing on thia 
because Shri Ganapathy was not even 
there when the additional carpenters 
came.

Shri. Nath Fak I have sot the 
records before me.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Order, order. 
Let us hear him.

Sardar Swaraa Singh: We should 
accept that with regard to the rele
vant period of time. At what point 
of time that letter was given. I have 
tried to explain it as best as I could. 
It is true that the exercise of judg
ment is involved m selecting one o f 
three alternatives that I have placed. 
But I would respectfully submit that 
it was an exercise of discretion which 
had to be exercised by someone and 
in retrospect I cannot say that it has 
been unwisely exercised

With regard to the other point, I 
am sorry that I did not reply in my 
main, reply. To say that just to 
secure employment for about a hand
ful of these specialist carpenters who 
had to come all the way from 
Germany and do the work 'here 
because according to the original 
contract whenever these foreigners 
are supplied the supplying firm has to 
b£ paid something so that they make 
their services available to us will not 
be charitable. That is a part at the 
general contract. Now, my hon. 
friends may have their complaints 
against that contract itself. That is 
a separate issue and I need not go 
into it. No separate commission or
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■nything w u  however charged for 
this and it is very difficult to imagine 
that merely to make the services of a 
few carpenters available in the off 
chance of getting some little amount 
by way of compensation for sparing 
those people, they should unneces
sarily foist these people on us will, I 
think, not be a charitable construction 
of the conduct of the consultants

Shri Nath Pai: I will produce the 
documents

Shrimat! Benu Chaknvartty: I
want to ask one question of the hon 
Minister Is it at all a fact that 
Uttam Singh Duggal had really finish
ed the work before even the arrival 
of the German carpenters9 He has 
alleged that He says that the hon 
Prune Minister actually went there 
and saw it completed and the 
carpenters arrived after that If that 
is a fact then certainly the entire 
question takes another complexion 
Not only that, he has also stated here, 
“That Resident Director’s chit is added 
to this note to prove our contention, 
that is, that we have finished every
thing according to schedule”

Sardar Swaran Singh As to these 
individual positions that the contractor 
might take from time to time, I 
would beg to the hon lady Member 
not to gq into these details as to on 
which point of time was he behind 
t rv» or on which he was not If I 
have any experience of contractors— 
and I can claim some—there will be 
interminable disputes even hereafter 
This may not be the end They might 
go to arbitration They might ask 
that they have spent more or that 
they have incurred more expenditure 
It may perhaps not be very fair to 
the country that I should go out of 
the way to trace the progress from 
day to day and should be called upon 
to say as whether on any particular 
point of time the 'progress was accord
ing to schedule or not After all, thi* 
hon House is concerned with broad 
issues that are before us and there 
are other forums where we can sort 
out these matters of detail That is

so far as the Duggal matter is con
cerned

So far as Hochtief Gammon is 
concerned, if I have understood the 
criticism correctly, and I tried my best 
to analyse and find out the particular 
thing that has worried hon Members 
making this criticism, the position is 
this One is the general thing that 
has been criticised namely that they 
were one of the partners in the con
sultant firms, who had drawn detailed 
drawings and designs for the civil 
works, and, therefore, later on, the 
contract should not have been award
ed to them On general grounds, if 
we can avoid it, we should certainly 
avoid it I do not join issue on that 
score, because I think it is a sound 
principle that if we can keep out 
those who are responsible for detailed 
drawings and the like at the initial 
stages, it would be good. But I 
would beg to the House to keep m 
mind the circumstances and the back
ground in which this contract was 
given

The rolling mill contract, so far as 
the civil work is concerned, is the 
highest in value and the most complex 
of all It has got a number- of 
sections, the blooming mill section, 
the rolling mill section, the cold roll 
section, the hot strip section and a 
number of such things The value is 
of the order of about Rs 8 crores I 
forget the exact figure

Shri Nanshir Bharucha: It is
Rs 7 78 crores

Sardar Swaran Singh: Here, my 
hon friend has it on his finger tips 
His inspections are generally very 
informative

That was really a very complex 
type of work Most of the detailed 
drawings with regard to that had 
already been completed by these 
people, one of whom later on became 
a contractor

Personally, I wish we could avoid 
that But the alternative was this
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Then wore two other tans who were 
fh n  qgdUog for this. One was a 
firm whose hands were full else
where in our own steel plants The 
other was a firm from U K , and not 
only were their quotations on foreign 
exchange alone very much higher as 
compand to this, hut our foreign ex
change position being tight at that 
time, the matter was considered, and 
we thought that this was enough, 
after all, when the element of com
petition had been introduced, and 
those quotations were there, and the 
examination o f quotations was ob
jective, and the association of another 
Indian partner was assured, we 
thought that there was no risk m 
giving the contract to Hochtief Gam
mon: Gammon is the Indian partner, 
and Hochtief is the German party 
This contract was given to them. At 
the same time, it was assured that so 
far as the consultancy work of super
vision and the like was concerned, 
they would have nothing to do with 
file consortium, and that will be done 
by the remaining three firms There
fore, this was really the thing that 
was done To save foreign exchange, 
to save money and to utilise ex
perience and to utilise equipment 
that was here, this contract was 
awarded to this firm in which the 
Germans and Indians were partners

One thing still remains to be ex
plained, and that has been highlight
ed a great deal, and it has also been 
picked up by the vigilant hon Mem
bers of this House because it is a 
‘catchy* point and it can easily be 
understood. They say that the figures 
given with regard to the pnce of the 
equipment appear to be lower, but 
the hire charges given over a long 
period are more than the actual pnce 
itself. In the first instance, the whole 
contract was one contract, and this 
was one of the items I think it was 
a wise thing to separate this from 
the main thing, because in the main 
item there wen  other escalation 
clauses and the like, in which then

could be increases if the quantity is 
increased, and so on, then w en a 
number of other items which would 
really affect the ultimate picture that 
emerges Even with regard to this, it 
was calculated and some opinion also 
was taken that if it is worked over 
that period, t&kmg into account the 
expenditure that is to be Incurred 
on maintenance, renovation and a 
number of other things that had to 
be done, the cost was not very much 
on the high side There may be a 
difference of opinion, but so far as 
the Estimates Committee is concern
ed, I have to check up, but the hon 
lady Member is here I think they 
got some evidence from people con
nected with the Irrigation Ministry 
also to give than advice as to whe
ther the hire charges are of the right 
type or not I do not know, but 
subject to correction, I would ven
ture to submit that according to the 
information in my possession, it was 
given to them that the hire charges 
were not on the high side, and I may 
also add that we have been letting 
out on hire certain equipment of ours 
to the various contractors who are 
operating in the field, and I am cons
trained to remark that the charges 
that we get from those who use our 
equipment an , if anything, higher as 
compared to the h in  charges that we 
are paying to this contractor This 
much I would like to say with regard 
to these hire charges

I am sorry that I have taken a 
little longer over these two contrac
tors, but on the last occasion I pur
posely did not want to go into these 
details because I thought then w en 
other bodies looking into it and I 
would best leave it to them

Now I will pass on to the other 
basic point which has been raised 
with regard to the role of consultants 
in these three steel plants. In a way 
let us not develop, while approach
ing fiiis problem, a sort of complex 
that a person who is connected with
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(he supplier win neoessasily P^y us 
jym. i  ftffaA that while dealing with 
Mganisations of some repute that 
perhaps will not be a very charitable 
interpretation to place. For instance, 
take the case of Bhilai We have got 
the Soviet group of experts who ar* 
our consultants. The fees that we pay 
tiiis Soviet group of technicians who 
are our consultants are practically of 
the same order a s  we pay to our con
sultants who are giving us this tech
nical advice jb  the projects of Rour
kela and Durgapur I have had no 
difficulty, and the House also has 
not ventilated any point of grievance 
that the Soviet technicians also belong 
to /the Soviet Government and the 
supplies also come from them there
fore they would in some way fail in 
their duty in advising us on the 

suitability of the material 
that comes to us. No one has alleged 
that, and I can say that that has not 
been our experience either. We take a 
little precaution and we get a second 
advice, because the International 
Construction Co., make some odd 
check of certain things where there 
are matters of doubt, but we princi
pally accept the advice and go by 
the advice of the Soviet group of 
tfrfiniral advisers who function as our 
consultants In the same way, we 
have this German firm of Krupp- 
Demag whom we have appointed as 
our consultants, I have tried really to 
reach the bottom of the thing that 
might be worrying the hon. Members.
I think what they have tried to make 
out is that as they are suppliers also 
of certain parts, therefore it may be 
that they did not give us good 
advice with regard to the estimates, 
and therefore we might have suffer
ed. Purely from that angle I tried to 
And out about the rolling mills be
cause that is the main thing regard
ing which there has been criticism. 
I And in the rolling mill itself, the 
part that *»— gone to Krupp-Demag 
who are separate suppliers, the push
ing up with regard to these two Hons 
has been comparatively small, and the 
main increase in the estimates has 
been an electrical instruments and 
equipment of that type either on ac

count of improvement or for a variety 
of reasons

Shri Sapakar: That u only Rs 5 
crores on electricity

Sardar Swaran Stark: The hon. 
Member knows quite a bit from the 
Srtimates Committee's Reports I 
wish he had told all this to his col
leagues there.

Sbri Sttpakar: On the whole the 
estimate has jumped from Rs 48 to 
Rs. 72 crons.

flaitiar Swaran Singh: I may refer 
to page 141 of the Estimates Com
mittee's Report, and all this is ex
plained there with regard to Rourkela. 
The increase is accounted for as 
follows*

Rs. in 
cram

Increase on account of increases 
in level of wages, prices of 
taw materials and freight 
between the date of the esti
mate and the date of the 
tender . . n  69

Thu is an item with which the 
consultants are not concerned.
Increase on account of improve
ments and additions i i  26

Cost of inland transport, not 
included in the estimates con
tained 10 the detailed project 
report 5 IT

Now, a great point was made by 
my hon. friend from Bombay, for 
whom I have great respect Be 
waited eloquent by saying that here 
is a body of consultants..

Shri Naushlr Bharncha: He la
wrong. I am not from Bombay dty. 
I am from Best Khandesh.

gardar Swaraa Singh: I thought 
Bast Khandesh is still in Bombay.

Shri Nath Pat: It is

glut Naaahlr Bhanteha: He refer
red to Bombay City.

g tr lu  Swaraa Sftngh: I did not say 
Dtfabay City*
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I was saying that he made a big 

point saying that here is a body at 
consultants; they do not know that 
the cost of the land upon which the 
plant is to be constructed has to be 
included. 1 would respectfully sub
mit that I do not require consultants 
or, for the matter of that, anybody to 
tell me that the cost of the land upon 
which the plant has to be construct
ed has to be included. I know it has 
to be included. I do not want to 
pay one per cent, or two per cent, to 
another consultant on Rs. 50 lakhs or 
so, the value of land, to tell me that 
this should be included there, so long 
as the items for which he gives me 
estimates are enumerated and I also 
know that this has to be done. It 
was not that these things were not 
known to us. So if later on these 
items which were not included origi
nally are included—and about which 
we knew that they would have to be 
included—I do not see anything 
wrong. Take, for instance, the cost 
of township. We were not to keep 
our people in helicopters flying there. 
We knew that the township was going 
to be developed. We do not require a 
qonsultant to tell us that to town
ship has to be constructed.

Shri Nanshlr Bharucha: Why were 
they not given in the revised esti- 

, mates?

Shri Nath Pai: It is an amount of 
Rs. 120 crores—unaccounted ancil-
lanes.

Sardar Swaran Singh: I am sorry 
for the embarrassment in which the 
hon. Member finds himself. I can
not help it. I think he has over
stepped his point.

Shri Snpakar: The point is: why
were these matters not put before 
the House—details of this amount of 
Rs. 120 crores. We are not concerned 
whether the consultants had put it in 
the estimates or not The only point 
is why these matters have not beec 
brought before Parliament in tinw

Sardar Swaran Singh: Perhaps the 
bon. Member was not giving me his 
indulgence and attention when I tried 
to develop that poin t' hi fact, that 
is the main argument with which I 
started. So far as the House is con
cerned, we have kept it informed at 
all stages and in great detail, and 
every time this eaveat has been en
tered the figure that is being given 
does not include X, Y, Z. So on that 
score—I may have weaknesses and 
there may be other mistakes—I think 
the hon. Member has got absolutely 
no grievance.

Then there is another—
Difference between revised 

estimates (based mostly on con
tracts concluded) and estimates 
in the detailed project report—
Rs. 13-94 crores’. *

These are all also explained in the 
Estimates Committee’s Report, as is 
given in the appendix. The point I 
was trying to develop was that with 
regard to these agreements with con
sultants that we have entered into, 
probably this thing has been in their 
mind that some of the consultants 
being suppliers of some of it, pro
bably our interests were not watched.
I have already submitted that even 
with regard to Rourkela, the increase 
in the two supplies of equipment 
from Krupp and Demag separately, 
when compared with others, is of a 
smaller order in terms of increase in 
other sectors.

Shri Naushir Bharucha: May I
point out that the hon. Minister is 
quite wrong when he says that the 
estimates for the township were 
placed before Parliament? The 
Estimates Committee at page 51, 
paragraph 144 of their Report dis
tinctly say:

"The Committee do not appre
ciate why estimates of "important 
items like townships, iron ore
mines and quarries, electrical 
works, railway works etc. were 
not originally indicated to Parlia
ment” .
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Sardar Swaran Singh: He is quite 
correct, but he has not perhaps un
derstood the Implication of what is 
mentioned there. It was mentioned 
there that this did not include the 
township Hie Estimates Committee 
say that the estimate of township also 
should have been given As to whe
ther it should be Rs IS crores or 
Rs 15 crores, I think my hon friend 
will appreciate that that is not a 
major point So long as I say that 
the township is going to be there, 
the mere fact that I have not said 
that it will be Rs 15 crores or Rs 13 
crores or Rs 12 crores is a compara
tively minor $oint.

In the case of Durgapur, we have 
got the International Construction 
Company They are not connected 
with any suppliers at all Therefore, 
to go mto a broader perspective and 
try to make out that our interests 
have not been safeguarded is, I sub
mit, not correct

With regard to Durgapur, a point 
has been raised that apart from the 
fees we had paid to the consultants, 
that is the International Construction 
Company, we are also paying another 
sum of Rs 14 crores to ISCON

This being a technical matter I do 
not blame anybody But, there is, xf 
I may say so, a little confusion about 
the rules of the consultants and 
ISCON I have tried to explain on a 
number of occasions that ISCON are 
our contractors and suppliers and 
they are not our consultants The 
International Construction Company 
are the consultants and it is their 
duty to see that the work which is 
done by our suppliers the ISCON is 
according to certain specifications etc

Still the question remains as to 
why when everything is enumerated 
while finalising the deal with ISCON, 
why this sum of Rs 14 crores or so 
was given as a separate head—when 
everything was separately given for 
Mast furnace so much, for rolling 
mill so much, for coke-oven so much 
I would submit that this is not a 
very difficult thing to explain So

far as these items are concerned, they 
have gone into the pnce structure of 
the various units, both in the case of 
Bhilai as well as in the case of Rour
kela It is convenient to say this for 
things which had been separately 
negotiated Merely paying for some
thing is not enough Somebody has to 
organise the whole thing and to see 
that everything is earned out m 
unison, to see that everything is pro
perly carried out m time And, that 
organisation was provided " by the 
consortium In the consortium itself 
there were different suppliers of diffe
rent things Certain things were cal
culated. This was more a matter of 
accounting than a basic thing Cer
tain amounts were separated as due 
to certain items

The consortium had also to provide 
the organisation which ensures that 
the thing is constructed You may 
collect the bricks, you may collect the 
mortar, you may collect the cement, 
but the house will not come up Some
body has to supervise and see that it 
is constructed There will be an ar
chitect or engineer who will super- 
vjcn that Roughly, the International 
Construction Co, who are our con
sultants are the architects, the engi
neers who supervise and ensure that 
something which is produced is ac
cording to the specifications, according 
to the terms of the contract The 
suppliers are those who supply certain 
things work them out and hand them 
over to us So, over and above the 
vanous items that had gone, this was 
a sort of convenient item or head 
which can be spelt out One can be 
wise after the event and say that we 
could have asked them to actually 
allocate it to the vanous items

Shrhnatt Bean Chakravartty
So that we would not have worried 
you about it

Sardar Swann Singh: Just as you 
’ are not worrying me about Bhilai 
because all that is there in the de
tails

Shri Nath Pai: But it is a question 
of erorea.
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Sardar Swann Slack: What X mean 
to aay la that we have to make a 
clear distinction between the contrac
tors’ function and the consultants' 
function. The contractor has to 
produce the thing, organise it and 
give something to me according to 
the terms of fhe contract; and the 
consultant is to advise me as to whe
ther that is according to specification 
or not Therefore, the two functions 
are entirely 'different. A  lot of con
fusion has been made on that score.

Shri Nath Pal: The hon. Minister 
has been Idnd enough to explain 
certain things. 1 would ask___

Sardar Swaran Singh: I think we 
are already running against time.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: There will be 
a number of opportunities (Inter* 
ruption.)

Sardar Swaran Singh: Some small 
minor points have been left out which 
I would like to explain___

Shri Nath Pal: This is not a minor 
point

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Order, order

Sardar Swaran Singh: Before I 
come to that aspect, I would like to 
move from the mere defensive and to 
say a few words in high appreciation 
of the great deal of thought given to 
this by some of the hon. Members. 
I have greatly benefited by a number 
of suggestions. I would only re
capitulate some of the things that 
have been said about which I would 
like to indicate the lines ,on which 
Government has been thinking with 
regard to these problems.

The Designs Organisations has been 
stressed by more than one hon. Mem
ber. This matter is of tile highest 
importance and we cannot over 
emphasise the importance of the 
Designs Organisation. We have made 
a beginning in a small way and it is 
our Intention to strengthen that still 
further. We will try to mobilise

whatever local talent is available but 
It Is a new line. I will not at aH be 
ashamed to have foreign collaboration, 
where necessary... .

17 hrs.

Shri Nath Pal: But kept it limited 
to where necessary.

Sardar Swaran Singh: But where-
necessary, will be the subject matter 
of a dispute between you and m e.. 
(Interrputions.) It is our intention, 

not only to organise this in an effec
tive way but with such foreign col
laboration that might be available 
to organise it well and also to have 
that co-operation whiyh has been 
pointed out by some hon. Members 
between this and the Heavy Engine
ering Corporation that is going to 
be set up near Ranchi. It is our 
objective that with regard to oyr 
new expansion programmes or 
with regard to whatever new plants 
that may be set up we should be able 
to have as much of the indigenous 
content in those plants as is possible 
and to that extent we will strain 
every nerve to ensure that we will 
utilise to the maximum whatever 
technical know-how or machine 
manufacturing capacity is available ia 
the country. There will be complete 
co-ordination between the Heavy En
gineering Corporation and this designs 
organisation. The possibility cannot 
be ruled out that it may be located 
at such convenient place where there 
can be more frequent consultation and 
almost day-to-day collaboration bet
ween the two.

The hon. Member Shri Dasappe 
and another pointed out that there 
should be an advisory council for ad
vising fhe Government on various 
matters connected with steel—distri
bution, export, Import policy. Z think 
it ia a very valuable suggestion. The 
Estimates Committee also have made 
some suggestions with regard to that 
matter. The hon. lady Member wilt
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be happy that it is not always that I 
differ from the Estimates Committee.
It is with the greatest Reluctance thai 
I have to Join issue with them.........
(Interruption*.)

ffw*— «  Bern Chaknvarttf: This 
you will accept.

Sardar Swaran Singh: I am giving 
HfM thought as to what the pattern 
should b e .'  I think it will be possible 
to have an advisory council to advise 
on these general questions about dis
tribution and the like.

Very grave doubt was expressed by 
my hon. friend Shri Bharucha about 
the cost that may work out with 
regard to steel. He gave some cal
culations and he put them in a 
dramatic form. But he must have 
dept over that and 1 think he must 
be having second  thoughts about it. 
That there should be any doubt that 
we will not be able to produce steel 
at a competitive price—I think—it is 
a defeatist attitude which I cannot 
too strongly countract. If he attempts 
any calculation even with the figures 
which Shri Bharucha took even then 
he will find that the steel will be 
economic—

Shri Nanshir Bharncha: Let us
have the figures.

Sardar Swaran Singh: I am pre
pared to sit with him and explain it 
to h<m, What is the calculation he 
gives? Rs. 200 and odd crores and 
on this some flat rate of depreciation 
should be calculated and some flate 
rate of interest is added and he says: 
how can you go ahead? I may tell 
him this. We have not spent more 
than what the Tatas or the Indian 
Irons have spent We are not spend
ing more than what other countries 
are spending. Our manpower is not 
more costly. We are trying to get the 
latest technological development Our 
iron ore is rich. We have got very 
able people in various spheres and in 
Parliamentary work there are people 
like Shfi Bharucha. There may be 
less able people in other spheres but 
I think there am able men sufficient
ly advanced to possess the know

how. I have absolutely no doubt on 
that score. 1 think it will be an ex
tremely competitive price so far aa 
our steel is concerned. An absolutely 
wrong colour is attempted to be given 
to our great venture upon which we 
have embarked, namely, industria
lising the country. We cannot go 
even a step further unless we have 
this basic industry of steel.

Some indications of cost were given- 
even by the consultants. They were 
quite attractive. And, if I may say 
so, even with all the mistakes which 
in the wisdom of the hon. Members 
might have been committed by us, 
the price will be competitive and eco
nomic, and any shake oCt confidence 
in w h ich  he was not prepared to give 
even a counterfeit rupee to me is 
not justified. Let him retain all the 
counterfeit rupees and all the coun
terfeit arguments, I will be content 
with genuine arguments and genuine 
money to carry on the work upon 
which I have started. Honestly, Sir,
I am generally very restrained, but 
when we are going ahead with these 
plants, when huge developmental and 
construction activities are going on 
and we are already producing, I can
not imagine anybody saying that 
everything should be voted down, not 
a pie should be given, we should 
close the shop and leave everything.
I have also got some experience. The 
hon. Member may have more, but I 
can claim a little. If he thinks that 
everything should be held up, no 
progress should be made and we 
should only wait for the judicial en
quiry, I think that would be a sad
day for the country. There are
various bodies w h ich  can go into the 
matter and examine it with care. 
After all, we have to go through 
certain procedures which are accept
ed, and if by going through 
those procedures, in the ultimate 

- analysis, it is found that some
body has committed a mistake, then 
you can say that he has committed a 
mistake. If somebody has committed 
an offence or something like
that by all means come down on
him with a heavy hand, But to say 
that we should call a halt we shoUUT
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[Sardar Swaran Singh] 
stop the movement 6f the handa of 
the clock and we should call it a day, 
something more negative than that, 
1 have still to imagine. And, com
ing from the hon. Member, I was 
really surprised.

Then, suggestions were made about 
organising the laboratory. We are 
taking good care to ensure that the 
three steel plants are properly equip
ped and they will have well equipped 
laboratories. It is our intention to 
have good arrangements there.

Something was said about the de
velopment of smaller low shah fur
naces. I had occasion to say something 
about this even in my opening re
marks. A pilot plant has already 
been installed, and depending upon 
the experience thereon it is our in
tention to make increasing use of the 
know-how and experience we might 
gain.

•So far as plans for our expansion 
are concerned, I cannot more than 
agree with what has been said by a 
large number of hem. friends that we 
should first concentrate on expansion 
o f existing plants before we go over 
to the fourth plant. That, I think, is 
a very valid argument, a valuable sug
gestion. I only want to assure the 
House that we have taken good care 
to ensure that the services and other 
arrangements in the ‘one million’ 
eteel plants in the public sector are 
planned in such a manner that the 
expansion will be a natural process. 
Most of the underground communi
cation pipes etc. have been so planned 
and so designed that the expansion 
will be a natural process. Therefore, 
we would like, naturally, to concen
trate on the expansion of these. We 
have also initiated some preliminary 
steps because our experience Indicate 
that we should initiate such prelimin
ary action much earlier, and it is in 
that connection that we have already 
appointed a firm of Indian consultants 
to make a project study with regard

to the Bokaro steel plant to  that wo 
have eifough of data to draw up a de
tailed project report if and wnen a 
decision is taken that we should have 
a fourth steel plant. We should think 
of these matters in a long-range man
ner rather than tackle the whole 
thing in a rather hasty and quick 
manner.

With regard to production in the 
two blast furnaces some doubts have 
been expressed. I tried to explain 
that to some extent in my opening 
remarks. Mv latest information is 
that the Rourkela blast furnace pro
duction yesterday was 630 tons. In 
Bhilai it is a little over 800 tons. 
Bhilai has been better, and it has 
touched even 1000 tons on certain 
iays. But, on the average, this is 
roughly of the order of 800 tons. I 
said that there was some defect in the 
tillting arrangement. I think that has 
been rectified and now we can look 
forward not with that pessimistic tone 
but with some confidence that the 
production there will be stepped up.

I will not take any more time ex
cept to refer in passing.........

Shri Nath Pai: We are ready to sit. 
Only answer our points.

Sardar Swaraj) Singh: I will attempt 
to answer but I cannot have the same 
eloquence which my hon. friend op
posite can bring to bear. I can place 
certain facts before the hon. House 
and it is for them to draw whatever 
conclusions they intended to.

Shri Tangamani (Madurai): How 
about the production of coal in the 
public sector?

Shri Oaaappa*. rose—

Sardar Swaran Singh: Shri Dasappa 
will naturally like me to say some
thing about Bhadravati.

Shrimati Reau Chakravartty: Do
not leave out Durgapur.
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Mr. Deputy -Speaker; If all the in
dividual demand* are to be touched 
upon, perhaps it would be difficult.

Sardar Swaran Slaflt: I will not 
take long. So far as Bhadravati is 
concerned, the matter of expansion of 
Bhadravati ha* not only been approv
ed but we have taken every step to 
encourage the Project so as to .see 
that Bhadravati is expanded. They 
have actually expanded in the first 
Plan period. Certain schemes have 
been approved. Even with regard to 
the expansion of the other facilities 
also, I am glad to inform the Hou'e 
that the Chief Minister has already 
informed me that he agrees in princi
ple to the formation of a Coijjoration, 
because that is the normal pattern 
that 16 suitable for running those 
organisations The Tariff Com
mission also had suggested that it 
should be a Corporation. So far as 
the actual physical work is concerned, 
that has not at all suffered merely for 
want o f formation of this Corporation 
There are certain plans with regard 
to the expansion thereafter which are 
now in the final stages I have every 
hope of its being a success But 
even there, I may tell the bon 
House even now that the amount of 
Rs 3 crores which was estimated 
first, is now about Rs 5 crores On 
a detailed planning, it costs about 
Rs 5 crores That, I think, is 'he 
general experience, when we sit down 
and go into the details. I am not at 
all perturbed by that increase. But 
I have no difficulty really about 
Bhadravati expansion. I can assure 
the hon. Member that so far as the 
Bhadravati expansion is concerned it 
will receive, and it has already re
ceived, all possible help and sympathy 
that it deserves.

Special mention has been made with 
regard to the location of the alloy 
and tool steel plant With regard to 
that, all that I can say is that no 
final decision has been taken one way 
or the other, and it will depend upon 
weighing all the relevant consider
ations. Therefore a firm decision has

yel to be taken as to whether it should 
be located in one place or the other. 
We will see the overall economics la 
the matter of its best location, and It 
is only thereafter that a final decision 
will be taken.

Before I alt down, there are one or 
two things to be said. Something was 
said about the Board of Directors of 
Hindustan Steel. I think that we 
should not really say anything which 
may shake the people who have to take 
difficult and delicate decisions, people 
who are able and competent, who are 
good engineers, technical men though 
thev may not have done steel. But 
how many men there are who have 
done steel and who can be posted 
there’  Shrimati Renu Chakravartty 
suggested that we could even pick 
up some of our junior metallurgists 
and the like,—

Shrimati Rena Chakravartty:
Senior.

Sardar Swaran Singh:---- and make
them directors. The real fact is that 
there is a very great shortage of the 
right type of steel men. I would like 
to be as brave as Shri Nath Pai and 
I would very much like that every 
post is filled by an Indian. But we 
have to face the facts of the situation, 
much as we may require sentimentally 
and psychologically and the like, fcr 
which I have every sympathy I do 
not think we have got the technical 
type of steel men who can be put as 
directors. I am in the search of a 
man.........

Rena Chakravartty: Not
one, but two, three.. . .

Sht-1** Swaran Singh: Yes, two or 
three men. If I have to pay a higher 
salary to them, I hope I will have 
the support from hon. Members 
opposite. . ..

Shrimati Rtoo Chakravartty: Cer
tainly
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flnriar B rn m  Singh: .....because
the salaries paid in {he private aector 
a n  of the order Rs. 7,000 or 
Rs. 8,000 or even Rs. 10,900. Indians 
doing steel work in India are paid 
su<$ huge salaries in the private sec
tor. (Interruptions). I am only try
ing to warn hem. Members that when 
Z came forward with a proposal, pro
bably this type of inducement that is 
now being offered to me will dis
appear, and I will be again put on 
the mat You will not get a steel 
man for less than Rs. 7,000.. .. Even 
if it is a difficult decision for me to 
take, I will not hesitate to take that 
decision and I will then come to the 
House. In the meantime, we are try
ing to take advantage of whatever 
talent is available.

Something was said about the re
tention price. Normally we have the 
recommendation of the Tariff Com
mission. I know that the Tariff Com
mission. has come in for criticism on 
some occasions here. I think having 
created an organisation statutorily, we 
should not shake everybody’s faith 
in the working of the organisation by 
trying to criticise it every time. On 
suitable occasions, we may differ from 
the recommendation of the Tariff 
Commission. I for one have not 
hesitated to differ when 1 can justify 
it  But we should have some or
ganisation which in a more or lesfc 
judicial manner examines it and 
makes a report. On that report, there 
should be a bias in favour of its 
acceptance unless there are over
riding considerations, for in which 
case, a resolution can be published by 
the Government disagreeing from 
that. Steel being a controlled com
modity, every little item on the ex
penditure side is taken into account 
at tile tkne of fixation of prices.

A good point was raised by Shri
Morarka, who generally has great
insight in these matters, particularly 
figure work. I must confess I am not 
very good at figures, but I do give

some thought to these matters in a 
little more basic manner.

An Hen. Member: You have a good 
figure. (Interruptions).

Sardar Swaran Singh: Even that
is being grudged. I give up the 
plural, but even the singular is denied 
to me!

So far as the retention price is con
cerned, sometimes retrospective effect 
is given. Actually we were proceed
ing on the basis of a five-year de
velopment programme. It is only a 
matter oi calculation. You can give 
it over three years or four years. 
So long as the total that is to be given 
as a result of the Tariff Commission 
recommendation is not exceeded, it 
is more a matter of calculation as to 
whether you give it over the remain
ing period of two years or you spread 
it over five years. For instance in 
the case of excise duty, we never gave 
it with any retrospective effect, al
though there was a hint in the Tariff 
Commission recommendation that 
even that should be spread over five 
years, although it has been Imposed 
later. We said, no; we will give only 
from the period in which the addi
tional excise duty was imposed, be
cause that was capable of calculation. 
There are other items which are not 
capable of calculation like, for in
stance, increased price of coal depen
dent on increased wages, additional 
bonus, additional cost of electricity, 
etc. There are 101 items! All these 
items are listed and they are not 
vague. Every item is known and there 
is an agreed formula that depending 
on these various items, the price can 
be altered. That has been consisten- 
ly followed.

tt r l Nath Pal: The Minister nwy 
answer the question on the capital of 
the International Steel Construction 
Company, ISCON.
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Starter 8 m m  Singh: I have not 
looked up the figure, but I can assure 
Mm that whether It is smaller or 
larger capital is a very very little 
matter, because we have entered into 
contracts with others who have no 
capital at all. You can say that they 
have the backfcig of the whole of the 
country. Therefore, these are very 
minor matters.

Shri M onrfci: May I say a word?
Mr. Deputy -Speaker: I should think 

he has said enough when he was given 
an opportunity.

Shri Morarka: Just now the hon. 
Minister referred to the question of 
the retention price and he paid a com
pliment about my figure work

Shri Feroie Gandhi: He was re
ferring to your figure!

Shri Morarka: As the hon. Minister 
liimself stated, the sum total is first 
determined and then that total is 
distributed over S or 5 years, as the 
case may be. But in the recommen
dation of the Tariff Commission there 
is a difference in the sum total also, 
the large “ sum total”  has been calculat
ed and then spread over five year 
period.

Sardar Swaran Singh: We will try 
to understand the viewpoint from him. 
He is a valuable colleague and I would 
like to benefit from him. I do not 
want to say that straightaway I re
ject his views.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: Shri Malaviya 
may explain the figure now.

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I tried to un
derstand these figures. I have satis
fied myself that so far as the numbers 
are concerned, there is no mistake in 
these numbers. The only thing I* 
if by some explanatory note this 
could have been split up, even I could 
have understood it much more pre
cisely. f|%e estimate of expenditure 
of Rs. 13:65 lakhs has heen shown for 
390 posts. Apparently, there seems to 
be some discrepancy, because for 390

posts It is Rs 13-65 lakhs and for 338 
posts it* is Rs. 18 lakhs. The numbers 
do give the impression of some dis
crepancy. But when the estimate! 
were made for 1958-59 they represent
ed only the expenditure that was like
ly to be incurred after making due 
allowance for delay in obtaining ex
pected sanction. Sanction for 390 
posts are incomplete. Recruitment has 
to be made to fill the sanctioned posts 
This means that the provision of 
Rs 18:85 lakhs do not represent the 
entire expenditure for 12 months of the 
financial year on all the 390 posts

Shri Feroie Gandhi: May I say___

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I do not want 
to be disturbed. If you will permit 
me to have my say then you are at 
perfect liberty to say what you want

That situation arose because in 
November, 1957 when estimates were 
drawn up ad hoe provision was made. 
The position has changed with effect 
ftam 1959-80. Now the Ministry of 
Finance do not accept any provision 
for inclusion In the budget estimates 
unless the necessary adjustments for 
the sanctioned post has been obtained 
in advance completely, So, the pro
vision of Rs. 18.88 lakhs represents 
the entire expenditure on 338 posts 
which are already covered by the ex
penditure sanctioned. Hence the 
apparent discrepancy which you see.

Lastly, although the number is 390 
as against 338, the fact fe that 390 does 
not represent the actual 12 months’ 
work. It was only an estimate made 
in advance on certain expectations of 
posts bring filled and all that. But 
what is relevant is that though 
Rs. 13'05 lakhs were estimated only 
Rs. 11-95 lakhs were went. Now 
Rs. 18*88 lakhs have been estimated 
for 336 completely planned out posts.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: Doubts can 
arise when the estimated amount is 
Rs. 13*65 lakhs and the revised esti
mate is Rs. 11*95 lakhs. It was a te
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[Mr. Deputy-Speaker] 
anticipated by the hon. Minuter that 
in the actuals it might be even lower 
Then why should Bs 18 88 lakhs le  
budgeted for the next year? That 
as what is being asked for, when the 
numbers are not clearly given. It 
there had been an increase in number, 
the House would have understood it 
But even now the numbers are not 
being given. The numbers are put 
at 380 and the revised estimate is 
Rs. 11,85,000 and it 1* anticipated that 
it might go lower than that if the 
number is brought down to 336 The 
estimated amount that is asked for 
now from the House is Rs. 18,86,000 
The explanation given, so far as I 
could follow it, i* that 390 men were 
not employed throughout the year

Shri K D Malaviya: Yes But
let us believe

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Some idea 
should be these

Shri K. D. Malaviya* I tried to find 
out the numbers Those numbers 
have not been indicated here in any 
place I tned to find out those num
bers They were 226 This is all that 
X can find out even at these places 
If I get more tune, I can perhaps 
give greater details But perhaps 
these estimates now are for 226 and 
not for 390 When the estimates were 
made they were made lor 390

Mr Depaty-Speaker. But the House 
should, in the first instance, be satis
fied So far as these are concerned, if 
he wants more tune he might come up 
tomorrow

Shri K. D Malaviya: The number 
828 that I have given is the firm
number

Shri Fem e Gandhi: May I submit 
that the budget estimates for 1958-5S 
were prepared several months before 
the Budget was presented

Shri S . D. Malaviya: In November

Shri Fem e Gandhi: m
November, a* the hon. Minister ha* 
stated What I want to understand is 
that if they provided for Rs 18,88,088 
for 390 people, then how is it that 
for v

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Now he should 
read 226 instead of 880 according te 
the explanation given.

Shri Fem e OandU: I will come 
to that I compare that 336 with 
Rs la  lakhs, that » , an increase of 
Rs 5 lakhs over the estimate, if «he 
figure given by the hon Minister is 
correct Am I to understand that for 
226 or whatever he said the estimate 
will still remain at Rs 13,65,000? Let 
him answer that I am conceded 
wi»h the number and the amount If 
the number is reduced

Mr. Deputy-Speaker. If the number 
226 is substituted for 390, what ob
jection shall he have then’

Shri Ferose Gandhi: I am explain
ing that The budget estimate for
1958 59 is Rs 13,65,000 Am I to un
derstand that Rs 13,65,000 was also for 
226’

Mr Deputy-Speaker The estimate 
of Rs 13 65 000 was for how manv 
exactly we do not know so far

Shri Satya Narayan Sinha And at
what time?

Mr Deputy-Speaker: That w not 
known Now, the only figure that 
the Ministry can give is that it was 
226 The hon. Member wants whether 
the same estimate would have re
mained if the original estimate of the 
number would have been 226 instead 
rf 390 But now we are more con
cerned with the revised estimate Now 
the number Is 226 and the revised 
estimate is Rs 11 lakhs When they 
want the number to be increased to 
338 will there be something'radically 
wrong if the budget estimate ts 
Ra 18 lakhs
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HM V w a» Gandhi: We want to 
understand it

Shri K. D. Malavlya: It will not be 
radically wrong.

Shri Ferae Gandhi: You have not 
explained A-2. It has not been ex
plained. There is a difference of 
Rs. 530,000/-.

Shri K. D. Malavlya: I have explain
ed it

Shri Braj Raj Singh: A-2 has not 
been touched even

Shri K. D. Malavlya: I have already 
stated that what is relevant here is 
that the amount is correct and that 
the actuals that have been shown are 
quite correct

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon Minis
ter has to ask the hon Members to 
vote lor this amount There ought 
to be a satisfactory explanation for 
A-2 also He has said that instead of 
890 it should be 226 but so far'as 2850 
is concerned, what was the exact num
ber there There Rs 18 lakhs had 
been asked for and Rs 13 lakhs is the 
revised estimate Now Rs 23 lakhs 
are being asked for in the estimates 
while the number is being decreased, 
so far as these numbers are concerned

Shri Naoshlr Bharncha: May I point 
out that even the explanation as given 
by the hon Minister, assuming that it 
is correct, is not fair to the House be
cause the Government take a large 
sum by the vote of the House and 
then employ a smaller number of em
ployees We give you Rs 13 lakhs for 
employing 390 and you spend Rs 11 
lakhs and employ only 226 The point 
»  that by misrepresenting to the 
House that the Government are going 
to employ 390 men you get Rs 13 lakh* 
and of course, then it turns out that 
enly 229 persona are employed, while 
Rs 11 lakhs are spent

Mr. Depoty-Speaker: I think there 
u no harm if we hold it over and some 
more explanation Is given. Even t1̂  
fcon Finance Minister migHt look into 
it The difficulty is this. I am told

and I am advised that because the 
President gives sanctions to whatever 
is contained here, we cannot change 
the figures, either the numbers or the 
amount here. Therefore, there ought 
to be some more explanation. A note 
might be circulated, or something like 
that may be done

Shri X. D. Malavlya: It is tot you 
to take a decision, but so far as I am 
concerned, I am satisfied that the 
actual expenditure shown here in the 
estimates is correct

Shri BraJ Raj Slagh: We must also 
be satisfied,

Shri K. D. Malavlya: I gave the 
figure of 226 If I am required to give 
the equivalent figure for A-2, I give 
it now, it is 1600. But 1 do not see 
what is doubted here.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I have tried 
to explain the doubt When we ask 
the House to vote for an est&ftate of 
Rs 23 lakhs for 2222, is-there a justi
fication for it when we find that for 
2850 there is the revised Mtlmai* nt 
Rs 13 lakhs? The Minister is asking1 
for Rs 23*88 lakhs or about Rs 24 
lakhs for 2222 Either he should give 
the explanation that all the wages 
have been doubled or something must 
be done.

An Hon. Member: He should spend 
only Rs 13 lakhs.

Shri K. D. Malavlya: It is only after 
November 1957, that is, it is only this 
year that we are required to give the 
actual figures Previously, these 
figures were calculated on the basis of 
the work that we had before us; and, 
therefore, these figures should be con
sidered firm namelv, the figures which 
we have now given, namely 336 and 
2222, but the other figures which I 
have quoted were 226 for 390 and lfiOfr 
for 2850 That is what we have found 
out after calculation here.

Shri Nanshir Bharncha: That is ex
actly what is wrong

Shri K. D. Malavlya: Therefore, I do 
not see any discrepancy so tar as the
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[Shri K. D. Malaviya]
Agures 226 and 388 are concerned, and 
the figures IffOO and 2222 a n  concern
ed. I have given an explanation as to 
why these figures ihould now be eon* 
eidered firm rather than the figures 
supplied last year.

Shri Nath Pai: The discrepancy is
as big as a mountain.

Shrimatt Sena Chakravartty: May 1
also ask the hon. Minister to tell us 
one thing? This year, we have been 
given these figures. If we accept what 
the hon. Minister says, that the figure 
in the first column should be 226 
instead of 890, that means that 226 is 
the revised figure, and should apply to 
the revised estimates. I presume that 
is the understanding. Then, I should 
like to know whether that win be 
applying to all the figures which are 
going previous to that

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: It is the
amount that is revised, not the num
bers That is the difficulty. The num
bers are not revised; they should be 
the actuals That has been done. But 
the only explanation that came was 
that they were not whole-time wor
kers My only option now is

Shri Feroie Gandhi: May I point out 
that non-whole-time workers cannot 
lie put in this category of *Pay of 
Officers’  and ‘Pay of Establishments’ ’  
I f they are non-regular establishments 
on daily wages, they must be paid out 
o f contingency.

Shri K. D. Malaviya: I have not said 
that

Shri Feroie Gandhi: The Chair said 
that.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: I thought that 
someone had suggested that they were 
not whole-time workers. I think the 
Minister had suggested it

Shri Feroie Gandhi: But in this 
account, there cannot be any tempo
rary hands of a non-regular establish
ment

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: H this is the 
only explanation that the hon. Minis
ter can put forward, th«n I have no 
op t io n -  Hie House might decide 
whether to accept it or not

Shri Naushlr Bharucha: Then, this 
point of order may be raised. Assum
ing for a moment that according to 
him tiie revised figures tally propor
tionately well with the amount he has 
asked for, then the question arises that 
the Budget has not been properly 
presented

Shri K. D. Malaviya: It has been pro
perly presented. I do not accept the 
hon. Member's statement

Shri Naushlr Bharueha: The House 
voted Rs. 13 lakhs for 390 persons. 
Therefore, he has no right to say that 
he would appropriate only Rs. 11 lakhs 
to employ 226. It means that really 
he is exceeding the limit of the budget
ing indirectly.

Shri K. D. Malaviya: It is not like 
that

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: If he is asking 
for Rs. 18 lakhs for 336 persons, it is 
for the House to decide whether to 
give it or not

Shri Nanshir Bharucha: Then, he 
will spend Rs. 17 lakhs to employ 107 
persons. . . .

Mr Depnty-Speaker: Then, the hon. 
Member can come forward with this 
point But so far as this is concern
ed, now he is asking for Rs. 18 lakhs

Shri Nanshir Hharaeha: For how 
many people?

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: For 336.
Shri Nanshir Bharac&a: Be cannot 

employ less afterwards and say that 
be has spent so much.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: We shall see 
that afterwards, whether he employs 
the full contingent or employs a lower 
number. We shall see that afterwards. 
Now, I think it should be for the 
House to decide.



Bkd Fc h h  Gaattl: It is for you to 
decide, not tor the House. II you are 
convinced that the expOanation given 
by the hon. Minister is not satisfactory, 
there is no harm in the Demand being 
held over. The hon. Minister can cir
culate a note this evening and this 
Demand can be put to vote tomorrow 
I really feel that there is something 
wrong in this estimate.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: I have heard 
the hon. Member. That ig all right, 
so far as he raises the objection. I had 
also certain doubts which I expressed 
mysfdf, but if this is the explanation 
that the hon. Minister can give and 
he has given it, now it is for the hon 
Members to decide whether that is 
sufficient or not What should 1 do’  
Division No. 6 ]
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Therefore, I will now enquire from 
the Hon. Members whether they want 
to press any particular cut motion. Or, 
should I put them all together?

Shri t. B. Vtttal Kao: You can put
all the cut motions to the vote except 
No 1126 which we want to press for 
division.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The question
is:

Bhirucha. Shri Nauabir 
Braj Ri) Singh, Shri 
Chakiavartty, Shanmati Renti 
BUtt. Shri Muhammed 
Ghoul, Shri 
Imam. Shii Mohamed 
Kar, Shri Prlbhtt

Aehar, Shri 
Alit Singh, Shn 
Aahanna, Shri 
Bahadur Singh, Shri 
BrUiwal, Shri 
Balmiki, Shn 
Banerji, Dr R 
Barman, Shn 
Baaappa, Shri
Bhargara, Pandit Thakur Dai 
Birendra Singhn, Shn 
Bom, Shri 
Brahm htfath, Ch. 
Brattahwar Praaad, Shri 
Chanda, Shri Anil K 
ChaMrredi, Shri 
Chcttkr, Shri R. Ramanathan 
Chunl Lai, Shri 
Daijit Singh, Slui 
Da., Shn N. T 
Daa, Shn Ramdhani 
Daa, Shri Shn* t b iq n  
Daiappa, Shri 
Dab, Shri N. M 
Dab*. Shri Mulehaad 
Dwivadl, Shri M. L.
Oandhi, Shri Paroce 
©•under, Shri K. ParHnram 
lain, Shri M. C.

AYES
Kufflhhar, Shn 
Mohan Swarup, Shn 
Mukence, Shn H N 
Mullick, Shri B C 
NarhPai Shri 
Panigrahi, Shn 

Rajendra Smh, Shri

"That the Demand under the 
head Ministry of Steel, Mines and 
Fuel be reduced by Rg. 100 
(Increase in the price of kero
sene)”.

Lok Sabha divided: Ayes 21; Noes 85 
[ f7 4*

t

Rao, Shn T  B Vitlal 
Rrddy, Shri Va*iJ 
Smgh, Shn L Achaw 
Sugandhi, Shri 
Supakar, Shn 

Tangamani, Shn 
Vcnna, Shn Ramii

NOES
Jy«tiahi, Pandit I P 
Kailiwal, Shri 
Kotoki, Shn Liiadhar 
Khan, Shn Sadath All 
Kureel, ShnB N 
Lachhi Ram, Shri 
Lahiri, Shn 
Main, Shn N B 
Malanjra, Shn K D 

Mandal,Dr Paihupati 
Mathur, Shn Hamh Chandra 
Mehta, Shri J R.
Mithra, Shn Bibhutl 
Miihra, Shn L N 
MUra, ShrlR R 
Morarka, Shn 
Nanjappa, Shn 
Nbraaunhan, Shri 
Haifcar, Shn P S 
Nehru, Shrimati Uma 
Ora, Shn 
Padam Dev, Shri 
Patel, Shri Raieahwar 
Pattabhi Raman, Shn 
Pragf Lai, Ch 
Radha Raman, Shn 
Raghubir Sahai, Shn 
Raiu, Shn D S

The motion was negatived

Ram Satan, Shn 
Rane, Shn 
Rao, Shri lagaoatha 
Redd;, Shn K. C 
Reddy, Shn Rami 
Roy, Shri Biahwanath 
Saho, Shri Rameihwar 
Saigai, Sardar A. S. 
Saaantainhar, Dr 
Saiiiadi, Shri Ajit Singh 
Shankaraiya, Shn 
Shanaa, ShnR. c 
Shukla, Shn V C. 
Siddananiappa, Shn 
Siddiah, Shri 
Singh, Shri H P 
Sinha, Shn Gafendra Praaad 
Sinha, Shn K. P 
Sinha, Shri Satya Narayan 
Subharayan, Dr. P 
Surnar Praaad, Shn 
Sunder Lai, Shn 
Swaftn Singh, Sardar 
Thowat, Shri A M 
Tiwan, Shri R S 
Tula Ram, Shn 
LTmrao Singh. Shri 
Venkata lubhaiah. Shri

8 (A i)—-L.SJD.—<8.
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Mr. P f t y  Speaker; I take it felt

withdrawn with flu  la m  0C the
House.
AH the other cut motion* were, by 

leave, withdrawn.
Mr. Depstjr-Speaker: the quKien

is:
"That the respective suns not 

exceeding the amounts shown in 
the fourth column of the order 
paper, be granted to the President, 
to complete the sums necessary 
to defray the charges that will 
come in course of payment during 
the year ending the 31st day of 
March 1960, in respect of the 
heads of demands entered in the 
second column thereof against 
Demands Nos. 81 to. 84 and ISO 
relating to the Ministry of Steel, 
Mines and Fuel” .
The motion was adopted.
[The motions for Demands fnr

Grants which were adopted by the
Lok Sabha are reproduced below—
Ed.]

D em a n d  No. 81—Ministry of S te e l, 
M in k s a n d  F u e l 

“That a sum not exceeding 
Rs. 36,98,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the 31st day of March, I960, in 
respect of ‘Ministry of Steel, 
Mines and Fuel’.”.

D em a n d  N o. 83—E x p lo r a t io n  or O il

‘That a sum not exceeding 
Rs. 2,02,63,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course o f 
payment during the year ending 
the 31st day of March, 1960, in 
respect of ‘Geological Survey*.” .

D em a n d  N o . 83—E x p lo r a t io n  o p  O il  
a n d  N a tu r a l G ab  

“That a sum not exceeding 
Rs. 3,10,34,000 be granted to the

President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray tin  Changes 
which will come in course at 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, I960, in 
respect-of ‘Exploration of (Ml and 
Natural Gas’.”

D em an d  N o . 84— M is c s lla n s o u s
D e p a r t m e n t s  an d  oth er  E x p e n d i
tu r e  UNDER THE MINISTRY OP STEEL,
M in e s  an d  F uel

“That a sum not exceeding \ 
Rs. 24,81,40,000 be granted to lbs 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of ‘Miscellaneous Depart
ments and Other Expenditure 
under the Ministry of Steel, Mines 
and Fuel’.” .

D em and No. 130— C a p ita l o u t la y  o f  
t h e  M in is tr y  o f  S t e e l , M in e s  an d  
F u e l

“That a sum not exceeding 
Rs. 22,06,60,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of ‘Capital Outlay of the 
Ministry of Steel, Mines and 
Fuel’.".

M in is t r y  o p  W o r k s , H o u sin g  an d  
S u p p l y

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The House
will now take up discussion on 
Demands Nos. 95 to 99 and 136 to 188 
relating to the Ministry of Works, 
Housing and Supply for which 4 
hours have been allotted.

Hon. Members desirous of moving 
cut motions may hand over at the 
Table within 15 minutes the number 
of the selected cut motions. 1 shall 
treat them as moved, if the members 
in whpse names those cut motions 
stand are present in the House and the 
motion* are otherwise in order.



D em a n d  N o. 99—M x so b lla n w ju s
D em an d  N o . 96— MnraBraY or W o rk s , D e p a rtm e n ts  a n d  E x p e n d itu re  

H o u s in g  ama S u p p ly  u n d er th e  M in is tr y  or Works,
H o u sin g  a n i  S u pply
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Mr. Depoty-Speaker: Motion moved:
‘That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 57,97,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray tbe charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the 31st day of March, I960, in 
respect of *Ministry of Works, 
Housing and Supply'.” .

D em an d  N o. 96—S u p p lie s  

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 2,59,19,000 be granted to tha 
President to ^complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of ‘Supplies’.”.

D em and No. 97—O th e r  C iv il W o rk s  

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 24,74,12,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, I960, in 
respect of ‘Other Civil Works’ .".

D em an d  N o. 98— S ta t io n e r y  an d  
P r in t in g

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Motion moved:
"That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 7,12,63,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which win come in course of 
Payment during the year ending 
fee Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of 'Stationery and Print
ing,”.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 1,09,05,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of 'Miscellaneous Depart
ments and Expenditure under tbe 
Ministry of Works, Housing and 
Supply’ .” .

D e m a n d  N o . 136— D e l h i C a p it a l  
O u t l a y

Mr. Depoty-8peaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 6,71,17,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of 
payment during the year ending 
the Slst day of March, I960, in 
respect of ‘Delhi Capital Outlay’.".

D e m a n d  N o . 137— C a p it a l  O u t l a y  o n  
B u ild in g s

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: Motion moved:
“That a sum not exceeding 

Rs. 7,53,92,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the charges 
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending 
the 31st day of March, I960, in 
respect of *Capital Outlay on
Buildings’.” .

D e m a n d  N o . 138— O ther Ca p it a l  
O u t l a y  o f  th e  M in is t r y  o r  W o rk s, 
Ho u sin g  an d  S u pply

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: Motion moved:

“That a sum not exceeding
Rs. 6,55,39,000 be granted to the 
President to complete the sum 
necessary to defray the t+iargnm 
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
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[Mr. 'Deputy Speaker.] 
the Slst day of March, 1960, in 
respect of ‘Other Capital Outlay 
at the Ministry of Works, Housing 
and Supply’ .".

Start T. B. Ttttal Rao: We have got 
a half-hour discussion today. The 
Member concerned is present. So if 
we continue with the discussion on this 
Ministry, we will have to sit till 6-30. 
There are hardly 20 minutes left. So 
X would suggest' that we may 
straightway take up the half hour 
discussion and start discussion on this 
Ministry tomorrow.

Mr. Depoty-Speaker: We took the 
decision that we would sit till 6 p .m . 
to discuss the Demands.

Shri I . R. Vlttal Rao: Mow hardly 
13 or 20 minutes are left. The Minis
ter also will not be fresh now.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is the Minis
ter making any opening remarks or 
should the House proceed with the 
discussion?

The Minister of Works, Housing and 
Supply (Shri K. C. Reddy): The 
debate may proceed.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: We will sit up 
to 6 p.m . for discussion of the 
Demands.

^ *n*r vr 
g ft*  w  fcr*rr *r t  i

ft«F& «prt,
f t  *nc «pt w to t 

f*RT<TT i w  3  «jpgj
f im c r o e  j  i w  fW R ft

*rtr i w  m m
fa jfc n w  jtt y n  sfWf ^
<ft© fro  fcer
V fr m , %ft*r sror <hc< firera? 
t^T  VfT m  f *  fTT ST Î*1T I

^  t o r  «rmr |  ftr f a r  * rt Sfc 
$, 3 *  t o t  s*r to P j f t  

*nftR VOX 3TOT ?nft> Hfar cftr & 
w  «Ft i

«pf*e m  fim  | ?

f t n n - $, fcftnr 
%ftr v t  ^TT ^ I TTPT sftr TT

3TRTT $  ft> fl'PTR ’TOT T̂RTT
A ffiw *  *rm  «3rraT $ i frror 

wftnc
5W— VhnsfhR' ^ sfrff gsftfWK 
3 V  Z^TTT WTT ^TT q*?lT |  I

if fr  3TI# i% *5t 
i  I TtSTHT v\x 

| IU
v t  w w h  *i *̂ k  ^o^c; <j?$r *rr, «ft ft?

I ^  ^TT «i«i\ % 3R
T̂ T | ifrr *T*ft m  ^  ^5
« n tt I
#  #  w  % ^ ri f ^  ^

jj#  ?R r m  »r?rr t  ftr « | ? r  wr flrmpr

ffflCT P̂TT | *?IT i3W if iW -m fr,
ftqidfla «ft hto Kft «snf*m | 
w  11 ^tftviT | ft? ^  *TPRr
?t i «j# w w r *P5rr | ftr 
«rk  wfrarr *mnr ft  »nrr ^

«frfr ?fr ^  11  ^
'JH tot ^  ftwr *rr —

“That Executive Engineer, 
CP.W.D. had invited tenders for 
the remaining work left out by 
the previous contractor. The 
cost of work as now estimated 
has exceeded the original esti
mate anti these tenders are now 
under scrutiny. The actual build
ing work is expected to start and 
be completed during the financial 
year 1959-80."
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xWHHW  ^  arwrr $  t o  a m ? «ft 

^  ?nir ̂  fiifm  ^ 't r f  11 
n r <rcf ^  qrcn**wr wjs1 iff <t vt 
w aft $  1

* ^ f r % T 5 % R S T  f l f t  T S  t jv  

r fil*  WT I  I *ft 5TT?r ^P fT  ^
v t A m  «n 1 ^  5?r

f ^*TT ^ r  W>T trap qfcfo p R

*ft w ,  frariftr 3?i *nft «frc v ^ w r  
«nr 1 Prajfc ^ i t f  $  $  & r r  P f  f*i^ 

» f t » r c » r c r t f  3f T T # « f r  1 

i  ft? <hFrcr ?rf# »r$ *sn | 1

*#nrr% im tft v rtrftw iT g rZ )

•irtni ^TjRTT g Pl> fase t f j r  'IT  5®! 

W i4>fl "FT j i t  f5r?r %  4 1^  *r ^graT  

5TRTT I  ft? t  f W f t  «rR *
$  1 «? sn% wi&c t , ^  
«rrar $  Pp xpc <fh  ¥ t  sft* fo rc stpptt 

* ft*  3p i^  q r  ^  *re£V -*itd*

faf?s»r «tct$ afTT*ft 1 * t  ^  f t f t P m  

s r f « n  fr, ftrc  *n  Pp ^ t t  $ ,  

$ % gjapr ?ft 35$ ^  v?r %  3*  ?tob  
^  1 $  x^m i ^  f
qffin ft # w rtr «r«# «n% t  1 *rrr 
'STFRt f  P f  pjwfj' if  n v n r t is n r  t V  

fiRpft "B’ ft $, ^P T  ^  A t’SRTT j  ftr 
T O jt  «m ft w ^ f f  * t  P r o ^  ¥ t  m r  * t  

arRft | ,  ert gsr a r  # <rr $  1 fepsft *

* T f€N ^ rth f fafcTTT 5R 7̂  %  M  * r a t  

T <t 5 ^  ^  i ?rt P r*  v r r  ^  

|  ftr f r o t  T t*  iN S *  ’STRft ftm x ff

v t  ?ft«T ?

17.48 in .

[Shu Barman in the Chair ]

f f t r  > r w  %  w r #  tp r P r e ^  

flrfcw  w r< «rr ^  I  j «rtf «f* ft *

’wst vr ? n ^  fqijfc wm «n fw  
% *!jt <tt «wnr 5 1R  ’h rr Tpfr

* r  »rtrT 1 «?v «rar f fk  > m  an#
vr ftffo i*  gm  1 ^  ^ tt ft? iwrrf 
' ^ f  «Tpfr if «W t «f¥ i i t f  <rc 
^  snPnn ^  *ft «rr 1 w  snr
^rmnr *rar v r  sro* f t  »nr m  1

fiwiV finr % ?ft% ^  mi f<5T *pf «rpft“ 
’ttt t?t 1 irrflrc in[ <^fr 'snfjpr | ? 
V* firn^fr % w t «*t f , >rt aft% t  
<ftt ̂  ifmi t . *tt w  err? % »wrn?r

w r  jft%  |, ^  fip p fir ?m  « rtr 
f  1 ^  f t r ^ r  ^n?*r % 

^ m r 'tt^tt j  *15 ggrifSpr 1 1 
T l W f i  ^^ft+T»r ^  1 
r̂*fW trap ftf5*r f3Rr *f 

^rw »Nt ^  ^ 1 ?rnpr 
**r<w«w «^hrarw ^
«ftr Pbt wr̂ ar »ft ^  ^  1 
^  w  r t  ?rt?^ o t w  ft  TfT t  

^ r am  ̂ «re 
fsrf^nr ^  srM t 1 ?rct t  snff
»n?rr Pp w  rr(W | ft. ^ 
»WHRT «lfr «P*fr ft, #  ¥T KWTT ^t
<ftt ^  ^ ^  f w  t̂rtt ft  «ftr
far Tft «5TTf w d t  vt 5ft*H 5̂t* 
»rar?t 1 w  fir n^fe  ^ n r w  ^w pt 
^ Pp 5 «i >̂fT »T̂ t ̂ T ̂ +W ^ I 4  <41(61 
g %  trap t o  v*ftsH ftsnrr srnr, 
Jt ftr *pt^R % <£3Tfg6n> 3rhr-cnnmT 
^  ftf «T5 WHRT xftK ^ ?rtt^ W  ?W 
3fr^ *r? 5F*frtnr ^tttt
Pp #5^ «ft» «^;o ft* %
^ m  Prt ^  It Pwt arm 1

srfipc t  Pp «ift «rc » w m  
pR«fr v«fr $ 1 ffcrar |[ Pf ift ^  
fa tfi — >wra ^  v*m rhr—  
T O »ff <n: nmgncr tt\x nf^wwrm w#
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l«fr

i^nvt % vRrft #  wtf % *ftr 5tT®r 
* t « l  i

*nc t o  % 35 m fiw  «£¥ ^  
*h r  srm * t  q  * p w  *n$, s * w t  
to t  w r#» ft  ? n*ftfe T& 5  5 s  
sTjff ■ #  $ f r  fraftnr *!t *»ft vt 
f a r  ?it? fa*rr sri*1

art fvM  s*rr* «t»w $, ^  *«w r 
* m  $  f a  tft w ?  *frc ^  3src 
«n* infoanJ %  ftn? h *h W im  *ft 
P rnr y,^oo tf*»? f ,

*fl&rr t  ^  ;*>3YY 
$  i q r*  tft w *  % *p*t «n# *Tfr w r iw tf  
% fa ri qqrotifow f r r r » *  
ijfar $ , XSMX t
«rtr * *ft H . K H  *|f*nr 'f t  t  '
«^T f«KTW t»,v *v

iffks $ i ^
finn*» 5(o<>o jjfar f ,
? ,\ «« *jf*rc t  ^  ***••
iffo? $ I 31 ^  3TPWT fa  HTTO

?w w  ’T ŝrw • *r ^ wt j
fa  fa*ft *  ?TPCt %TTff*fr iERVTT T$5
t , sm ?t * r  tft# 11 * f a *  « t s a t e s  
* t  $**r-«rt?e*r % «ft% q #  ^ t  t« w t f a

MW <tS>H «nj) ^Rf ^ I '̂ l?ift ^IT 
fm  *>pni *tt fatft f m  t  i m  <?t 

*nsr m vF^ xsft j f  f , *nr t c  
ip  #*nf tfk  ^  ?ftnt vt Tra *t 
fcrcr $ t w far ** *F*fr w  wv t^Ft 
«ftr w  vrv ?*r q^TH-fi?fr n  ’

*W ^  fraft?*T ?ITE 1TRTT f  I 
|rafH»r % #  »mr or?
f*n f f  i o^r fft V ff^ n r ^T'rfspr 
^  t, wr trmvft ^  ^  

% fw j, *raft ^fenif %

% fHtr, '(WV *TOP!t % 
«rf^v t , 3w% ftn? tftr ^  fz
»pfr % fVnf i frfi£ >Ft ^rr % «wt 
'p tot I  %  *  *nw ?tt? I - Tt 

j ttrawr ^  
if Tt f% fysr<nfrr $, ^  % aftr

^,ooo W  % {^ o o o  V lt W
fapp^ «rw f ,  ^ rvt «fpraT ^  % «nt
#  iftT jprtt" %  9|?r TTW T V TTt i t
fiwT f  ftr «f <rr# y ^ w W t  % fsn?
f l r p w  «5hr *FTT WRft t  %̂K
3 *w t 3$TTOT«f <̂WT fipiT 'iTT ^*RIT $  
ifa  «TTTP FWfifcr WR?f̂ SPT
%^pra«ff %■ fiwrantprr i % t̂pt

sft-JTrfac sft 5TTO t f t w  TT qm*ft 
% f ^  w  ?nft» ^rvt y p w
f r  an i # ftsr ^  % jm t l a w r
=S|7f!IT JJ f5p 3RT # p p » f ’RHFT «W!T
wmr *t, wjnf*r-
^ r  w r  »m  «rr # ^ r- W w  t  f^r 
<5* v d *  w r r  t  turn 
y g fffir%fiTT 14 mtimrg fr  
% f tw  w j t  ^ r r  ’jn f t r f  ^  «rr i 

v t c t  *15 $  IV  s n ftp r  «fsr 
f r  «nnp srw#*r t  3?w r v t f  ^
^  ??T fsTRfTr ^  vfrc >T| ^ r
w i t  w  «ft% fsrasr «>RJT t  • 
W  ®nwr 4  ffvw<r g  f v  aft w n  ww

f w T w t  •

frarftpr ^  v ^ f f  ^  
wrer •ith' 5̂  t o s t  j r t t  5̂t s iv f s t  
*i5t *rf «ft <ftr m  w r r  fir  vn r  %
f?n? f*w ffer ftsarr » m  *tt ^ st j h  
w ,n «*  w im r ^  ^  t  i «ff
isnn r % f a *  tfV niftr  
’W * v r  snrfarrr «rr f a rm c  u k «?
%  f a *  i  ̂ « ftIt v w  nr srfinrc  
H K « -K £  % w i  H ftw r «fr i 
v r  w i%  ^o.ooo ipppt w *  *  # fo r
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*newr
<efispm  fra fin r « r tr  ^  

f  r 9*r * r?r  an# tfi ttopc * t  
f  ?ft t o t  *ranT t  

* W t$  1 w r  t t o t t  a r s  tr tfrft

T$ ?ft *? SPTCRfTg' ft? f(W vnft vt 
grr «*r qrW 1

xn A s s t r t  % *r 515 v ^ rr
■•rtpn- 1 w  % fart 5 5  v rtc * m ,
TOT *RT $_ I «?W O T, * * * f , <T̂ »TgHn < 

*nrnr, v p t jt  o t r  f?5*fr * r  5  * !? rt % 
far* 5fB[ mm  im  *m $ t/fr f q  f^ r? 
apnf arTT t̂ 1 #ftsr aw ?*r fosft 

f  ait ft? IJCTP * t TTWFft f , $ftz*T 
i ,  t f t  v t  W R r v t  *?T OTtft 
I  1 tm  * tfo n O T <m, ^ « r t  * r t t  
vr^ft anff, aft $rcw arferat 
^npt Sw srsarr wtft 1 1 w
% ar̂ r ?ro? f*>*w *>t ««rr*r $—
Start K. C. ltoddy: May I point out, 

Sir, that the Delhi slum clearance 
work has been under the Ministry of 
Health and not under the Ministry of 
Works, Housing and Supply From 
next year onwards it is going to be 
transferred to the Ministry of Works, 
Housing and Supply—the Delhi slum 
clearance work.

A «ft*T m  *ft OTjprr ft? r w t
^ p f ^tsr. «rwr^t3n?ftt ?ft # sĵ t
$t<J Vf?V 9XV WRT 3nT̂

arif w  fw  amr | «flr anrjt
TT W 5  |ft# $, *?T «?T VtrflhLtf)*
ft fa ro  **rr fr  writ t  1 v t  s f r it  «Ft 
^  t o .’tto  fc r < t anresT » tft ^ te ft^ , 
?r «t$ $ ft? *f q*? v n j % &
«r fsrft anr antf $ 1 w  ?n$ & 
rra w * ^ ^ t ai*r i
$  f  f r  t»r #rtt % fair
qrcpft «PR«fT Hi ar f̂r ,«nf?ra i

ftflffr srrar «Rjr *t ft? ww f r iw 
% # aft ̂ mft »mr *Pr«r t? t

f»wt fofanrft ^t mff 1
fkm *t  ftm arn?

xftK #  ^  ^t % ftnr
?f«mc ft i  aw <prt5t ar̂ RT
5rtt f * ^ - v  w*r % fstf, w  r f  ^  
«n fw  fiwr 9vwr wftpr f?r t t  
v tf «th - s^t fw r nvj, vx  5»rrT v> 
?nft ? it «jt ^  ftwn »wt ?
*fn *T t  W  *1*  ^t vtf
«jjf̂ *RT f t  MJMlf *lf 5  •

vw *f VT5T ^raftnr n ; tmrr p i 
Tgfr A WT8T f9TO ¥T fr *  T̂T 

5 t *Hf> Trwt h WT*r
it^t *p*!t anrf ftpw  ft? w w * 
f? «fk  «?r w«»ft ^twrt f c fo it *  
srgt Tf«r i ,  %ffr ^  ^t»r ottt
^rt 5ft !T̂ t *TT ^ I W»5r % 
fatT JB[ tft yiftvijf JRTT 5^- tot *TflT 
t  «ftr 5T srrt 5  pRft T̂?T VI
fT^t? Tt ^  TOT ^WTT ^ I TOT *Tft

VtfilRT ̂  W*fl *Pt
apt «ift arr T>ft 1 1

^ T  ?n? *mft #  grgfiPT TT 5TT?̂ V 
^ , »TW f̂t S*fti?ft %
jjfsrs l ^ f t r ^ ^ r i r r i j f f j w ^ T T ^  
ft> *rpft ^  r̂aff%n ^t *FVf m^ai^
? i^ t< ta n ^ t^  1 ^  9ft U o o  *TTTt 
^ t f«#T*T »PT# f5t WRT «<t I f5T# *t 
s(oo »rnr w  ^  ,w  if 1 ^npt 
?ex»-K5 #  OTf»m Pctt *m «rr 1 
#f«FT fr ftt ^  Jmrnr *m  $ ftf »«•  
*TP»t % ^  ^t &Z »T^ feW  % fo fr?
*nt t  ^  ^ t  fiWW«T fW  STTtr | 
W ti vt %■ njtrrr f
%  Prpt nNt v! y n #  *m
#, fiRRT wh ftnnr *nrr | 1 w  
?W WRft % wt* * W t#  f t r f^ T  sEmprc 

1 . .
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Booking Ghat and Pah ta» Ghat

Mr. q a h n in : I think the bon 
Member is likely to take some more 
tame. He may continue tomorrow 
We will now take up the Half-an- 
Hour Discussion.

18 bn.

•GHAT TO GHAT BOOKING BET
WEEN MAHENDRA GHAT AND 
p a h l e z a  GHAT

<T?5TT ?ft JTf f  fifT 3W R H  ^  >ftft-
f t r v  s n f f i iv  = rw  *?t t ft r  ^sNt 
iff *rm ?t q?rr ^r#nr Pp  f a f K  %  *nar

pHHRT $ 1  ^  w n t  TT
pqrPm ^ t3pp m  ^
im v! A f w t  *m r «pV pjk
<nrm 1 i  *rrc ostf t  fa  
qzsrr Pp f a f r *  *n a r ft t o t h t  

>t*it ^  $«n. 1 1  fgpr
V t 3?I7 f*fTC *  'TZ^T 3TRT fW r |
^ * r * i T v t q T T T C ! T T q » m t  i w t a t f  
ft sfar>r f^ r r  }  <*Wt *pt aw ^  
fw^n: an^rr ffcn ^  eft »m t m  * r * t  
qieft 1 15Rr s w  grsgfr |  Pp * s r t  qrc 
$ tft* r r a r r a T $ 7 ®pt w  sr r̂

*  ŝrcrr t  ifft i ^  tfra* t  faratr 
Pp * f K  * f t r r  % ^
P ifr c  « * * » r  w t P r t  i ^  ^
xm  T F ^ w h  t  ij?p ?«n*r $  ^
WT»T WHT MTfflT ^ ?ft vTCPlft t ^ i
«tt P n rc  t, mft » r #  « k  P r f r  

t Pp ftrar a r |  * p t .  
*rtr ^  wt? i 

3 .qr *ft  Pptft jw hc v r  r fa aw
i

W IT  «WI*IT P l f R  ^f5T STOW A
RJ5T *t sffeihroV % % q (k  * 7 1T T  »tft 

T f r  i  i mK A a *m m

g fv ^  xft «w r emftv ¥t 
m?r  ̂ ftr ^t i?k ft ?ft lyr ?t 
w ft t ,  *g*r tr *thV #  ^  s^ftrcr T|t 
1 1

?nm %  *nfWT, irf ^  ^t 
arrcr t  %  »nn: «rc»ft 'ihht % 'ttcj
3fHT * n |  ?ft ^ | R  ¥T 
sr^t ftrsT ?w?rr f  i 3 ? r  q f  w m ] 
* i * v t  ?n^t an?ft i  ft? « m r  f * r  aifrarj 
t c  * t * t  ^r?t ?ft g»r lit  ^5r i t  . 
fe p s  5PIHT q i m  i 4  ^ ? i t  g 
w'k w  *** % s m  M«pft if? 
ftwror tsrt r̂rg?iT % fr wr ^  ?r̂ t 
ff^t t Pp sm r ^  f i ^ f t  «frr f W f t  g
*ftr mfiwww 3TRT T̂̂ TT  ̂ Wt A 

f t  Hid <̂1( ^PPtfT J  ^iIVimNW  

t̂ ’rftr ^t fsv? ^  <rr
n*zn f  *rr ^  <it ^ p rjt g ?
ftp 4  «£8T T T  ^PRTT jf I K ^R  'TJJTT ; 
ms«ft inrc q#rr errs aim v t  ?ft 

5»f ^r ?Rf *i5t ff»TRRr ^*rr eft ^wt 
n̂rr ^rNY *nWV i wft fT̂ r t̂ ^ ^r 

^  q«p tot m sprfr 5Frmj 
w  i  ^  «it <% art ?ft*r P r t  j 
fd̂ ifi *̂ih< ®PT̂ *JTH an^, OTTt
tot ?t?t f*r#»ft -pfr m\ Pi#ift i 
imr vtf nrpfr qf?Tarr qzm 
afHT -il^l  ̂ fft WPft Ttt

^  ^  t  P p  arf
*tmT (ft̂  ut ftrr fare % arnr,
^Pf?t «rf#>nviff % q w r  arr^ $  *r f  

vt vnft ■•3<wt fir?r w<ii
^Wt iHI VW»i< VI®pft SKFTflf

ft arw<ft i ^  ?pp t  7
% VfV»Tft<d It f t  58̂

T f T  P f  ^  f*T R T  5 ^ t  t  f ^ T
JTRft*t <iw>i< w f  i *nr A starr f  
f% ^  m im  ¥t ipp wi#t <wftw

*fiatf-kn-&mr Oiscuaaioo.




